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Dashboard
1. Banking and Money: All Scheduled Commercial Banks (INR Crore)

Outstanding as on % Variation Over

End March

Jul 3, 2020 Jul 5, 2019 Last Month Last Year 27.03.2020

Aggregate Deposits 14,075,185 12,674,680 0.86 11.05 3.71

1. Demand 1,510,533 1,312,800 2.28 15.06 -6.58

2. Time 12,564,652 11,361,880 0.69 10.59 5.11

Bank Credit 10,291,611 9,697,510 0.36 6.13 -0.77

1. Food 85,886   70,770 0.24 21.36 65.92

2. Non-food 10,205,725 9,626,750 0.36 6.01 -1.11

Cash in Hand 83,392    77,890 -1.33 7.06 -4.32

Balance with RBI 441,784 509,970 -0.84 -13.37 -12.54

Investments 4,218,390 3,545,820 1.58 18.97 14.21

Money Supply 

M3 (a+b+c+d) 17,536,789 156,024 0.82 11139.83 4.42

a. Currency with Public 2,571,573 21,100 1.07 12087.84 9.81

b. Dem.Dep.with Banks 1,631,361 14,282 2.10 11322.50 -6.12

c. Time Dep. with Banks 13,293,677 120,276 0.67 10952.66 4.86
d. Other Dep. with RBI 40,178 366 -14.41 10868.60 5.24

2. Price % Variation Over
2020 2019 Month Year

WPI: 2011-12=100 (June 2020) 119.3 121.5 1.4 -1.8

CPI: 2012=100 (June 2020) 151.6 142.9 0.5* 6.1

*CPI indices for May-20 are imputed indices published by the NSO and accordingly the 'Percentage variation of Current Month over Previous Month' can be interpreted with caveat.

3. Deployment of Gross Bank Credit by Major Sectors    (` Crore)

25.05.2018 24.05.2019 22.05.2020 Y-o-Y [2018-19] Y-o-Y [2019-20]

% %

Gross Bank Credit 7,636,504  8,516,737   9,108,882      11.5 7.0

Non-food Credit 7,583,758 8,451,239  9,029,747     11.4 6.8

Agriculture & 1,027,880 1,107,883   1,146,207      7.8 3.5

Allied Activities

Industry 2,644,568  2,814,039   2,861,607      6.4 1.7

[Micro & Small, 

Medium & Large]

Services 1,993,233  2,287,877      2,543,070      14.8 11.2
Personal Loans 1,918,077    2,241,440       2,478,863       16.9 10.6

4. Forex Reserves As on A year ago

(Including Gold & SDR) 10.07.2020 12.07.2019
` in Crore 3,883,436 2,944,980

US$ Million 516,362 428,798

5. Bank Rate Percent Effective

1. Bank Rate 4.25 27.03.2020

2. MCLR (Overnight) 6.65/7.30 10.07.2020

6. Term Deposit Rate > 1 year (%)     Percent 2020
Jun-19 Jun-26 Jul-03 Jul-10

5.10/5.65 5.10/5.65 5.10/5.50 5.10/5.50 

7.  Exports, Imports & Trade Balance  (` Million)
Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 % Apr-May % May-June   

Trade Balance -515,736.70 -238,116.70 60,064.30 53.83 125.22
Exports 789,514.10 1,441,660.10 1,658,988.50 82.60 15.07
Imports 1,305,250.80 1,679,776.80 1,598,924.20 28.69 -4.81

8. Ratios Percent

1. CRR 3.00 w.e.f. 03.04.2020

2. SLR 18.00 w.e.f. 17.04.2020

3. Repo Rate 4.00 w.e.f. 22.05.2020

4. Reverse Repo Rate 3.35 w.e.f. 22.05.2020

5. Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) Rate 4.25 w.e.f. 22.05.2020

6. Cash Dep. Ratio 3.73 as on 03.07.2020

7. Investment Dep. Ratio 29.97 as on 03.07.2020

8. Credit Dep.Ratio 73.12 as on 03.07.2020

9. Index of Industrial Production - Sectoral [Base: 2011-12=100]** 2019-20

Mining Manufacturing Electricity General

Growth Apr-May 3.7 3.5 6.7 3.9

Growth over corresponding period of the previous year (May) 2.3 4.4 7.4 4.5

** Due to lockdown, the figures of May 2020 cannot be strictly compared with that of the previous month and year.

10. Capital Markets (INR Billion)

Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20
Capital Issue 1068.3 788.8 799.3 1348.7

Public Issue 107.1 0.1 4.0 47.5

Rights Issue 4.8 0.0 0.0 535.3
Private Placements 956.4 788.6 795.3 765.9

Call Money rates (Weighted Average) as on 10.07.2020 - 3.47%

11. Prime Rates/ Prime Lending Rates as on Apr/May 2020 (% p.a)

US CANADA ECB JAPAN SWISS BRITAIN HONG KONG

3.25                  2.45       0.00          1.48 0.75 1.10 5.00

(As lending practices vary widely by location, these rates are not comparable)

Sources: 1,2,4,5,6,8 - RBI Weekly Supplement 3 - RBI   7,10 - CMIE 9 - MOSPI 11 - Different Central Banks

Source : CMIE

Note: Storage level as on week ended 16 July, 2020



Financial Inclusion is a continuous process, not a goal post. In the cover story
of  this issue, Dr K Srinivasa Rao begins with an enumeration of  its various
objectives and socio-economic benefits. He traces its progress in India
beginning with the social control of  banks in 1967 through the Rangarajan
Committee Report on Financial Inclusion in 2008 into the immensely
successful PMJDY and other complementary policy initiatives by the Govt and
the RBI. He highlights the positive social impact of  these initiatives in India
and on India’s ranking in Global Findex of  the World Bank. The economic
impact of  Covid-19 continues to occupy the mind of  bankers. P Amaranatha
Reddy presents a snapshot of  this impact from a different angle than that of
the cover story in our previous issue. He strongly focuses on the regulatory
initiatives undertaken to deal with it. 

In another article, presenting the distilled knowledge of  a couple of  key books
on human behaviour in his typical laconic style, A K Jagannathan puts together
management ‘mantras’ for top executives of  banks. Anuradha Narayanan spells
out the risks in outsourcing by banks through various live examples and
emphasises that ‘a breach of  RBI guidelines can be clearly observed in frauds
related to outsourcing by banks.’ Ravi Mishra writes on the need and
importance of  Statutory Audit in banks, whereas Aparna Mishra creates a ready
primer on mutual funds and Ashutosh Pande analyses the turmoil at IL&FS
with a focus on its impact on the NBFCs in India.

In the legal section, K S Hareesh Kumar describes the status of  the
‘Liquidator’ Under Companies Act 2013 and IBC 2016. In the Hindi section,
while Vijay Prakash Srivastava discusses the strategies of  HR management in
the times of  emerging banking paradigms, Subah Singh Yadav presents a
comprehensive account of  the Fintech phenomenon. We hope that the readers
will find the above content informative and useful. We would be happy to have
your feedback.

E D I T O R ’ S  N O T E

Editor’s Note

Sunil Mehta
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to budget payments. Most leaders
emerged into the Brussels dawn
claiming to have agreed on something
historic, and to judge by the soaring
euro, investors concurred.

The deal broke two historic taboos.
First, Europe’s leaders agreed that the
European Commission could incur
debt at an unprecedented scale.
Starting sometime in 2021, the NGEU
will be funded by borrowing over six
years, with bonds at a range of
maturities extending to 2058. Second, a
total of  €390bn will be distributed as
grants, and hence will not increase
recipient governments’ debt burden. 

This is a lifeline for the likes of  Italy,
where government debt is already on
course to reach 150 percent of  GDP
by the end of  2020. It breaches a
former red line over substantial intra-
EU fiscal transfers. Both developments
would have been unimaginable just six
months ago.

The EU has now marshalled a fiscal
response to the Covid crisis equal to or
better than America’s. The programme
is equivalent to 4.7 percent of  its GDP,
a macroeconomically significant
amount that comes on top of  large
stimulus spending by national

governments. It has plugged the
budgetary hole left by the departure of
Britain, a net contributor before Brexit.
It has answered the European Central
Bank’s repeated pleas to balance its
monetary activism with a comparable
fiscal effort. The EU may also have set
a precedent for handling future crises,
although any additional future
collective borrowing will be stubbornly
resisted by the frugal (as well as parts
of  Germany).

The recovery funds will be distributed
to governments using an allocation key
based on criteria such as
unemployment and income per person.
Governments will submit spending and
investment plans to the commission,
which will evaluate them on the basis
of  its annual ‘country-specific
recommendations’. Governments’
spending plans are also supposed to
align with the commission’s priorities
on climate and digitisation.

But the commission will not have the
final say over whether to approve
disbursements of  funds. Rather like
Germany during the euro crisis, the
frugal do not trust Brussels’
technocrats to police the reform
efforts of  southern states. Instead,
Mark Rutte, the Dutch Prime Minister,
secured an ‘emergency brake’: any
government can object to another’s
spending plans, delaying and
complicating disbursements. That
allows him to tell Dutch voters that
they have not signed a blank cheque
for irrational spending. But Lucas
Guttenberg of  the Jacques Delors
Institute fears the brake could entrench
mistrust inside the EU if  beneficiary
governments believe others are
objecting in bad faith.

The deal falls some way short of  the
‘Hamiltonian moment’ some had
hoped for it. Unlike America’s treasury
secretary in 1790, no one has proposed
mutualising EU countries’ legacy debts;
not even the new common debt will

Europe’s big fiscal deal -

The EU’s €750bn Covid-19

plan is historic — but not

quite Hamiltonian

Five day European Council meeting
was concluded on July 21st. The
summit, which signed off  on a multi-
year spending package worth €1.8trn
($2.1trn), will be one for the history
books. The deal struck by the EU’s 27
national leaders has two elements: the
regular EU budget, or multi-annual
financial framework (MFF), worth
nearly €1.1trn over seven years; and a
€750bn ‘Next Generation EU’
(NGEU) fund to help countries
recover from the Covid-19 recession.
Rows over the second of  these explain
the summit’s length. 

France and Germany laid the
groundwork for the deal with their
own agreement in May, and the final
compromise was not too distant from
their proposal. Hard-hit southern
governments secured recovery funds
worth several percentage points of
GDP. The small countries of  the self-
styled ‘frugal’ bloc — the Netherlands,
Austria, Sweden and Denmark — won
hard-fought concessions. Poland and
Hungary managed to water down
efforts to attach rule-of-law conditions

Newsroom
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parliament may complain about the
deal, on past form, it is unlikely to
squash it. A budget must be in place
from the start of  next year. The
parliament will not want to spark a
crisis by blocking it.

How Indonesia's biggest bank is

pushing MSMEs to go

international

Indonesia’s micro, small, and mid-sized
enterprises (MSMEs employ more than
116.7 million people annually, or 97
percent of  the total national
workforce, data from Indonesia’s
Central Statistics Agency show. 

Despite this, less than 15 percent have
proper access to financing, according
to APF Canada’s 2018 Survey of
Entrepreneurs and MSMEs in
Indonesia. This presents a large
opportunity for local banks to fill,
and PT Bank Rakyat Indonesia
(Bank BRI) has risen to meet MSMEs
financing needs.

In 2019, Indonesia’s biggest bank by
assets recorded US$33.5m in value
from local MSMEs exports, or 34
percent over the original target of
US$25m in transaction value. The
lender achieved this through its two-
pronged growth strategy involving the
Rumah Kreatif  BUMN programme
and the Indonesia Mall programme.

Through the Rumah Kreatif  BUMN
programme, Bank BRI helps
enterprises access capital through the
People’s Business Credit. The lender
also provides a variety of  training,
financing, and procurement services to
MSMEs. Since its inception, the
programme has seen more than
306,000 MSME members sign up.

Meanwhile, Indonesia Mall is focused
on bringing retail MSMEs in the
international field through e-
commerce, thus giving them access to
new revenue channels. Through the

programme, Bank BRI provides
support to vendors by handling
shipping and logistics and providing
marketing support on major
e-commerce platforms, such as
Tokopedia, Shopee, Bukalapak,
Blanja, Blibli and Qoo10. Around
10,000 MSMEs have signed up for
the programme, and these companies’
revenues were reportedly boosted
by 40 percent in 2019, according to
Bank BRI.

Many MSMEs in Indonesia do
not have access to larger customer
segments because they simply don’t
know how to begin selling their
products online. Further, most are
not yet included in the formal financial
sector, which makes international
sales a difficult prospect to pursue
in general. One of  BRI’s signature
programmes called Indonesia Mall
is an assisted e-commerce initiative
that helps local MSMEs go global
by participating in mainstream
online retail.

Through Indonesia Mall, local MSMEs
gain front row access to Bank BRI’s
financial products. Indonesia Mall not
only helps small businesses expand
their sales channels, but it also provides
them with education on financial
products. As the MSME grows its
business via Indonesia Mall,  bank
simultaneously provides them with
important tools like Kredit Usaha
Rakyat (People’s Business Loan) and
also prepared Rp120 trillion (US$8.4
billion) to help MSMEs to grow
through this mechanism. 

APAC banks face $1.27t in

credit losses over the next

two years

Asia Pacific (APAC) banks’ forecasts
until end-2021 paint a bleak picture of
loan defaults and downtrodden profits,
with the region is expected to take up
60 percent of  the $1.3t credit losses
globally this year alone. APAC banking

enjoy joint-and-several guarantees. And
the question of  how the EU will pay
back the sums borrowed has been left
largely unanswered. Attempts to
increase the EU’s ‘own resources’ (its
revenues, in EU jargon) have
traditionally been blocked by national
parliaments, which jealously guard their
powers of  taxation. Yet from 2028
money must be found to repay the
debt the EU will soon incur: if  not
from own resources, then from larger
national contributions. Next year the
commission will propose EU-wide
taxes on digital firms and climate-
unfriendly imports.

There are two areas of  concern. The
first is the price demanded by the
frugal. To preserve the recovery fund’s
grants, cuts fell on so-called ‘future-
oriented’ areas like research, health-
care and climate adjustment. These,
critics grumble, are precisely the
priorities the frugal claim should take
precedence over agricultural and
regional subsidies, which remain intact.

Moreover, the frugal won big increases
to the rebates they get on their
contributions to the EU budget
(Austria’s doubled). These small-
country triumphs cost money and will
have to be fought over again when the
next MFF comes around. Emmanuel
Macron, France’s president, has long
wanted to eliminate the rebate system.

The second set of  concerns centred
on how to prevent hand-outs to
countries that undermine the rule of
law. The EU has long struggled to
bring wayward governments like
Hungary’s and Poland’s into line.
Both are large net recipients from the
MFF, and some hoped to pressure
them by attaching rule-of-law
conditions to disbursements. 

Many criticised the deal’s cuts to
favoured programmes and its lack of  a
provision for parliamentary oversight
of  the spending. Yet although the



the aftermath of  the 2008-2009 global
financial crisis, which was around 100
bps to 120bps. Meanwhile, 2021 credit
costs are expected to come at around
95 bps -- a level that is still about one-
fifth higher than in 2019. 

S&P also observed that current
accounting rules require a more timely
recognition of  credit losses than during
the financial crisis, the composition of
global lending is more weighted toward
developing-market economies
(including China) that tend to have
poorer asset quality, and that the
financial crisis had a more limited
effect on loan asset quality in some
regions (including APAC) than we
expect to be the case at present.

Digital transactions could reach

INR 15 trillion a day by 2025

Payments through digital modes are
expected to jump to 1.5 billion
transactions, worth INR 15 trillion a
day in five years as per the Reserve
Bank of  India (RBI) estimates. The
daily transactions average at about 100
million now for a volume of  INR 5
trillion. Just before the Covid outbreak,
the daily transactions were averaging
around 125 million a day, which is
more than five times the volume of
digital transactions witnessed in 2016
June. Digital payments include
transactions done through credit and
debit cards, apart from various mobile
payment modes like Unified Payment
Systems (UPI). 

The plan to take digital payments to
such heights is being supported by
innovation labs supported by the RBI
that are experimenting with mobile
payments that don’t require good data
connectivity, or even through basic
phones and even without phones.
Those systems should be up and
running by 2024. Besides, an
Acceptance Development Fund (ADF)
has been set up in which the RBI has
contributed heavily, along with

payments services providers to
develop the infrastructure for greater
cards acceptance.

Government's Zero MDR move

has hit payments industry 

The government’s decision to reduce
merchant discount rate (MDR) to
zero for certain payments has hurt
the industry quite negatively and may
discourage innovation, a committee on
QR code-based payments has observed
in the report. The committee’s main
recommendation was that there should
be uniformity in QR code types and
they should be interoperable wherever
possible. The committee was not in
favour of  the abolishment of  the
MDR charges. 

In December, the government said
transactions are done through RuPay
and Unified Payments Interface (UPI),
floated by National Payments
Corporation of  India (NPCI), will
attract zero MDR. Such reduction
impacted the survival of  payment
gateway entities. The MDR reduction
has led to a contraction in the gross
national value of  services and to
significant contraction in the revenue
of  the payments business, which
supports multiple participants in the
ecosystem. Most of  the players are
from small and medium enterprises
(SME) background, and they have
been affected badly. The fintech space
also attracted over $2 billion of  capital
in the last two years. But the reduction
in MDR rate meant space might not
attract capital in the future. The
expectation of  revenue generation
from digital transaction processing has
been severely affected by Zero MDR. 

The payments industry has spent more
than INR 2,000 crore in digital
payments promotion and continues to
invest more than INR 1,000 crore in
capital expenditure annually. Such
action by the government will impact
the ability to achieve the government’s

systems expected to lose as much as
$1.27t in over the two years reports
S&P Global Ratings and is not slated to
recover until 2023. For 2020, the region
will account for $518b of  the
forecasted $926b total increase in credit
losses in 2020, dominated by $398
billion of  losses in China. 

China’s banking system is likely to
account for more than three-quarters of
these losses and one-half  of  the
region's loans over the next two years,
more of  a testament to its size. Its asset
quality pressures are frontloaded by
maintaining a reasonable level of  loan
loss provisions to non-performing asset
(NPA) coverage. India and Indonesia’s
path to recovery from the pandemic
may be more painful than in some
other APAC banking jurisdictions. 

India is seeing a deep recession and had
high NPLs leading into the pandemic,
whilst Indonesian corporates are
burdened by its slow economy, weak
commodity prices, and high foreign
currency debt—the effects of  which
may spill over on banks. Overall, APAC
financial institutions’ outlook is tilted
towards negative on the back of  the
pandemic, oil price shocks, and market
volatility, S&P noted.

Nevertheless, asset quality for banks in
the region excluding India, profitability
excluding Japan and capitalisation are in
generally good shape, even as the
pathway for the virus remains
uncertain. Still, we anticipate that bank
capital buffers will be significantly
tested over the next six to 18 months.
India also has the second-highest NPA
level, albeit ranking fifth in system
loans — the country’s system loans
contribute to less than 5 percent of
loans in the APAC.

On a global scale, bank credit cost
ratios in 2020 are forecasted to be
around 160 basis points (bps), more
than double their 2019 level of  78 bps.
This is higher than the ratio recorded in

N E W S R O O M
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monetisation through pledging of  units
have been taken by SEBI. 

However, market participants believe
that allowing foreign portfolio
investors (FPIs) to invest in debt
securities issued by REITs and InvITs
will further improve the liquidity in
the market. They feel that allowing
FPIs to invest in debt securities will
improve investor confidence and create
more liquidity.

Big-ticket loan disbursals slump

67 percent in June quarter

The number of  big-ticket loans of
INR 50 crore or more sanctioned by
lenders in the country crashed 67
percent year-on-year in the first quarter
ended June amid the Covid-19
pandemic and resultant lockdowns
according to a study by Propstack.
Only 423 such loans were sanctioned
in the June quarter, down from 1,285 a
year ago, according to data intelligence
provider Propstack that compiled
filings on the Corporate Affairs
Ministry portal. Among these, only 79
loans were valued at more than INR
500 crore, against 200 a year ago. 

Under the Companies Act, a company
availing a secured loan is required to
register a charge on the ministry’s
portal by filing certain forms. For June,
231 loans in the INR 50 crore and
above category were sanctioned while
50 loans in the INR 500 crore and
above category were approved. This
was significantly higher than the
activity witnessed in April and May
when India was under lockdown to
contain the spread of  the pandemic. 

Most of  the loan sanctions came from
government-owned lenders and
developmental finance institutions like
SIDBI and NABARD. The number of
loans sanctioned by government-
owned lenders rose 4 percent on the
year, while sanctions by housing
finance companies slumped 78 percent

and those by non-bank lenders and
private banks fell 74 percent and 59
percent, respectively, Propstack analysis
showed. Activity by state-owned
lenders increased largely because of
Covid-19-related emergency credit line.
There is credit uptick in Covid
emergency line and some refinance
activity. But Capex related loan activity
is not much. 

As the cost bites, customers

exit loan moratorium

Even as the decision on extending the
moratorium period on term loans
hangs in the balance, the first quarter
results of  banks and NBFCs indicate
that the number of  borrowers opting
for the facility has come down in
recent months. Axis Bank, for
example, has reported that just 9.7
percent of  its loan book by value was
under moratorium at the end of  the
first quarter compared with 25-28
percent in the previous quarter. 

In the case of  Bajaj Finance, 15.7
percent of  its assets under
management were under moratorium
as on June 30, versus 27.1 percent as
on April 30. For SBI Cards, the
number of  accounts under moratorium
went down to 1.5 lac in June from 12.5
lac in May. 

There are multiple reasons for the
decline. The moratorium comes at a
cost, and the customer has to pay
interest for the moratorium period.
Whoever has the ability to pay wants to
come out of  it. Also, as the situation
has stabilised over a period, people
have better visibility in terms of
earnings and salary. So there is no
panic for hoarding cash. It is also
observed that the pace of  revoking
moratorium is higher in the case of  the
salaried class than self-employed. As
per estimates, during the last two
months, anywhere between 30 percent
and 50 percent of  people who had
availed themselves of  the moratorium

goal of  4000 crore digital transactions
and digital India initiative. 

The committee is headed by D B
Phatak Professor Emeritus at Indian
Institute of  Technology, Mumbai;
Arvind Kumar Director-General,
Standardisation Testing and Quality
Certification (STQC), at Ministry of
Electronics and Information
Technology; Sunil Mehta Chief
Executive, Indian Banks' Association;
A S Ramasastri, Institute for
Development of  Research in
Banking Technology; Dilip Asbe
Managing Director and CEO, NPCI;
Vishwas Patel Chairman, Payments
Council of  India are other members of
the committee. 

Strong pipeline of assets to

be monetised via InvITs and

REITs visible

The Securities and Exchange Board of
India (SEBI) has taken a series of
policy measures to attract more
participation into Real Estate
Investment Trusts (REITs) and
Infrastructure Investment Trusts
(InvITs). There is clear visibility of
a strong pipeline of  infrastructure
and real estate assets to be monetised
through InvITs and REITs in the
near future. 

Infrastructure and real estate are the
two sectors that have tremendous
spillover effects on the rest of  the
economy. REITs and InvITs are
vehicles which enable monetisation
of  existing assets and have shown
significant growth over the last three
years. The total unit capital of  all
REITs and InvITs put together
stands at more than INR 58,000 crore
at present. 

Measures such as reducing the trading
lot, facilitating further fund-raising
through a preferential issue, including
easier placement to institutional
investors, rights issue and enabling
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many banks in the last two years and is
now hovering around INR 2,240-2,400.
The data also show that in April-May,
the main lockdown period, withdrawals
from Jan Dhan accounts averaged INR
2,000 crore a week. 

However, the pace of  withdrawal
slowed in June, and the average balance
has gone up by at least 10 percent
compared to pre-Covid times. An
analysis of  the growth in Jan Dhan
accounts shows that while about three
crore accounts were added every year
in the last four years till April 2020 —
from 28.23 crores as on April 2017 to
31.42 crore in April 2018, 35.39 crores
by April 2019, and 38.07 crores in
April 2020 — close to two crores were
opened just in the last three months. 

The total balance, too, has gone up
from INR 63,971 crore in April 2017
to INR 1,19,680 crore in April 2020.
However, a spurt in Jan Dhan accounts
also poses a problem for banks as
some of  them turn inoperative after a
few months. Also, servicing the
accounts and linking them with RuPay
Cards could be a challenge for banks if
the number continues to rise.

SEBI asks MFs to disclose

portfolios every 15 days

The Securities and Exchange Board of
India (SEBI) said mutual funds would
undertake at least 10 percent of  their
secondary markets trade in corporate
bonds through the Request for Quote
(RFQ) platform of  stock exchanges
from 1 October. 

This is aimed at boosting the liquidity
on the exchanges for secondary market
bond transactions. The regulator also
mandated MFs to disclose their
portfolio every 15 days. 

As per current norms, funds disclose
their month-end portfolios with only a
few funds issuing half-monthly
portfolios. Additionally, the markets

regulator also mandated disclosure of
yields of  the underlying instrument.
Currently, MF schemes typically
disclose the yield of  the entire
portfolio and not of  individual
securities. The disclosure of  yields of
individual bonds will increase
transparency for investors who are
stuck in schemes that have taken riskier
bets of  investing in lower-rated papers. 

The secondary trades to be done on
the RFQ platform will not include
inter-scheme transfers. These
secondary transactions over RFQ
platform would ensure negotiated deals
across securities over an electronic
platform. SEBI said the move would
enhance transparency and disclosure
pertaining to debt schemes and
investments by MFs in corporate
bonds and commercial papers. This is
based on recommendations of  the
Mutual Fund Advisory Committee
(MFAC). Trading in corporate bonds is
largely OTC (over the counter), which
is then reported to the exchanges. To
replicate this OTC nature but with
better price discovery and transparency
through electronic mode, SEBI has
recently introduced RFQ platforms.
SEBI has decided to mandate MFs to
use this platform in a phased manner.
Use of  this platform by other
institutional investors as well will result
in better transparency and price
discovery in the bond market. 

SEBI has also directed that all
transactions in corporate bonds and
commercial papers wherein an MF is
on both sides of  the trade will be
executed through the RFQ platform of
stock exchanges in one-to-one mode,
and any transaction entered into by an
MF in corporate bonds in one-to-many
mode and gets executed with another
MF shall also be counted for the 10
percent requirement.

option had opted out. These are,
however, only initial trends with more
results, especially of  public sector
banks yet to be announced. Bankers
are also cautious and point out that
more borrowers could still opt for the
moratorium in the coming weeks. 

Bankers and experts attribute the dip
in moratorium levels to active
engagement with borrowers, the
realisation of  the interest component
and more certainty on salary and
employment prospects since the start
of  the lockdown. 

The majority of  customers who took
the moratorium in the first phase are
deciding not to roll it into the second
phase as it costs money. However,
most banks have increased
provisioning and are of  the view that
a clearer picture would be available
only when the moratorium ends.
The current moratorium ends on
August 31.

Two crores Jan Dhan accounts

opened in the last three months

As Covid relief  from the Centre and
State governments flowed in, a
significant number of  new Jan Dhan
accounts were opened in the last three
months. Government data show that
the total number of  Pradhan Mantri
Jan Dhan Yojana accounts has gone up
from 38 crores in April to 39.82 crores
as on July 8, with a total balance of
INR 1,31,576 crore. 

Significantly, out of  the 40-crore Jan
Dhan beneficiaries, 22 crores are
women. The growth has been driven
by the benefits announced as part of
the Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan
Yojana, under which INR 500 was
deposited by the Centre into the Jan
Dhan accounts of  women. 

The average balance in Jan Dhan
accounts has also been steadily rising,
in the range of  15 to 24 percent for

Jayasree Menon, Senior Vice President      

Department of Research & Statistics

Indian Banks’ Association
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Financial inclusion (FI) is increasingly recognised the world
over as a key driver of  economic growth and poverty
alleviation. It is broadly a process of  connecting the society
with the formal financial system known globally to have a
multiplier impact on bringing about socio-economic
transformation in society. Access to formal finance can
boost job creation, reduce vulnerability to economic shocks
and increase investment in human capital. Thus, FI is
mainly intended to:

(i) Provide access to affordable financial services to
society to enable them to save, borrow, and remit
funds to settle financial transactions. FI also covers
social security financial products like insurance,
pension annuities and bank assurance products.

(ii) Pool money lying with individuals by developing a
robust financial network to spur investments and
provide finance to enterprises. 

(iii) Spread a culture of  commercial and business
orientation that can add to the economic prosperity
and well being of  the society. 

(iv) Eventually develop a well-informed, financially and
digitally literate society well versed with optimising
financial resources that can plough back into the

economy in the form of  increased gross domestic
product (GDP) and higher tax collections. 

1. The genesis of FI 

With the introduction of  ‘social control’ on banks
dating back to 1967, banks began to disseminate services
to not merely to the rich and mighty urban class, but
also to people at the lower strata of  society to uplift their
economic well-being. Banks began an arduous journey
to move from ‘class banking’ to ‘mass banking’ that
still continues. 

The momentum to connect the banking with people
gained more prominence after bank nationalisation in
1969 / 1980. It was intended to hasten reach of  banking
services to masses, a welfare concept enunciated in the
social control of  banks that was strengthened further
with ownership of  the majority of  banks passing on to
the government. 

During expanding banking services, maintaining minimum
balance in the account and need for an introduction to
open a new bank was a hurdle in connecting masses with
the formal system that were mostly not literate and lacked
awareness. Reserve Bank of  India (RBI) then introduced,
for the first time, the system of  allowing customers to open

Financial Inclusion in India 

Progress and Prospects 

Dr K Srinivasa Rao
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‘no frill’ account, a product designed for propagating mass
banking. Such accounts can be opened with ‘zero balance’
based on simplified ‘Know your Customer’ (KYC) norms.
These liberalised banking facilities began to spread banking
and savings habits. 

The expanding form of  banks gradually made inroads into
hinterland when liberalised branch expansion policy
renewed thrust on opening new bank branches. It was the
‘Report of  the Committee on Financial Inclusion’ (2008)
(Chairman: Dr C Rangarajan) that brought FI to the centre
stage of  formal policy-making in banks. It was the first
time that the RBI directed banks to adopt a three-year
board approved FI Policy (FIP) beginning its first phase
from April 1, 2010. The board of  banks is also made
accountable to ensure that road maps articulated in the
FIP are implemented to achieve the desired FI targets. 

In order to facilitate the implementation of  FI, the RBI
for the first time permitted use of  intermediaries where
banks can engage business facilitators and Business
Correspondents (BCs). The BC model allowed ‘Cash in –
Cash out’ transactions at a remote location much closer to
the rural population to enable last-mile reach. In order to
strengthen the BC model of  delivery and help prospective
users to identify a BC having a good service track record, a
BC Registry has been launched under the aegis of  Indian
Banks’ Association (IBA). For capacity building and to
ensure certain minimum standards of  service rendered by
the BCs, a BC Certification course through Indian Institute
of  Banking and Finance (IIBF) has also been introduced. 

2. Financial Inclusion Policies (FIPs)

The FIPs articulated by each bank’s board aims at keeping
self-set targets in respect of  rural brick and mortar
branches to be opened, BCs to be engaged, coverage of
unbanked villages with population above 2000 and as well
as below 2000. In the meantime, the RBI dispensed the tag
of  ‘no frill’ savings bank accounts in 2012 and designated
them as Basic Savings Bank Deposit (BSBD) accounts to
standardise the spread of  banking to far-flung geographies.
Relaxed KYC norms have been allowed for BSBD
accounts with the aggregate balance not to exceed INR
50000 with credits into account not exceeding INR one lac.
Aadhaar card is to be accepted as a proof  of  identity as
well as address. 

The RBI also added micro-lending products, specifically
designed and oriented, more importantly for rural areas to
the eligible farmers for farm sector enterprise known as
Kisan Credit Cards (KCCs) and for general businesses as
General Credit Cards (GCCs). RBI has been monitoring
the implementation of  FIPs on a monthly basis. In order
to effectively implement FIPs, the tasks were disaggregated

and disseminated down up to the branch level. Branch level
functionaries should ensure that the assigned targets are
achieved to speed up the journey of  FI. 

These 3-year FI policies of  banks are expected to create
a road map of  steps to be taken towards pursuing
inclusive banking in villages with a population of  over
2000. The purpose is to reach banking services to hitherto
unbanked areas. 

3. Delivery infrastructure 

Liberal expansion of  the network of  bank branches and
touchpoints is essential in the journey of  FI. RBI has, from
time-to-time simplified and opened up a wider scope to
establish new branches with a balanced focus on
penetrating rural and hilly terrains. In addition to the
classification of  branches into the metro, urban, semi-urban
and rural, the RBI introduced another set of  segregation of
bank branches into six tiers. 

Under the new policy, domestic banks are permitted to
freely open branches in Tier 2 to Tier 6 centres with a
population of  less than 1 lac under general permission
where they can open branches and report to the RBI
instead of  seeking specific centre-wise prior approval.
In the North-Eastern States and Sikkim, domestic banks
can open branches without having any permission from
the RBI. 

With the objective of  further liberalising, general
permission to domestic banks (other than RRBs) for
opening branches in Tier 1 centres, the RBI permitted
branch expansion, subject to certain conditions. The
compulsory requirement of  opening branches in unbanked
villages is put as a condition in permitting the opening of
branches in Tier 1 centre. The RBI directed banks to
allocate at least 25 percent of  the total number of  branches
opened at Tier 1 centres during a year for opening new
branches in unbanked (Tier 5 and Tier 6) rural centres
during the year. 

RBI relaxed the branch authorisation guidelines in 2017
wherein fixed-point BC outlets serving for more than 4
hours a day and five days a week are treated on par with
physical brick and mortar branches. An exclusive fund viz,
Financial Inclusion Fund (FIF) has been created to support
the adoption of  technology and capacity building with an
initial corpus of  INR 2000 crore. 

Further, the entry of  new private banks and their branch
network have also added to the banking infrastructure
more notably, branches of  Small Finance Banks (SFBs)
and Payment Banks. This is intended to incentivise
banks to spread banking in unbanked villages that may
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not necessarily be lucrative for banks. The idea is to
cross-subsidise the revenues at the two groups of  branches
and to spread the network of  branches across the
geography. Among Payment Banks, Indian Post Payment
Bank (IPPB) has the potentiality to leverage the vast
network of  Department of  Posts (DOP) with 1.55 lac
Post Offices, more than 3 lac postmen and Grameen Dak
Sewaks to further scale up FI initiatives in the country. 

Thus, the expanded network of  branches when seen
together with the spread of  BCs and alternate delivery
channels created a strong delivery infrastructure more
focused on deposits and remittances but are yet to develop
in terms of  ability to disseminate credit to the mass of
customers connected to the banking system. 

With all these efforts, the number of  bank branches works
out to 1,47,210 by September 2019. The number of  bank
branches per 100000 works out to 14.72 in 2017 ranking at
76 while the global average is 18.13 branches. Considerable
improvement is desired to push FI and to expand the
scope of  access. 

4. Digital penetration 

In the journey towards FI, in addition to the network of
bank branches, the advancement of  technology had a
catalytic role. By using integrated core banking technology,
banks started developing a strong network of  alternate
electronic delivery channels at a much faster pace.
Increased mobile connectivity, mobile network, Internet
services were made accessible and affordable to people at
the bottom of  the pyramid. 

As a result, the number of  Point of  sales (POS) terminals
increased from 12,11,890 in September 2015 to 45,89,727
by September 2019 while the number of  debit cards
increased from 604 million to close to 835 million during
the same period. The number of  ATMs reached 2,10,086
by December 2019. But still, there is a lot of  scope for
increasing the ATM network. India is having 21.74 ATMs
per 100000 adult population ranking at 111 when the global
average is 56.11 ATMs per 100000 adult population. 

Close to 1200 Fintech companies collaborate with banks to
increase digital outreach in different forms. Forty-five
wallet players, 50 UPI–based payments service providers
and 142 banks on the Unified Payment Interface (UPI)
platform are actively collaborating with each other to
deliver services to customers. Such digital spread extends
to telecom companies, e-commerce entities, banks,
Internet companies and even messaging applications. As a
result of  the proliferation of  such financial sector
touchpoints, the scope for FI through digital penetration
increased significantly.

5. Electronic payment mode

Coterminous with expanded digital infrastructure, facilities
of  electronic payment gateways for online payments have
also been well developed. As the larger part of  the RBI
policy to promote digital inclusion, making online
remittances through National Electronic Funds Transfer
(NEFT) and Real-Time Gross Settlement System (RTGS)
in savings bank accounts made free from January 2020 is
indeed significant. It is also now made available on 24*7
basis facilitating quick fund transfer round the clock. The
account number and Indian Financial Systems (IFSC) code
are becoming popular to remit funds from one end to
other. The merchant discount rates (MDR) – the charges
that merchants have to pay to banks on transactions done
on debit / credit were waived while presenting the Union
Budget 2019-20. 

Companies with a turnover of  INR 50 crores or more are
mandated to provide the free facility of  payment through
Rupay debit card and UPI, Quick Response (QR) code to
customers from January 2020 and tax of  2 percent will be
levied on entities drawing cash of  over INR 1 crore during
a year. It is intended to discourage cash transactions. In
view of  recent efforts, digital payment volumes have seen
considerable growth. The RBI vision for Digital Payments
and Settlement System – 2019-2021 released in May 2019
clearly intended to ‘empower every Indian with access to a

bouquet of  e-payment options that are safe, secure, convenient, quick

and affordable.’ 

In the same realm, the ‘Report of  the high-level
committee on deepening of  digital payments (Chairman:

Nandan Nilekani)’ envisaged a tenfold increase in digital
payments in the next three years. The RBI reinforces easing
digital payment foothold with several continuing
collaborative measures that can evolve a robust and
seamless payment ecosystem.  

Enhancing access to financial touchpoints and reducing the
cost of  access have been the twin drivers of  digital
inclusion. The recent growth in digital banking
infrastructure could bring about a cultural shift in the
intensity of  use of  the electronic mode of  payments and
settlement, more encouraging is its adoption even in the
hinterland with the active use of  POS terminals, QR codes,
and digital wallets based on rising broadband speed and
easy access. Moreover, the introduction of  a new type of
prepaid payment instruments (PPIs) will go a long way in
deepening FI through further digital penetration.

6. Game-changing initiatives

The government initiated the National Mission for
Financial Inclusion (NMFI) and introduced a scheme to
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ensure that every unbanked family to have at least one bank
account for connecting people with the formal banking
system, known as Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana
(PMJDY), the scheme was floated in August 2014 to
provide universal banking services based on the guiding
principles of  banking the unbanked, securing the
unsecured, funding the unfunded and serving unserved and
underserved areas. 

A digital pipeline has been laid for the implementation of
PMJDY through linking of  Jan-Dhan account with mobile
and Aadhaar (Jan Dhan-Aadhaar-Mobile (JAM)). The
trinity has connected millions of  hitherto unbanked
families. Banks have measured up to the spirit of  FI and
opened 380 million savings accounts as on February 12,
2020, of  which Public Sector banks (PSBs) have opened
303 million accounts working out close to 80 percent.
Involvement of  PSBs in making the scheme realise its
objective has contributed substantially to take FI forward. 

In order to move towards creating a universal social
security system for all Indians, especially the poor and the
under-privileged, three ambitious Jan Suraksha Schemes or
Social Security Schemes, were designed. They pertain to the
insurance and pension sector that were announced by the
government in the Budget for 2015-16. The schemes were
launched on May 9, 2015, for providing life and accident
risk insurance and social security at a very affordable cost
namely (a) Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana, (b)
Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Yojana and (c) Atal Pension
Yojana. Pradhan Mantri Vaya Vandana Yojana to protect
elderly aged 60 years and above was initially opened for
subscription for a period of  one year ie from May 4, 2017,
to May 3, 2018. 

Similarly, Pradhan Mantri Micro Units Development and
Refinance Agency Ltd (MUDRA) Yojana (PMMY) was
rolled out to develop micro-entrepreneurship where
collateral-free loans could be granted by banks up to
INR 10 lacs. The purpose is to prompt people to avail
small loans and start their own
enterprise so that job seekers could
be converted into job providers.
These two flagship schemes can take
the progress of  FI to the next level,
but the potential beneficiaries should
know about them. 

7. Financial literacy and credit

counselling  

Lack of  knowledge on using
banking relationship for prosperity is
one of  the key limiting factors in
taking FI to the next level –

deepening customer connect. The society connected to the
banking system is simply unaware of  the use of  banking
relationship and about its utility to save, borrow and remit
funds. The regulator expects banks to educate customers
on how to use the bank account for social well being.
But banks engrossed in their primary responsibility to
safeguard stakeholder interest are simply not able to
disseminate knowledge to its customers. This gap in
information and knowledge is keeping huge banking
infrastructure underused. 

Realising this fact, RBI has set up financial literacy centres
(FLCs) in selected blocks. But the RBI efforts in
developing an informed society equipped with financial and
digital literacy are a far-fetched aspiration. The efforts are
still at a nascent stage. RBI has directed that all rural bank
branches should develop into FLCs, but with the kind of
asset quality issues, branches may not be able to fulfil such
a tall responsibility. 

In order to build capacity and skills, and sensitise the
counsellors of  FLCs and rural banks’ branch managers for
delivering basic financial literacy at the ground level, a two-
tier training programme on financial literacy was designed.
Further, the National Centre for Financial Education
(NCFE) has been set up under Section 8 of  the Companies
Act, 2013 to focus on promoting financial education across
the country for all sections of  the population as per the
National Strategy for Financial Education (NSFE). In this
context, the Financial Inclusion and Development
Department (FIDD) of  the Reserve Bank is working as the
nodal department for formulating and implementing
policies for promoting FI in the country. But the efforts are
not adequate to impart literacy to such a large population
now connected after implementing the PMJDY scheme. 

8. Progress of FI

In the background of  some of  the unparalleled policy
initiatives taken and implemented since 2010, it will be
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Table 1: Progress of FI in India (2010-2019)

Source: Annual report of  Reserve Bank of  India 2019-20



interesting and noteworthy to look at the progress in the
journey of  FI.

The data on FI since March 2010 can quantify the outcome
and achievements of  the banking system and related
stakeholders. Unless detailed research is conducted, it will
be difficult to assess the exact impact of  the progress in
implementing FI thus far. Out of  close to 660000 villages
in India, close to 6,00,000 villages have either a brick and
mortar branch or a BC point. 

The steep increase in the number of  banking touchpoints
from a mere 67,694 in 2010 to a whopping 5,97,555 has
increased easy access to banking services. As a result, the
number of  BSBD accounts has increased from 73 million
to 574 million with deposits in the accounts going up from
INR 55 billion to INR 1410 billion by March 2019. These
numbers would have gone up by now. 

But the borrower base continues to be poor going up
from 24 million to just 49 million. It indicates that
propensity to borrow from the formal banking system is
still low. Non-Bank peer-to-peer lenders (NBFC – P2P)
and co-origination of  loans by banks / NBFCs should
bring about some change in the trend. But in all its
dispensation, financial literacy efforts need to be
accelerated to reach out to millions of  newly connected
customers to derive the full synergy of  FI efforts. 

Another big challenge is a large number of  inoperative
accounts. It is estimated that close to 23 percent of
PMJDY accounts, and in all 42 percent of  deposit accounts
do not have a turnover or have a scanty turnover that does
not actually provide any advantage to customers. Lack of
cash in the hands of  people in the hinterland is known to
be a reason but with government routing subsidies through
direct benefit transfer (DBT) provides a way to activate the
account. Unless financial and digital literacy efforts are
increased with greater involvement of  village-level people,
the bulk of  account holders may not use the banking
system, defeating the very purpose of  connecting them
with the mainstream financial system. 

9. Global recognition of FI policies 

Despite the limitations with which the ambitious policy of
FI is pursued, India has been a front-runner in
implementing FI. India ascended the global map after
PMJDY was implemented beginning in August 2015 and
with the digital thrust that came after demonetisation. 

The Global Findex (GFX) assessed by the World Bank
began to measure and highlight efforts of  economies in
implementing FI beginning with its first edition in 2011
that is released once in three years. The latest edition is
GFX – 2017 showed that 515 million adults worldwide
opened an account at a financial institution or through a
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mobile money provider between 2014 and 2017. The
next edition is due sometime in 2020. GFX also showed
that that 69 percent of  adults globally have an account,
up  from 62 percent in 2014 and 51 percent in 2011.
In high-income economies, 94 percent of  adults have a
bank account; in developing economies 63 percent do.
There is also wide variation in account ownership among
individual economies.

The progress is laudable as far as India is concerned. Its
GFX was 35 in 2011, 53 in 2014 and 80 in 2017. This
reflects a speedy improvement in FI moving from a mere
35 in 2011 to 80 by 2017, a remarkable uptick. The focused
Indian FI policies in the last few years have worked out
well and have been effective. It is significant to note that
GFX – 2017 stands in the league at 80 for China, Russia –
76, Brazil -70 and South Africa – 69. GFX - 2014 was 79
for China and 53 for India. The rapid incremental
improvement in India’s efforts can be considered
significant. It is 96 for UK and 93 for the US. Looking at
the constraints of  poverty, illiteracy, lack of  spread of
banking network, the progress achieved with the PMJDY
scheme has been a great differentiator in FI space. 

The whole inclusion has been further aided by the digital
revolution that has also been widely recognised in Global
Microscope – 2019 a report on the ‘enabling environment
for financial inclusion and the expansion of  digital
financial services’ released by Economic Intelligence Unit
(EIU) that ranked India well ahead of  its peers among
55 countries studied in the report. It assessed regulatory
and policy environment in its approach towards digital
inclusion though it did not measure FI outcomes. The
progress in five domains considered by the report was
related to (i) government and policy support, (ii) stability
and integrity (iii) products and outlets (iv) consumer
protection and (v) infrastructure. 

While the increase in countries’ scores across the index
provides evidence of  more favourable environments for FI
around the world, Colombia, Peru and Uruguay maintained
their rankings at the top. Among the BRICS economies, the
ranking of  India is considerably ahead; Brazil 9, Russia 19,
India 5, China 11 and South Africa at 13. It affirms that
India is steadfast in pursuing FI through digital thrust for
which infrastructure is getting built, and policies are made
FI friendly. 

10. FI impact in the society

With the FI objectives achieved so far, it has been a game-
changer for economic transformation and improved social
well-being. India has proved to be a pioneer in setting
standards for pursuing FI. The combination of  several
sustained policy efforts of  the RBI and government had a

multiplier impact (a) on the development of  banking
infrastructure – physical and digital well spread in the
hinterland, (b) due to institutionalised user-friendly
dependable electronic payment systems introduced for
round the clock usage, (c) on the development of  a
well-diversified range of  financial products that can meet
the needs of  every age / income / gender, (d) on the
systemic controls that have been designed to provide
safety and security against cyber threats, and (e) in the
area of  customer grievance and redressal system that
has been ensured by institutionalising the internal and
external ombudsman. 

As a result, FI efforts pursued so far the base of  the
banking system has increased to 195 crores of  depositors
and 15 crores of  borrowers by the end of  March 2019. It is
noteworthy that the World Bank financial Inclusion Index
(FINDEX– 2017) indicated that 80 percent of  Indian
adults of  the age of  over 15 years have a bank account. It
works out that a minimum of  80 crores people are
connected to the banking system in one form or other, but
the number of  people availing credit facility still continues
to be poor. Before peeping into the prospects of  the future
shape of  FI, a review of  performance during the journey -
2010-19 will provide the strengths of  FI infrastructure built
thus far to tread future journey. 

11. National Financial Inclusion Strategy (NSFI)

2019-24 

Several countries pursue FI with a view to ensure inclusive
economic prosperity. Articulation of  NFSI puts many
economies on the global map of  FI. By mid - 2018, close
to 35 countries including Brazil, China, Indonesia, Peru
and Nigeria have already launched their own NFSI and
another 25 countries are set to formulate them to
expedite systematic implementation of  FI. Many countries
have modified and updated their NFSI to make them
more effective. 

In the backdrop of  a decade of  implementing experience
of  FI in India and achieving considerable connect of
masses with the mainstream financial system, it will be
interesting to look at the newly enacted NSFI 2019-24 that
lays a clear future pathway. It is a well-articulated document
of  the RBI prepared under the aegis of  Financial inclusion
Advisory Committee (FIAC) and is based on inputs from
the government of  India, financial sector regulators and
host of  other stakeholders, more importantly, the financial
sector intermediaries who have to implement it. 

Future FI strategies are designed to make the financial
services available, accessible and affordable in a safe and
transparent manner to support inclusive and resilient
multi-stakeholder led growth. Further leveraging of  the BC
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model, access to livelihood and skills development,
financial literacy and education, customer protection, and
grievance redressal are some of  the pillars on which future
agenda of  FI will be driven. Having set a robust banking
and financial infrastructure, the next focus will be on
deepening the reach, increasing usage and sustainability of
FI so that its synergy could be fully harnessed. 

Considerable progress is achieved in reaching milestones in
FI in providing access of  banking services in terms of
branch network, ATMs, POS, BC network, digital kiosks
and customer service points etc. Even huge number of
new bank accounts was opened after PMJDY scheme was
introduced. Simplified asset and liability products were
also introduced to make it convenient for people to avail
the services. 

But the challenge remains that customers connected with
the banking system are not coming back for business and
inoperative accounts are on the rise. Either they remain
inoperative, or even if  the customers come back, they do
little business. Unless customers borrow and repay loans on
a regular basis, the real benefit of  FI will not reach the
target group. The financial literacy efforts are launched, but
there is a huge missing link.

12. Task ahead

The future success of  FI will depend on the ability of  the
financial system to persuade customers to aggressively use
the banking system and increase their entrepreneurial
capacity. Having provided wider access to financial services,
some of  the reasons for the shyness of  connected
customers to use the services can be attributed to high
transaction cost, lack of  surplus income with people at the
bottom of  the pyramid, product knowledge and lack of
trust on the financial system. Insufficient documents, the
distance of  service providers and poor quality of  services
keep away customers. 

Among the future priorities to push FI, simplification of
procedures, sharing information about schemes, products
and government subsidies and merits of  DBT should be
the initiatives. Financial literacy by engaging local people,
use of  local language and use of  BCs to disseminate
knowledge will be important. Having established global
leadership in promoting FIs, there is a huge potentiality to
pump prime efforts to deepen the customer relationship.
Unless customers get used to regularly borrow, repay loans,
migrate to digital mode, increase transactions and turnover
in the accounts, the full potentiality of  FI cannot accrue to
the economy. It will rest on twin pillars. Financial and
digital literacy and greater use of  banking services by
customers can ensure that the end state objective of  FI is
achieved. Bank’s account holders must realise the benefit of

banking relationship and how it can add to their well being
and prosperity. 

Optimising FI will be able to rejuvenate the economy and
help in reaching a GDP target of  US $ 5 trillion by 2025.
The entire stakeholder community should adopt it on a
mission mode taking up the responsibility to develop a
well-informed and literate society. Educated members of
the society should come forward to teach the merits of
using the financial system, more importantly on savings,
borrowing and electronic remittances. FI can, therefore, be
a great differentiator in not only shaping the economy but
also in deciding the social stature of  future generations in
the global trajectory. 
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The outbreak of  Covid-19 epidemic and its rapid spread
among all the states of  India has presented fresh challenges
for the Indian economy causing a severely disruptive
impact on both demand and supply-side elements that has
the potential to derail India’s growth story in a significant
way. Though the economy grew at a rate of  4.7 percent,
a six-year low, in the third quarter of  the financial year
2019-20, there was a strong hope of  recovery in the last
quarter of  the financial year 2019-20 because of  the
number of  stimulus measures initiated by the government
to bring back the economy on the growth trajectory.
However, the new Covid-19 epidemic outbreak has made
a recovery extremely difficult in the near to medium and
long run.

World Bank and credit rating agencies have downgraded
India’s growth for the fiscal year 2021 with the lowest
figures India has seen in three decades since India’s
economic liberalisation in the 1990s. However, the
International Monetary Fund projection for India for the
financial year 2021-22 of  1.9 percent GDP growth is the
highest among G-20 nations. 

Within a month, unemployment rose from 6.7 percent on
March 15 to 26 percent on April 19. During the lockdown,
an estimated  14 crore people lost employment. More than
45 percent of  households across the nation have reported
an income drop as compared to the previous year.

The Indian economy is feared to have lost over INR 32,000
crore (US$ 4.5 billion) every day during the first 21 days of
complete lockdown which was declared following the
coronavirus outbreak. Under complete lockdown, less than
a quarter of  India’s $2.8 trillion economy was functional.
Up to 53 percent of  businesses in the country have been
significantly affected. Supply chains had been put under

stress with the lockdown restrictions in place; initially,
there was a lack of  clarity in what was ‘essential’ and
what was not. 

Those in the informal sectors and daily wage groups were
the most at risk. A large number of  farmers around the
country who grow perishables were also affected. Various
businesses, such as hotels and airlines, are cutting salaries
and laying off  employees. The live events industry has
seen an estimated loss of  INR 3000 crore (US$420
million).  The resulting domestic supply and demand
disruptions (on the back of  weak external demand) are
expected to result in a sharp growth deceleration in
FY 2020-21.

Demand-side impact

Tourism, hospitality and aviation are among the worst
affected sectors that are facing the maximum brunt of  the
present crisis. Declining footfall in shopping complexes
and closing of  cinema theatres and other public services
had affected the retail sector by impacting both essential
and discretionary items. Consumption got affected due to
job losses in unorganised sectors and decline in income
levels, particularly the daily wage earners due to slowing
activity in several sectors like construction, retail and
entertainment etc.

With ever-increasing panic and fear among the people,
the overall confidence level of  the consumer has
dropped significantly, leading to the postponement of
their purchasing decisions. Hotels witnessed large scale
cancellations not only from leisure travellers but also
from business travellers as conferences, seminars and
workshops. Travel restriction has seriously impacted the
transport industry.

COVID-19
Impact on Indian Economy and Banking 

P Amaranatha Reddy
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Supply-side impact

The shutdown of  factories and the resulting delay in supply
of  goods from China and other parts of  the world affected
many Indian manufacturing industries. Some sectors like
automobiles, pharmaceuticals, electronics and chemical
products etc faced raw material and component shortage
— this hampered business sentiment and affecting
investment and production of  companies. Besides having a
negative impact on the import of  important raw materials,
the slowdown of  manufacturing activity in China and other
markets of  Asia, Europe and the US are impacting India’s
exports to these countries as well.

Broadly speaking, the overall impact on the Indian
economy because of  the Covid-19 can be categorised
as under:

1. Sectors that have high impact

2. Sectors that have a significant impact 

3. Sectors that have a moderate impact 

Sectors having high impact

Pharmaceuticals

India imports about 85 percent of  its total requirement of
active pharmaceutical ingredients (API), and about 67
percent of  bulk drugs, drug intermediates from China.
As per the records of  Pharmexcil, out of  the total 58
molecules that are imported from China, 12 are imported
from the Hubei province, which was the epicentre of
coronavirus. With the situation in China still critical, supply
disruptions from China may continue for some more
months. The possibility of  a shortage in the availability of
medicines in India could lead to increase in prices of  some
items like paracetamol which has seen a price hike of  about
40 percent.

Travel and tourism

Aviation is one of  the worst affected sectors of  the
economy because of  Covid-19 crisis. The crucial aviation
sector that connects nations across the world is witnessing
a flurry of  layoffs and pay cuts. Domestic traffic growth is
seriously affected because of  complete lockdown,
postponing and cancellation of  domestic travel plans by
domestic travellers. Some workers have been asked to go
on forced unpaid leaves by aviation companies, who have
been hit equally hard as the tourism and hospitality sector.
According to the International Air Transport Association,
airlines globally can lose in passenger revenue up to $113
billion (INR 8.4 lac crore). 

The tourism sector was the first to get disrupted by the
impact of  Covid-19 and will be the last to see a resumption
of  activities. The tourism sector will be the worst affected
due to virus pandemic. A KMPG report from the last
month had already predicted the Indian tourism and
hospitality sector to lose more than over 3.8 crore jobs.
That figure is bound to increase.  

Of  all the segments of  the hospitality sector, the meetings,
incentives, conferences and exhibitions - known as MICE
segment - has been hit the most. Some of  the major
international events have also been cancelled including
tech events such as Mobile World Congress (MWC),
Google I/O; facebook’s F8 Event, which had led to huge
economic losses.

According to IATO (Indian Association of  Tour
Operators), the hotel, aviation and travel sector together
could incur a loss of  INR 8,500 crore due to travel
restrictions imposed on foreign tourists in India for a
month. This is also expected to have a negative impact on
jobs in the industry.

Segment having a significant impact

Electronics and consumer durables

India imports nearly 70 percent of  the components for
television, and other consumer durable products such as air
conditioners, refrigerators, and washing machines. Due to
supply disruption, sales of  these items are likely to be
hampered. It is also anticipated that the prices of  these
durable consumer items will see a price increase in the
range of  3-5 percent.

Gems and jewellery

India exports 36 percent of  its diamonds to China. The
rescheduling of  the Hong Kong International Jewellery
Show and cancellation of  four major trade events will
cause an estimated loss of  INR 8000-10000 crore for
Jaipur alone and INR 20000 crore worth of  deals in the
first half-year of  2020 are under the cloud. It could also
affect 2 million jobs.

Petrochemicals

India exports 34 percent of  its petrochemicals to China.
Finding new markets will be tough. Prices and margins of
petrochemicals will be under pressure.

Seafood

Falling production and decreasing consumer demand are
already pushing up the prices of  fish and aquatic food,
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meaning many people will lose jobs. India exported
INR 5,673 crore worth of  marine products to China in
2018-19. The consignments to China have dropped by
10 to 15 percent. 

With annual export volumes of  280,000 tones, India is the
largest shrimp supplier to the US, accounting for a 40
percent share of  the latter’s imports by volumes. As, no
fresh orders are forthcoming from other key markets like
the European Union, Vietnam, and Japan; the industry is
going to suffer significantly.

Sectors having a moderate impact

Auto components

China accounts for 27 percent of  India’s automotive parts
imports and about 30 percent of  its tyre imports. Since
most of  these companies located in Hubei province, there
will be a delay in supplying the goods to India. Moreover,
uncertainty surrounding the coronavirus will also impact
the demand for vehicles as consumers will postpone their
vehicle purchasing decisions.

Agriculture products

Agriculture and allied activities sector is going to be
adversely affected by the pandemic. Fifty percent of
pesticides inputs and 10 percent urea comes from China.
Due to logistical problems following the lockdown tea
estates are unable to harvest the first flush. The entire
Darjeeling based tea industry will see a significant fall in
revenue, and exports could drop up to 8 percent. 

The prices of  several commodities like soybean, maise and
chana have fallen. The poultry sector, which is the fastest-
growing subsector of  in agriculture, was facing losses to
the tune of  INR 150-200 crores each day. 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

(MSME) sector

The MSMEs are literally the backbone of  all Indian sectors
and often engaged in manufacturing and export activities
— two key drivers of  the Indian economy and also which
contributes to over 30 percent of  India’s GDP. MSMEs
were out of  action due to the lockdown, chocking all
production activities at major firms across sectors. 

A large number of  MSMEs could incur business losses and
also face severe cash flow disruption, which in all likelihood
will have an adverse effect on the livelihood of  several
people working in this sector. The automobile sector in
India was forced to stop key manufacturing activity and has
led to a sharp drop in production and sales.

Real estate sector

The real estate sector outlook has also suffered immensely
due to the lockdown, which was announced to prevent the
spread of  the deadly Covid-19 virus. ANAROCK Group in
a report had predicted that housing sales would fall 25-35
percent while office absorption will fall in the range of  13-
30 percent on a year-on-year (y-o-y) basis. 

In the long run, such a reduction in commercial and
residential property could reset the future of  real estate
in India, the report added. While construction activities
have resumed in some areas, there are many hotspot areas
in urban areas where key construction projects have been
put on hold for several weeks due to the lockdown. This
has led to unemployment among millions of  migrant
labourers in India, who are engaged primarily in
construction activities. 

Impact of other counties 

In the initial days of  February, most forecasts of  global
output loss due to Covid-19 were in terms of  the outbreak
being confined to China and being brought under control
by March / June. However, it was acknowledged that even
in the limited scenario, the economic impact would be
significant as China is a much larger player-both in terms of
economic size and its role in the global value chain. 

(Notes: Organisation of  Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD) estimates of  March considered baseline scenario of  Covid-

19 peaking in China in Q1:2020 a limited spread to others. The

extreme scenario considered a long-lasting and more intensive Covid-

19 outbreak spreading to the most regions. The estimated impact is in

terms of  a percentage point of  global GDP growth. World Bank

estimates of  April considered baseline scenario of  a global pandemic

and extreme scenario of  an extreme global pandemic. The estimated

impact is in terms of  percent deviation from the benchmark from the

envisaged model. Asian Development Bank (ADB) estimates April
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impact on global growth in 2020 due to Covid-19

Source: OECD: World Bank: and ADB



considered baseline scenario of  shorter containment and smaller

demand shocks: and an extreme scenario of  longer containment and

larger demand shocks. The estimated impact is in terms of  percent

of  GDP).

According to Credit Rating Information Services of  India
Limited (CRISIL), about 18 percent of  India’s total
merchandise imports are from China. India had a trade
deficit of  $159 billion as of  calendar 2019, and it remains
a net importer from China (including Hong Kong) of
$56 billion.

The global economy is on a slowdown mode, and no
emerging economy can grow at its normal phase.
Moreover, all the economies were grappling with their own
issues, and Covid-19 made matters worse. Most of  the
Global Financial institutes estimates show that there will be
a negative impact on the world economy.

Impact of global slowdown on India’s growth

and inflation

The possible impact of  the global slowdown on India’s
growth and inflation can be assessed by using the Quarterly
Projection Model (QPM) under alternative scenarios. 

Scenario 1 assumes global growth in 2020 to be three
percentage points lower than in 2019. Scenario 2 assumes
that the outbreak is contained faster, and the loss of
global output growth is only 1.5 percentage points relative
to 2019. 

Lower global output and demand can impact the Indian
economy through a variety of  channels. First, it can affect
exports adversely, leading to lower domestic demand,
growth and inflation. Second, international crude oil and
other commodity prices have already softened sharply

amidst high volatility and India, being a net importer can
benefit from the lower commodity prices. Finally,
heightened global financial market volatility can feed
into domestic financial markets and impact both growth
and inflation. 

Impact of Covid-19 on the banking sector

Banking services in India are classified under the essential
services list. Banking and financial institutions (FIs) were
under immense pressure to ensure business as usual amidst
the lockdown and health crisis.

Banking operations such as cash deposits, withdrawals,
clearing of  cheques and other traditional teller services had
to be executed by maintaining a safe distance of  at least a
meter. Bank employees are discharging their duties to serve
the customers in this need of  the hour. 

The major impact on the banking system is likely to be
as under:

Asset quality

Quality of  assets will deteriorate substantially in Corporate,
Small and Medium Enterprises (SME), retail and agriculture
sector, leading to pressure on bank’s profits and availability
of  capital ie lendable resources of  the bank. A sharp
decline in economic activity and the rise in unemployment
will lead to deterioration of  household and corporate
finance, which in turn will result in delinquencies.

Profitability

On account of  rising non-performing loans (NPL)
and increased provision would result in the burden on
banks’ profitability.
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Credit supply

Credit supply to the economy is hampered because of  the
volatility in global financial markets and heightened risk
aversion among Indian banks. Moreover, NBFCs will limit
their capacity to lend, which will further hinder credit
supply to the economy.

Digital banking

In the aftermath of  the pandemic and economic
uncertainties, emerging technologies will play a key role in
speeding up transactions and reducing costs for banks. The
Indian banking sector has already realised the role of
technology in achieving the reach and scale.

Other possible implications for banks

In the days to come, more R&D resources and investment
may be channelled to public health and medical system,
particularly in the context of  increased healthcare
awareness. Online education, online entertainment and
telecommunication platforms may emerge as new avenues
of  life. 

Banks can increase investment in these emerging areas by
utilising their research and product innovation capabilities.
These technologies will play critical roles in the digital
transformation of  banks and FIs and re-imagine digital
delivery of  services.

Measures initiated by the government 

Government of  India (GoI) and Reserve Bank of  India
(RBI) initiated timely measures to give some relief  to FIs,
which ultimately benefit the consumers, industry and some
push to the economy. 

These measures set out various developmental and
regulatory policies that directly address the stress in
financial conditions caused by Covid-19. These measures
consist of:

(i) expanding liquidity in the system sizably to ensure
that financial markets and institutions are able to
function normally in the face of  Covid-related
dislocations; 

(ii) reinforcing monetary transmission so that bank credit
flows on easier terms are sustained to those who have
been affected by the pandemic; 

(iii) easing financial stress caused by Covid-19 disruptions
by relaxing repayment pressures and improving access
to working capital; and 

(iv) improving the functioning of  markets in view of  the
high volatility experienced with the onset and spread
of  the pandemic. 

I. Liquidity management

As stated earlier, the first set of  measures is intended to
ensure that adequate liquidity is available to all constituents
so that Covid-19 related liquidity constraints are eased.

1. Targeted Long Term Repos Operations (TLTROs)

The onset and rapid propagation of  Covid-19 in India had
ignited large sell-offs in the domestic equity, bond and
forex markets. With the intensification of  redemption
pressures, liquidity premia on instruments such as
corporate bonds, commercial papers and debentures had
surged. Combined with the thinning of  trading activity with
the Covid outbreak, financial conditions for these
instruments, which are used, inter alia, to access working
capital in the face of  the slowdown in bank credit, had also
tightened. In order to mitigate their adverse effects on the
economic activity leading to pressures on cash flows, it has
been decided that the Reserve Bank will conduct auctions
of  targeted term repos of  up to three years tenor of
appropriate sizes for a total amount of  up to INR 1,00,000
crore at a floating rate linked to the policy repo rate.

Liquidity availed under the scheme by banks has to be
deployed in investment-grade corporate bonds, commercial
paper, and non-convertible debentures over and above the
outstanding level of  their investments in these bonds as on
March 27, 2020. Banks shall be required to acquire up to
fifty percent of  their incremental holdings of  eligible
instruments from primary market issuances and the
remaining fifty percent from the secondary market,
including from mutual funds and NBFCs. 

Investments made by banks under this facility will be
classified as held to maturity (HTM) even in excess of  25
percent of  total investment permitted to be included in the
HTM portfolio. Exposures under this facility will also not
be reckoned under the large exposure framework.

The first TLTRO auction was held on March 27, 2020. 

2. Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR)

a. Liquidity in the banking system remains ample, as
reflected in the absorption of  surpluses from the
banking system under reverse repo operations of  the
liquidity adjustment facility (LAF) of  the order of
INR 2.86 lac crore on a daily average basis during
March 1-25, 2020. It is observed, however, that the
distribution of  this liquidity is highly asymmetrical
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across the financial system, and starkly so within the
banking system. 

As a one-time measure to help banks tide over the
disruption caused by Covid-19, it has been decided to
reduce the CRR of  all banks by 100 bps to 3.0 percent
of  net demand and time liabilities (NDTL) with effect
from the reporting fortnight beginning March 28, 2020. 

This reduction in the CRR would release primary
liquidity of  about INR 1,37,000 crore uniformly across
the banking system in proportion to liabilities of
constituents rather than in relation to holdings of
excess Statutory Liquidity Ratio
(SLR). This dispensation will be
available for a period of  one year
ending on March 26, 2021.

b. Furthermore, taking cognizance of
hardships faced by banks in terms
of  social distancing of  staff  and
consequent strains on reporting
requirements, it has been decided
to reduce the requirement of
minimum daily CRR balance
maintenance from 90 percent to
80 percent effective from the first
day of  the reporting fortnight
beginning March 28, 2020. This is
a one-time dispensation available
up to June 26, 2020.

3. Marginal Standing Facility (MSF)

Under the MSF, banks can borrow
overnight at their discretion by
dipping up to 2 percent into the SLR.
In view of  the exceptionally high
volatility in domestic financial markets which bring in
phases of  liquidity stress and to provide comfort to the
banking system, it has been decided to increase the limit of
2 percent to 3 percent with immediate effect. This measure
will be applicable up to June 30, 2020. This is intended to
provide comfort to the banking system by allowing it to
avail an additional INR 1,37,000 crore of  liquidity under
the LAF window in times of  stress at the reduced MSF
rate announced in the Monetary Policy Committee’s
(MPC’s) resolution. These three measures relating to
TLTRO, CRR and MSF will inject total liquidity of
INR 3.74 lac crore to the system.

4. Widening of  the monetary policy rate corridor

In view of  persistent excess liquidity, it has been decided to
widen the existing policy rate corridor from 50 bps to 65

bps. Under the new corridor, the reverse repo rate under
the LAF would be 40 bps lower than the policy repo rate.
The MSF rate would continue to be 25 bps above the
policy repo rate.

II. Regulation and supervision

Alongside liquidity measures, efforts are also undertaken
to mitigate the burden of  debt servicing obligation
brought about by disruptions on account of  the fall-out
of  the Covid-19 pandemic. Such efforts, in turn, will
prevent the transmission of  financial stress to the real
economy and will ensure the continuity of  viable

businesses and provide relief  to
borrowers in these extraordinarily
troubled times.

1. Moratorium on term loans

All commercial banks (including
regional rural banks, small finance
banks and local area banks),
co-operative banks, all-India FIs, and
NBFCs (including housing finance
companies and micro-finance
institutions) (‘lending institutions’)
are being permitted to allow a
moratorium of  three months on
payment of  instalments in respect
of  all term loans outstanding as on
March 1, 2020. 

Accordingly, the repayment schedule
and all subsequent due dates, as
also the tenor for such loans,
maybe shifted across the board by
three months.

2. Deferment of  interest on working capital facilities

In respect of  working capital facilities sanctioned in the
form of  cash credit / overdraft, lending institutions are
being permitted to allow a deferment of  three months on
payment of  interest in respect of  all such facilities
outstanding as on March 1, 2020. The accumulated interest
for the period will be paid after the expiry of  the
deferment period.

The moratorium / deferment are being provided
specifically to enable the borrowers to tide over the
economic fall-out from Covid-19. Hence, the same will
not be treated as a change in terms and conditions of
loan agreements due to the financial difficulty of  the
borrowers and, consequently, will not result in asset
classification downgrade. 
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instrument (Perpetual Non-Cumulative Preference Shares
and Perpetual Debt Instruments (PNCPS and PDI)) shall
remain at 5.5 percent of  risk-weighted assets (RWAs) and
will rise to 6.125 percent of  RWAs on September 30, 2020.

III. Financial markets

The decision in respect of  financial markets is essentially of
a developmental nature, intended to improve depth and
price discovery in the forex market segments by reducing
arbitrage between onshore and offshore markets. This
measure assumes greater importance in the context of  the
increased volatility of  the rupee caused by the impact of
Covid-19 on currency markets.

Permitting banks to deal in Offshore Non-Deliverable Rupee

Derivative Markets (Offshore NDF Rupee Market)

The offshore Indian Rupee (INR) derivative market - the
Non-Deliverable Forward (NDF) market - has been
growing rapidly in recent times. At present, Indian banks
are not permitted to participate in this market, although the
benefits of  their participation in the NDF market have
been widely recognised. 

All aspects of  the issue have been examined in detail, and a
consensus has emerged in the RBI that the time is apposite
to remove segmentation between the onshore and offshore
markets and improve the efficiency of  price discovery. 

Accordingly, it has been decided, in consultation with the
government, to permit banks in India which operate
International Financial Services Centre (IFSC) Banking
Units (IBUs) to participate in the NDF market with effect
from June 1, 2020. Banks may participate through their
branches in India, their foreign branches or through their
IBUs. Final directions are being issued today.

IV. Other initiatives

a) Banks are allowed to covert the existing Short Term
Crop Loans including agriculture gold loans up to June
30, 2020, with a commensurate extension of  Interest
subvention (IS) and Prompt Repayment incentive (PRI)
benefit against such accounts till June 30, 2020 (earlier it
was allowed up to March 31, 2020).

b) It is imperative that banks are required to conserve
capital to retain their capacity to support the economy
and absorb losses, in these uncertain times of  Covid-19. 

Accordingly, it has been directed that all banks shall not
make any further dividend payouts from the profits
pertaining to financial year ending March 31, 2020, until
further instructions.

3. Easing of  working capital financing

In respect of  working capital facilities sanctioned in the
form of  cash credit / overdraft, lending institutions may
recalculate drawing power by reducing margins and / or by
reassessing the working capital cycle for the borrowers. 

Such changes in credit terms permitted to the borrowers to
specifically tide over the economic fall-out from Covid-19
will not be treated as concessions granted due to financial
difficulties of  the borrower, and consequently, will not
result in asset classification downgrade.

The rescheduling of  payments will not qualify as a
default for the purposes of  supervisory reporting and
reporting to credit information companies (CICs) by the
lending institutions. CICs shall ensure that the actions
taken by lending institutions pursuant to the above
announcements do not adversely impact the credit history
of  the beneficiaries.

4. Deferment of  implementation of  Net Stable Funding Ratio 

As part of  reforms undertaken in the years following the
global financial crisis, the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision (BCBS) had introduced the Net Stable Funding
Ratio (NSFR) which reduces funding risk by requiring
banks to fund their activities with sufficiently stable sources
of  funding over a time horizon of  a year in order to
mitigate the risk of  future funding stress. As per the
prescribed timeline, banks in India were required to
maintain NSFR of  100 percent from April 1, 2020. It has
now been decided to defer the implementation of  NSFR
by six months from April 1, 2020, to October 1, 2020.

5. Deferment of  the last tranche of  Capital Conservation Buffer 

The Capital Conservation Buffer (CCB) is designed to
ensure that banks build up capital buffers during normal
times (ie, outside periods of  stress) which can be drawn
down as losses are incurred during a stressed period. 

As per Basel standards, the CCB was to be implemented in
tranches of  0.625 percent and the transition to full CCB of
2.5 percent was set to be completed by March 31, 2019. It
was subsequently decided to defer the implementation of
the last tranche of  0.625 percent of  the CCB from March
31, 2019, to March 31, 2020. Considering the potential
stress on account of  Covid-19, it has been decided to
further defer the implementation of  the last tranche of
0.625 percent of  the CCB from March 31, 2020, to
September 30, 2020. 

Consequently, the pre-specified trigger for loss absorption
through conversion / write-down of  Additional Tier 1



c) In case of  stressed assets, banks are required to
implement a resolution plan in respect of  entities in
default within 180 days from the end of  review period
of  30 days. Now it is advised that in respect of
accounts which were within the review period as on
March 1, 2020, the period from March 1, 2020, to May
31, 2020, shall be excluded from the calculation of  the
30 days timeline for the review period. 

In respect of  all such accounts, the residual review
period shall resume from June 1, 2020, upon expiry of
which the lender shall have the usual 180 days for
resolution. In respect of  accounts, the review period
was over, but the 180 days resolution period had not
expired as on March 1, 2020, the timeline for resolution
shall get extended by 90 days from the date on which
the 180 days period was originally set to expire.

d) IBC 2016: The existing threshold of  INR 1,00,000
for triggering insolvency is raised to INR one crore
so as to prevent triggering insolvency proceedings
against MSME. 

e) Department of  Financial Services instructed that there
will not be any charges for debit cardholders for
withdrawing cash from any ATM for three months and
there will not be a minimum balance requirement for
Saving Bank Account.

Many retail banks are already rapidly responding to the
pandemic and going beyond their day-to-day remit to
support their customers. 
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Certain important and a few new Management Principles
have been depicted in the form of  Matrix presentation (for
easy understanding and grasp) with a brief  write-up on
each of  them.

A: Sustainable Development (SD)

The Triple Bottomline (TBL) (John Elkington -1994)

SD refers to the process of  the quality of  environmental
(sustainability) and social systems (well-being of  society) in
pursuit of  economic development (wealth creation).

The three bottom lines are related to Profit, People and
the Planet.

It meets the needs of  the present generation without
compromising the ability of  future generations to meet
their needs. It is to ensure inter-generational equity.

There should be no tax on future generations by
squandering away the resources for the present by the
present generation.

B: Response Styles  (Shelly Gable- 2006)

• Active Constructive Response (ACR)

You come home one evening, excited, having been
selected to attend an Executive Development
Programme at Wharton for three months and break the
news to your wife.

Response 1: Great news. I know you are talented, and
you will be CEO one day. You deserve a sweet today.

This response has a positive outcome for both.

Management (Matrix)

Mantras for

Top Executives
A K Jagannathan 

Figure 1

Figure 2



• Passive Constructive Response (PCR)

Response 2: Oh, cool. That’s nice. 

A low energy response. The enthusiasm of  the giver
is deflated.

• Active Destructive Response (ADR)

Response 3: Oh! Why should they send you all the way
to the US? You will go away for three months. What
will I do? I don’t want your parents.

A negative response. The milestone in his career is
discounted.

• Passive Destructive Response (PDR)

Response 4: Ah, well, I just got a new video game.

The husband’s good news is ignored. It conveys the 
indifference in attitude.

So, how you respond every day to your colleagues defines
your relationship. It can be warm, spontaneous, genuine,
positive - a great way to build and strengthen relationships.
The pay-off  is: both feel better.

If  the response is cold, manipulative and negative, the
bonding is strained or broken. 

The role positive emotional exchange plays in making our
relationships healthy may be noted.

C: Givers and Takers

(Book: Give and Take by Adam Grant - 2013)

Givers

They help others – with their time and expertise. They
keep others’ interests in mind- others’ focussed. Acts
of  giving can be: knowledge sharing, mentoring,
providing feedback.

Agreeableness and disagreeableness are about your
outer veneer, whereas giving and taking is about your
inner motives. Agreeable givers are ‘fakers’. They are nice
to the face but willing to stab you on the back.

Disagreeable givers are the most undervalued people in an
organisation. They have other people’s interests at heart. 

They are the ones who are willing to blow the whistle and
play the devil’s advocate.

If  you only give, you become a doormat. The givers who
get themselves in trouble are the ones who are constantly
helping others.

Takers

They try to get as much as possible from others. They
never want to give anything back unless they have to.
They look after their interests only – self-focused.

The common pattern is to be a giver at home and a
matcher in office. But in office, people worry that other
people are takers since it is a dog-eat-dog competitive place.

Takers manage to fool other people – kissing up and
kicking down: submissive towards superiors and dominant
with subordinates. Takers often will give first and then
make a bigger ask later.

Matchers

They try to keep an even balance between the give and
take, quid pro quo. If  I were a matcher and I were to do
you a favour, I would expect an equal one back. If  you did
me a favour, I might feel I was in debt until I had settled
the score.

The best thing to do when you encounter a taker is to
operate more like a matcher.

‘Givers advance the world. Takers advance themselves and hold the

world back’ (Simon Sinek).

D:  Secure Base Leadership

(Book: Care To Dare by George Kohlrieser & Others-2012)

Secure Base is a ‘person, place, goal or object that provides a sense

of  protection, safety and caring and offers a source of  inspiration and

energy for daring, exploration, risk-taking and seeking challenges’.

Secure base leadership can unleash the astonishing potential
in followers through caring and daring.

• Playing to win

High Caring + High Daring 

Inner Voice: ‘Together, we can achieve great things.’ 

Theme: Courage

As a leader, stay bonded to your people while also
focussing the team on stretch goals: you are playing to win.
You are there to cover others’ backs, and at the same time,
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• Playing to avoid

Low Caring + Low Daring 

Inner Voice: I want to be left alone

Theme: Closet 

Here, the highest levels of  defensiveness, risk
avoidance, fear of  making mistakes operate. You are
just ‘clocking in and clocking out’. You will have
disengaged and ‘checked out’. You show up and do
the minimum. As there is neither a relationship nor a
challenge, your people will be extremely demotivated.

Bonding is the heart of  leadership. The caring
part humanises the organisation. These leaders
achieve organisational goals in a way that allows for
human flourishing.

E: Emotional Intelligence (EI)  (Daniel Goleman- 1995)

EI is the ability to perceive emotions, integrate emotions to
facilitate thought, understand emotions and to regulate
emotions to promote personal growth (Salovey & Meyer).

According to Daniel Goleman, ‘EI refers to the capacity for

recognising our own feelings and those of  others for motivating

ourselves and for managing emotions well in ourselves and on our

relationships. It describes abilities distinct from, but complementary to

academic intelligence, the purely cognitive capacities measured by IQ

(Intelligence Quotient).’

Another definition of  EI is the ability to identify emotions
in yourself  and others, to recognise the powerful effects of
those emotions and to use that information to inform and
guide behaviour. Goleman’s four EI domains are
mentioned in Figure 4.

you challenge your followers with tough feedback and
high expectations. Since they feel both safe and challenged,
they will feel free to explore, be creative and take risks
inherent in innovation. They will fully engage and follow
through change.

• Playing not to lose

High Caring + Low Daring 

Inner Voice: Let us be safe and not take too much risk

Theme: Cocoon 

Here, you are focussed on failure, possible mistake, and
worry about what could go wrong. You play not to lose.
You avoid risk-taking. The close bond makes you
overprotective. You will stifle creativity and innovation.
You play defensively. 

• Playing to dominate

Low Caring + High Daring 

Inner Voice: Who needs others? I can do better myself

Theme: Control 

This approach means focussing on results at the expense of
relationships. You place so much focus on daring that you
stretch individuals / your team too far.  

Over time, you can become detached from your people. It
may produce short term results; you are likely to create a
negative ‘pace-setting’ environment in which others
struggle to keep up. The team will not be creative.

A R T I C L E
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Roadblocks to Insight

• Knowledge blindness

The opinions we have about our abilities in specific
situations are based less on how we perform and more
on general beliefs we have about ourselves and our
underlying skills. The more expertise we think we have,
the more harmful knowledge blindness can be.

• Emotion blindness

Our inner roadblocks distort our perspectives about
what we think we feel.

• Behaviour blindness

We cannot see ourselves from the vantage point that
others can.

A delusional person is actually a combination of  these
three blind spots. When people are steeped in delusion,
they are usually the last to find out.

The cult of  the self

‘I love me’ boosts self-esteem but is a gateway to
mediocrity. It is easier to feel wonderful and special than to

The EI competencies under the four EI
domains are listed in Table 1.

EI is a more critical factor than IQ for
leadership positions. EI is the ability to make
emotions work for you instead of  against
you. (Elucidation of  the competencies of  EI can be

found in the Author’s article on ‘Conflict

Management using EI’ published in the March

2019 issue of  The Indian Banker).

F: Awareness

(Book: INSIGHT by Tasha Eurich-2017)

Self-Awareness (SA) is the ability to see
ourselves clearly – to understand who we are,
how others see us and how we fit into the
world around us. It is necessary for our
survival and success – at work, in our
relationships and in life. Lack of  it can be
risky at best and disastrous at the worst.
Self-delusion is the antithesis of  SA.

Internal SA is an inward understanding of
your values, passions, aspirations, ideal
environment, patterns, reactions and impact
on others. People who are high on Internal
SA lead  happier lives.

External SA is about understanding yourself  from the
outside in- knowing how other people see you. 

Externally self-aware people build stronger and
trusting relationships.

If  SA is a journey, insights are the ‘aha’ moments along the
way. Ultimately, there are two types of  people: those who
think they are self-aware and those who actually are. 

People who lack SA bring down team performance, reduce
decision quality, hurt coordination and increase conflict.
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become one. The more delusional we are about our skills
and abilities, the less likely we are to succeed. 

Any intense self-focus not only obscures our vision of
those around us; it also distorts our ability to see ourselves
for what we really are. When self-presentation increases,
empathy decreases.

Internal SA tools

Meditation is one old path to internal SA. But it is not the
only path. Mindfulness is simply noticing what we are
thinking, feeling and doing without judgement or reaction.

Mindfulness and meditation are not the same. ‘Mindfulness
is the process of  actively noticing new things, relinquishing
preconceived mindsets and then acting on....new
observations’ (Ellen Langer). Meditation is one way to
practice mindfulness.

Mindfulness gives us greater insight. It reduces stress,
anxiety and depression. It is a strategy to disconnect from
where our thoughts, emotions and pain can take us. It helps
us to be more aware of  our thoughts and feelings we can
better control our behaviour and make smarter decisions in
real-time. It has also benefits for external SA, by quieting
our egos, more open to feedback from others.

External SA 

External SA is how others see you. Even close people are
reluctant to share the truth about us. And, our uneasy
reluctance to ask for feedback leads to blissful ignorance.

There are two barriers to external SA.

• MUM Effect (Keeping mum about undesirable Messages)  

When we have information that might make someone
uncomfortable (failings or weaknesses), we simply
decide to say nothing, even if  correct feedback would
have been ultimately useful. 

But, they share those opinions with others. And,
people are perfectly willing to tell white lies when
they are easier than the cold, hard truth. We are
‘practitioners of  politeness’.

• The Ostrich Trinity

After MUM effect, it is the reluctance to ask for the
truth. Asking for feedback makes us uncomfortable,
and we find ways to justify our willful ignorance. 
Three excuses we make to keep our heads in the sand
(Ostrich mentality) in order to feel better:

• I don’t need to ask for feedback

I am right, and others are wrong. My ego comes in
the way.

• I should not ask for feedback 

We are worried that if  we ask for feedback, it may
convey our weakness or come at a cost.

• I don’t want to ask for feedback

We fear feedback can be painful. 

Also, we can proactively choose to obtain feedback
from loving critics than unloving critics and uncritical
lovers. Receive, Reflect and Respond are the formulas to
gain insight. Teams and organisations also have to remain
self-aware. Organisational SA means confronting market
realities by actively seeking feedback from all stakeholders.
Pretending not to know is to delude oneself  that leads
to disaster.

Delusional people come in three categories. Those who
think they are perfect and unwilling to see the reality,
belong to the Lost Cause. Some people are aware but
don’t care. They feel that intimidation will produce results.
To deal with these delusional people, one has to control
one’s own emotions / set boundaries / walk away
whatever the sacrifice. The Nudgables, if  their unawareness
of  a character is brought to their notice, readily change
their behaviour.

G: Mindset (Book by Carol S Dweck - 2006)

Fixed mindset (FMS) believes that your qualities of
intelligence, talent etc are carved in stone. A fixed ability.
So, you are out to prove it right every time (without effort)
and seek validation. Failure is unimaginable, and to avoid
failure, you avoid challenging situations.

Growth mindset (GMS) believes that you can cultivate
intelligence, talent  etc by hard work, efforts and thus grow
to full potential. Ability can be changed. You welcome
challenges and learn and grow from failures. You thrive.

Failure

FMS. Failure gets transferred to an identity. Label 
themselves as losers, worthless. Do not believe    
in efforts.

GMS. Failure does not define them. Need to try harder 
as there is time left. Confront challenges. There 
are many paths to success.
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Estimating performance

FMS. Inaccurate in estimating their performance          
and ability.

GMS. Accurate. Accept current limitations. Work harder,
learn, grow and develop.

If  they don’t know

FMS. Non-learners.

GMS. They will ask: Will you help me? Learners.

Feeling smart

FMS. Feel smart when flawless right away.

GMS. Confront a challenge, figure it out with effort, 
learn and feeling that we can do something we 
have not done before.

Being and becoming

FMS. Does not allow the luxury of  becoming. They 
already are.

GMS. It takes time for potential to flower.

Entitlement

FMS. Feel superior. Abuse others. Feel entitled.

GMS. Feel embarrassed when people start worshipping 
them. Feel they are human beings as anybody else.

Humility is their nature.

Cheating

FMS. To repair their self-esteem, they resort to cheating,
misrepresentation. Assign blame to others or 
make excuses.

GMS. Repair their failures.

Outcome

FMS. Everything is about the outcome.

GMS. Value what they are doing regardless of              
the outcome. 

(Cure for cancer is not yet found, but the search

is meaningful).

Corporate leadership

FMS. Enron where talent was worshipped, people got 
pushed into FMS. The company collapsed with 
cheating and fraudulent reporting.

GMS. Jim Collins research (Book: Good to Great) shows 
that companies who confronted realities, admitted 
their mistakes, grow and thrive.

CEO’s ego

FMS. Larger than life leaders. Superhero labels. 
Committed to themselves (fame and lavish living) 
than to the company. Lack of  empathy.

GMS. Self-effacing leaders. Concern for people’s 
development. Interested in long term health of  
the company.

CEO’s disease

FMS. Live in a dream world that caters to all-day 
validation by ‘uncritical lovers’ who surround 
them, no matter what the warning signs are. The 
Top is where FMS people hunger to be.

GMS. Believe in teamwork. Good communicators and 
listeners. Great leaders do not set out to be
leaders. They just did what they loved – with 
tremendous drive and enthusiasm – and it led 
where it led.

Praise should be on the efforts put, the passion shown and
perseverance; not the one that judges anybody’s intelligence
or talent. Belief  in GMS should be implanted / inculcated
in children when parenting, in students by their teachers
and in staff  and executives in training programmes, leaders
while grooming / promoting people to responsible
positions in organisations.

H:  Time management (Book: The 7 Habits Of  Highly

Effective People by Stephen R Covey- 1989)

Time Management (TM)

Organise and execute around priorities. 

We cannot manage time; we have to manage ourselves.
Two factors define an activity: Urgency and Importance.
Urgency is ‘Now’. Urgent things act on us – a ringing
phone. Often they are unimportant.

Importance has to do with ‘Results’. It contributes to your
values, your goals.
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• Quadrant (Q1): Urgent and important 

Ninety percent of  your time can be consumed in this
activity. Remaining 10 percent will go to Q 4.

Result: Stress, burnout, crisis management.

• Quadrant (Q3): Urgent and not important

People react to things that are urgent,
assuming they are also important.
But the reality is that the urgency is
based on priorities and expectations
of  others.           

For instance, an important customer calls
at 11 AM to extend an invitation to a
function being arranged to facilitate him
on his becoming President of  the local
industries federation.

Result: Short term focus, crisis
management, feel out of  control,
broken relationships.

• Quadrant (Q4)

Not urgent and not important

These activities are required to some
extent, but those who spend time almost
exclusively in Q3 and Q4 lead
irresponsible lives. 

Effective people stay out of  them. They also shrink Q1
by spending more time in Q2.

Result: Total irresponsibility, fired from jobs, dependent
on others.

• Quadrant (Q2): Important and not urgent

Q2 is the heart of  managing oneself. Planning,
preventive maintenance, preparation – all those things
we need to do but seldom got around to doing. 
Planning in advance reduces crises. Q1 is shrunk. You
lead a healthy life. Reduce Q3 and Q4 to increase Q2.

Result: Vision, balance, discipline, control, healthy life.

I: Conflict management

• Avoidance: Unassertive and uncooperative

I Lose - You Lose: Neither you nor I get satisfied of  your
/ my needs.

You do not deal with the conflict. You ignore it. Or,
you withdraw from a threatening situation – due to fear
or lack of  confidence.

Resorted to: when issues are of  low importance; to buy
time; when you are in a position of  lower power; to
reduce tension; to maintain neutrality or reputation.

Figure 7

Figure 6
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Effect: Problem is not solved. It may become worse
over time.

• Competing: Assertive and uncooperative

I Win – You Lose: I satisfy my needs at your expense.

You stand up for your rights; or, when you take charge
of  a messy situation, you simply direct to bring order.
When somebody takes advantage of  another, by being
in a position of  power.

Resorted to: in situations that involve quick action; where
there is no compromise; when making hard decisions;
when you are sure you are right.

Effect: Hard feelings may come back in other forms
in future.

• Accommodating: Unassertive and cooperative

I Lose - You Win: I satisfy your needs at my cost.

Resorted to: to keep peace and goodwill; to show
reasonableness; to create an obligation for a trade-off  at
a later date.

Effect: Provides only a short term solution.

• Compromise: Moderate assertiveness and cooperation

I gain some and lose some; you gain some and lose some:

I give up / you give up some of  my / your needs.

Resorted to: when resolving issues of  moderate
importance; when you have equal power status; when
you have a strong commitment for resolution; where a
temporary fix is needed; due to time constraints.

Effect: Provides a definitive solution.

• Collaboration: Assertive and cooperative

I Win – You Win: We discover new ways to satisfy our
important needs.

Resorted to: to gain support; in improving relationships;
when there is mutual trust, respect and confidence.

Effect: Provides long term solution.

Conflicts can also be resolved through bonding,
dialogue and negotiation (Refer to Book: Hostage at the

Table by George Kohlrieser & Others).

Conflicts can be resolved using Emotional Intelligence
(see the footnote under E: Emotional Intelligence above).

J: Other management (matrix) mantras

(For Reference)

Older management concepts

1. The Managerial Grid (Blake and Mouton - 1964)

2. Theory of  Hierarchical Needs (Abraham Maslow -
1943)

3. Situational Leadership (Ken Blanchard & Others - 1985)

4. Johari Window (Joseph Luft & Harry Ingham - 1955)

5. Life Positions (I ‘m OK-You ‘re OK – Thomas Harris -
1967)

The top executives would have learnt these mantras early in
their career.

Understanding human psychology is a sine qua non
for managerial competence, managerial success and
great leadership.
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We are living in a constantly changing business
environment. Intense competition, coupled with the
technological revolution, has created opportunities for
business firms to outsource certain activities. Businesses
gain a competitive advantage as a reward of  new
technology adoption, economies of  scale (and scope), wide
coverage of  global markets, frequent product changes and
quality and timely resolution of  customer needs. 

Organisations outsource either to reduce cost or to
overcome a limitation of  not having the requisite expertise
to perform a task. Thus, outsourcing equips firms to slash
costs and hone their core competencies. Clearly, by its
very nature and benefits, outsourcing is not only restricted
to industry. Even the financial world is much into
outsourcing activities like investment management,
marketing and research, data processing, security, and
housekeeping, to name a few. 

However, outsourcing a task is far more complex than it is
considered when it is done by financial institutions,
especially banks. The exposure of  banks to outsource
activities is not free from hazards. Disbursement of  loans
on the names of  fake employees, misuse of  IT
infrastructure to steal customers’ details, lesser amounts
disbursed by ATMs or frauds happening because of
involvement of  call centres are classic examples of  frauds
related to outsourcing activities by banks. 

RBI has expressed its concerns over such frauds and is
much concerned about the risks to which banks are
exposed to due to outsourcing, and hence has formulated
important guidelines for the same. This article provides a
comprehensive overview of  the different types of  risks that
banks face in their outsourcing decisions. It also aims to
bring forth the major RBI guidelines in this regard.

Outsourcing in banks

Despite heightened competition and alliances,
ever-changing regulatory settings, and rapid technological
progressions, the Indian banking sector has witnessed
robust growth. This shifting landscape in the banking
industry is resulting in banks to discover outsourcing
possibilities to reach efficiencies. A commonly understood
reason for outsourcing is that banks have significantly
reduced their exposures to non-core activities and focus on
relative ‘core’ activities to gain competitive advantage. 

RBI defines outsourcing as, ‘Use of  a third party by banks to

accomplish the activities on an ongoing basis that would normally be

assumed by the bank itself, now or in the future’. While
outsourcing has become a typical practice in banks, it has
also resulted in more severe challenges like ensuring service
quality, monitoring of  outsourced processes, and
compliance with the regulatory requirements. This is the
reason; opinions diverge on the risk-return trade-off  related
to outsourcing by banks. 

Risk of  outsourcing is a matter of  concern and needs a
careful examination. Risks that banks are exposed to due to
outsourcing are many, with operational risk, reputational
risk, strategy risk, compliance risk, and country risk, to
name a few. The inability of  a service provider in delivering
a specified service, a breach in safety / privacy, or non-
compliance with legal and regulatory requirements by either
the outsourcing bank or the service provider does not only
result in financial losses / reputational risk for the bank;
but could also result into systemic risks for the entire
banking system in the country. 

Thus, outsourcing banks should gear up and ensure
controls to be in place to mitigate the above-mentioned

Outsourcing Risks

in Banks
RBI Guidelines

Anuradha Narayanan
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Transgression by service providers

Banks have faced huge financial as well as reputational
losses over many years because of  poor management of
the risk of  outsourcing. Lapses on the part of  the
service provider to fulfil its role have also been frequent. 

On specific instances, banks have lost reputation due
to financial frauds or those involving leakage of  crucial
client information. A few such instances are given below.

1. Sixty-two personal loans and 38 credit cards were
availed from a private bank (the identity of  the bank
not disclosed here) against savings accounts opened in
the name of  some fake employees of  claiming to be
associated with Municipal Corporation of  Delhi
(MCD). An amount of  INR 4.62 crore was reported
to be lost as fraudsters duped the bank with the
help  of  outsourced staff  to whom the bank had
outsourced work.

2. A recently committed fraud in one of  Bangladesh’s
reputed bank involved outsourced staff  of  the IT
department at a bank which managed access to the list
of  dormant accounts and those account holders
residing outside country. Money was transferred from
such accounts to fictitious ones during a software
update and ultimately withdrawn and siphoned
off  Bangladesh.

3. There have been reported incidents of  lesser amounts
being dispensed by ATMs, either because of  human
negligence or a willful activity / fraud. The case pertains
to a complaint of  one of  the customers of  a reputed
Indian private bank, where the customer had visited an
off-site ATM to withdraw cash. The machine dispensed
a lesser amount against what it was instructed. INR 100

risks. Therefore, banks at all time should be proactive and
in preparedness to avoid losses due to these risks.

Why do banks outsource?

Business organisations have a pressure of  achieving higher
returns for financial stakeholders. Due to this, the
phenomenon of  outsourcing has also not left banks apart
its preview. A commonly held belief  is that banks impart
efficiency by way of  outsourcing. 

The following have been identified as the most common
reasons for outsourcing by banks:

1. More fund allocation to core activities.

2. To hone competitive advantage rather than investing in
supporting activities.

3. Reduce huge investments.

4. Achieving efficiency in non-specialised activities.

5. Access to updated technology and advanced capabilities
with little or no investment.

Risk related to outsourcing

Though outsourcing brings efficiency, it also imports
certain risks. There are numerous clear signs of
unsuccessful outsourced projects. This section of  the
article examines various risks associated with outsourcing
and highlights a few examples where outsourcing has done
more harm than good to banks. As in several other
arrangements of  regulation, RBI has laid down certain
procedural aspects related to outsourcing by banks. 

In its Circular dated 6th

December 2005, RBI has
mentioned aspects of
outsourcing risks like strategy,
counterparty, reputation,
compliance, operations, exit
strategy, country, contract,
access, concentration and
systemic risk.  

Understanding these risks and
their impact is important for
effective risk management in
banks. A broader categorisation
of  different risks faced by
banks because of  outsourcing
has been highlighted in
Table 1.

Table 1

Source: https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/advisory/articles/outsourcing-banking-processes.html
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denomination notes mixed in a series of  INR 500
denomination notes could be noticed by the customer.
Clearly, INR 100 notes had been loaded in INR 500
designated tray of  the ATM. The client was reported to
have suffered a loss of  INR 400. The impact may look
small in size but is not small in significance.

4. Funds of  customers of  a foreign bank were allegedly
stolen by employees of  an outsourced call centre firm.
This fraud involved an amount of  $350,000 (over 15
million Rupees) belonging to four customers. The
outsourced staff  gained the confidence of  customers
and obtained PIN numbers and other important
account-related information, using which the money
was transferred into the accounts of  members of
the gang.

‘A breach of  RBI guidelines can be

clearly observed in frauds related

to outsourcing by banks’. 

The following cases make the above
statement valid. There have been a
rising number of  frauds by
representatives of  Customer Service
Points (henceforth CSP). Whether it is
cloning of  cheques or ATM cards,
fraudulent withdrawals from clients’
accounts, lesser amounts being
deposited in the clients’ accounts and
providing fake deposit receipts to
them, each of  these cases has
witnessed some degree of  negligence
on the part of  bankers, as the ‘due
diligence’ seems missing in the
majority of  such instances. 

So much so, even fake fixed deposit receipts have been
handed over to the clients and the money so deposited to
CSP has been misappropriated by the concerned
representative. CSPs also take clients into confidence to
extract confidential information related to their internet
banking logins, thus transferring huge amounts from
clients’ accounts. 

RBI has mandated banks to sensitise the staff  in branches
to which CSPs have been attached. However, bank staff, at
times fails to play their desired role and keep appropriate
checks on the functioning of  CSPs. The staff  has failed
multiple times in raising suspicion and report it to the
concerned authorities. This leads to enhanced levels of
operational risk and reputational risk for banks. RBI has
been stringent on any ‘material outsourcing’, which means
banks should avoid outsourcing activities which relate to
their core services and are critical to their brand image. 

However, RBI has given no such list of  activities which
have been barred from outsourcing. While it is ensured by
banks that no CSP or subsidiary of  the bank is owned /
controlled by banks’ employees or their relatives, however,
CSPs still defy the RBI guidelines and results as potential
risks for banks.

Yet another recurrent avenue of  outsourcing related
frauds is ATMs. Since many of  the ATMs are outsourced
for maintenance and cash replenishment, differences
between admin balances and physical cash present in
ATM are not uncommon. It has been observed many a
time that ATMs reflect only admin balances while there
was a shortage of  cash found upon physical verification.
In many of  the instances, the outsourcing staff  has been
found to be absconding. The amounts involved in such
frauds are  huge, at times amounting in crores of  rupees.

Many such cases are under scanner,
and the accountability has not yet
been established.

Role of the RBI

The regulator has given clear
instructions about outsourcing
activities by banks. 

Following are the  important
instructions of  the RBI:

•  Outsourcing should neither
diminish the ability of  banks to fulfil
their obligations towards clients nor
should it hinder RBI from
maintaining effective supervision.

•  Banks must put in place effective control mechanisms to
monitor transgression by outsourcing agencies.

• Crucial activities like KYC, internal audit or compliance
must never be outsourced. However, branches at times
rely on the details provided by CSPs.

• In no case does the bank or its management can
absolve its obligations in case of  outsourcing. It is the
bank which is answerable to the client and not the
outsourcing agency.

• The role of  outsourcing staff  must be clearly defined.

• Robust grievance redressal mechanisms need to be
in place.

• The board of  banks must consider every aspect of  the
various risks involved in outsourcing.

IN NO CASE DOES THE BANK

OR ITS MANAGEMENT CAN

ABSOLVE ITS OBLIGATIONS

IN CASE OF OUTSOURCING. IT

IS THE BANK WHICH IS

ANSWERABLE TO THE

CLIENT AND NOT THE

OUTSOURCING AGENCY.
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However, outsourcing doesn’t only bring benefits. There
are multiple risks attached to it. This article is an attempt to
highlight the most significant risks associated with
outsourcing with the help of  live incidents that have taken
place with clients of  various banks. The bigger question is
that is outsourcing fraud preventable? While experts are of
the view that such frauds happen with the involvement of
banks’ internal staff, risks can be reduced with putting in
place fool-proof  contracts and follow up mechanisms. 

Banks must ensure a transparent selection process and
comply with the RBI guidelines when it comes to
identifying service providers which can add value to the
service delivery process, thus resulting in client satisfaction.
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• The board of  the bank must be apprised on a timely
basis regarding important information related to
outsourcing risk.

• Senior management to ensure timely independent
review and compliance with the defined policy.

• Outsourcing agreements to be made strictly based on
the capability of  service provider / agency.

• Outsourcing agreement to clearly mention the
termination clause and payment of  damages (if  any)
arise out of  misconduct of  service provider.

• Banks to put in place mechanism for ensuring the
confidentiality of  clients’ data.

• Appropriate exit strategies, especially in the case of
offshore outsourcing.

Some more incidents are reported hereunder to give
insights on how disastrous the consequences would turn to
be.

a. The Facebook episode – As per a newspaper report
dated 5th April 2018, Facebook said that 5.62 lac people
in India were potentially affected by global data leak
episode involving the UK based Cambridge Analytica.

b. Enormous frauds committed by business
correspondents / CSPs.

c. Frauds committed by advocates / valuation agents
giving false certification and inflated value for
the property.

Conclusion

Intense competition is leading organisations towards severe
stress. In such a scenario, it is in the earnest right
organisations should focus on core activities and outsource
the non-core ones. Banks are no exception to this. Over the
years, there has been a wholesome change in banking
structure and functionality in India. And much of  it has
become possible due to outsourcing. It is because of
outsourcing that banks have been able to provide cutting
edge service quality which encompasses multiple
dimensions of  client satisfaction. 
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Statutory audit is a legally required review of  the accuracy
of  a company’s or government financial statements and
records. The term statutory denotes that the audit is
required by the statute. A statute is a law or regulation
enacted by the legislative branch of  the organisation’s
associated government. It is conducted to ensure that all
the financial details of  the company are perfect without any
scam. Hence, the objective is to determine if  funds were
handled properly and that all the required records and
filings are accurate ensuring that the accounts of  the
company represent the accurate and true picture of  the
company’s current financial position on the date of  the
balance sheet. It helps the stakeholders to rely on financial
statements. Stakeholders other than shareholders also get
benefitted from this audit as they can take their call based
on the accounts as they are audited and authenticated.

Statutory audit is another name for financial audit; audit of
the final statements of  the company that is the profit and
loss and the balance sheet. It is one of  the types of
external audit. Firms that are subject to audits include
public companies, banks, brokerage and investment firms,
and insurance companies. 

Every entity which is registered under the Companies Act,
as a Private Limited or a Public Limited Company has to
get its books of  accounts audited every year. The
provisions relating to statutory audit and auditors are in
Sections 139 to 147 of  the Companies Act, 2013. It states
the method of  appointing an auditor, the eligibility of
statutory audit and his duties and responsibilities..

There are many advantages of  statutory audit which are
enumerated below:

1. Statutory audit improves the reliability of  the published
financial statements.   

2. It confirms that the management has taken due care
while delivering their responsibilities.

3. It also throws light regarding the non-compliance with
non-statutory requirements like corporate governance.

4. In the statutory audit, the auditor also comments upon
the strength of  the internal control within the
organisation along with checks among the departments
or segments. He also suggests the area where internal
control is weak and prone to risk. This helps in the
mitigation of  risks and result in improvement of  the
performance of  the organisation.

5. The financial statement of  small organisation for whom
audit might not be applicable get more values if  it is
audited one because with the help of  the audited
financial statements it becomes easier for the
organisation to get a loan from the bank and other types
of  facilities on the production of  financial statements
which are audited by an independent auditor as the
audited statements are more reliable and accurate.

For conducting the statutory audit, statutory auditors are
appointed by the RBI in association with The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of  India (ICAI). To be eligible as a
statutory auditor, the person must be a chartered
accountant that is a member of  the ICAI. In the case of  a
firm, the majority of  its members must be chartered
accountants in their own rights. Then the firm becomes
eligible to undertake a statutory audit. 

A statutory auditor can ask for the organisation’s any
financial books, records or information in relation to that. It
is his right, and he cannot be denied by the management for
the same. After doing the entire verification and gathering
information, the auditor is supposed to conclude by writing

Statutory Audit
Need and Importance

Ravi Mishra
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The auditors intimate the bank in prior for the same along
with sending the details of  the information that they would
require during the audit. The auditor will have to ensure
that their report should include the quantification of
advances, deposits, interest income and expenses. The
important elements to check in the statutory audit of
Banks are as follows:

• Cash verification procedure – In this the auditors
have to check the cash balance mandatorily and during
verification the following points to be checked 

a) Whether the cash department is opening 
according to the timings as specified in the 
guidelines.

b) Whether the joint custodian is opening the      
cash vault.

c) No unrecorded documents present in the        
cash safe.

d) Proper checking of  the currency is done for 
originality and mutilation. 

e) Whether the burglar alarm system is functioning 
and whether the entrance gate and all other doors 
are closed during the opening of  the cash room.

• Tax-related items - For this, the auditors have to
check whether the bank follows all the procedures
related to tax and its compliance thereon which includes

a. On-time filing of  all taxes and submission of  tax 
returns on time.

b. Collection and timely submission of  TDS 
certificate along with Form 15G/15H. 

c. Checking whether the branch has a valid  
insurance policy.

d. During all transactions and collection of  charges 
applicable tax have been applied.

• Verification of  loan accounts - The verification of
loan accounts needs special attention of  auditors, and
they have to be checked on three parameters

1. Preliminary check: Whether the branch has obtained
the prescribed application form along with all necessary
documents like KYC documents, latest audited financial
statements, project report, all the necessary
registrations, technical report if  applicable etc and
reviewed the documents.

that an audit report is based on the various evidence and
information on the true and fair view of  the financial
statements provided to him. Under Section 44AB of  the
Income Tax Act, every person carrying on business is
required to get his accounts audited, if  his total sales,
turnover or gross receipts, in business exceeds one crore
rupees in any previous year. In case of  a person carrying
on the profession, he is required to get his accounts
audited, if  his gross receipt in profession exceeds, fifty lac
rupees in any previous year. In the recent Budget 2020-21,
the government in order to reduce the compliance burden
on small retailers, traders, shopkeepers who comprise the
MSME sector and also for promoting the cashless
economy, has raised the threshold for audit from existing
rupees one crore to five crores in cases where:

(a) the aggregate of  all receipts in cash during the previous
year does not exceed five percent of  such receipt; and

(b) the aggregate of  all payments in cash during the
previous year does not exceed five percent of
such payment.

Statutory audit is one of  the main types of  audit that is
required legally in order to review the accuracy of  a
company or of  government’s financial accounts. It is
conducted to gather different information so that the
auditor can give his opinion on the true and fair view of
the company’s financial position as on the date of  the
balance sheet.

Statutory audit of banks

The statutory audit of  banks is mandatory, and for this,
the RBI in association with the ICAI appoints statutory
auditors for the same. At the end of  the financial year,
the audit is conducted in selected branches of  the bank.
While issuing the reports, the auditors ensure that these
reports follow the essential requirements and standards
that include:

• Standard of  Auditing 700: Forming an opinion and
reporting on financial statements

• Standard of  Auditing 705: on the report provided by
the auditor, various opinions regarding the modification
are offered.

• Standard of  Auditing 706: Emphasis on Matter
Paragraphs and other in the independent Auditor’s
Report.

All statutory auditors are given a time frame in which they
have to undertake the audit of  the branches that are
allotted to them. 

A R T I C L E
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IV. Any other issue that the statutory auditor considers
that has to be brought to the notice of  the statutory
central auditor.

Along with the standard audit report that is required as per
regulatory requirement, the auditor has to submit the Long
Form Audit Report (LFAR). It is a detailed questionnaire
prepared by the RBI has been in use since 1992-93. This
report mainly focuses on systemic issues in banks, tries to
address them through the insight of  the bank branch
auditors and act as an early whistleblower for the
irregularities persisting in the bank / branch. It should be
sufficiently detailed and quantified in order to expeditiously
consolidate the same for the bank as a whole.

The questions in LFAR in respect of  bank branches are
divided into four major categories viz Assets, Liabilities,
Profit and Loss account and General. The time limit for
submission of  LFAR is 30th June.

Due to the outbreak of  coronavirus (Covid-19) this year,
the RBI has recently given public sector banks (PSBs) some
flexibility to reduce the number of  branches covered under
branch audit. Under the modified guidelines pertaining to
statutory branch audit, the RBI conveyed that the same
may be carried out so as to cover 90 percent of  all funded
and 90 percent of  all non-funded exposures of  the bank.
The banks may try to ensure that the selection of  branches
and centralised hubs for statutory audit include a
representative cross-section of  all category of  branches
which are not subjected to concurrent audit. As per the
earlier guidelines, the statutory branch audit is carried out
for all branches with advances of  INR 20 crore and above,
and one-fifth of  the remaining branches which are not
subjected to a concurrent audit, so as to cover 90 percent
of  advances of  the bank. The modified guidelines on
statutory branch audit will exclude about 15 percent of  the
branches from the audit purview. RBI also advised that
depending on the impact of  coronavirus and lockdown in
specific areas, PSBs may take precautionary measures such
as providing information required by auditors through 

Continued on page 51.........

2. Disbursement: It is the responsibility of  the statutory
auditor to check the disbursement, and it happens only
after the fulfilment of  all terms and conditions of
sanction letter. It is also to be ensured that the
acceptance of  the same has been held on record.

3. Post disbursement inspection: In this, the auditors
have to check the following essential elements

i. Proper execution of  the loan documents as per 
sanction terms and conditions

ii. All original documents are held in safe custody 
which is fire resistant

iii. External and internal credit rating

iv. Due diligence certificates

v. Valuation of  securities and legal report thereon

vi. To verify that the drawing power of  the accounts 
are calculated correctly as per margin mentioned 
in the sanctioned letter

vii. Verification of  any adverse comment on the 
audited balance sheet and on stock Audit Report

viii. Proper maintenance of  confidential credit reports
and NOC from the existing bank

ix. Checking the schedule of  payments according to 
the sanction letter.

The statutory auditors also verify the non-performing
assets (NPA) of  the branch. Their classification and
check whether any account is left out of  the purview of
NPA classification.

After conducting a thorough audit of  the bank’s branch, an
auditor has to give an audit report for the same. An auditor
is required to make a report as mentioned in the
engagement letter in which he has to state the following:

I. Whether the balance sheet is exhibiting true and fair
view containing all the necessary particulars to exhibit
a true and fair view of  the affairs of  the bank.

II. Whether the profit and loss account displays
the correct balance for the period covered by
such account.

III. Whether any transaction has been carried by the
branch which was not within the powers of
the branch.
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We have been hearing a lot about the slowdown in the auto
sector nowadays followed by a period of  extreme liquidity
crunch. Economists cite various reasons for such financial
turmoil. The most talked-about of  these is non-payment of
financial dues by subsidiaries of  Infrastructure Leasing &
Financial Services Limited (IL&FS) of  loans taken from
banks in 2018. The collapse of  IL&FS is one of  the key
reasons behind the lack of  liquidity in Indian markets.
The windfall effect of  which was clearly visible in the
functioning of  other NBFCs, which usually lend credit to
smaller businesses and individuals had dramatically slashed
lending to a bulk of  companies, leaving them with pending
dues but no cash to acquire new assets.

NBFC environment in India

As per the Financial Stability Report (FSR) 2019 by the
RBI there were 9,642 NBFCs registered with the Reserve
Bank as on September 30, 2019, of  which 82 were deposit-
accepting (NBFCs-D) and 274 were systemically important
non-deposit accepting NBFCs (NBFCs-ND-SI). NBFCs
operate through a network of  28,878 branches spread
across the country. NBFCs-D and NBFCs-ND-SI are
subject to stricter prudential regulations such as capital
adequacy requirements and provisioning norms along with
reporting requirements. 

NBFCs witnessed stress in their asset quality during the FY
19-20. The gross NPA ratio of  the NBFC sector increased
from 6.1 percent as at end-March 2019 to 6.3 percent as at
end-September 2019. The net NPA ratio, however,
remained steady at 3.4 percent between end-March 2019
and end-September 2019. Although NBFCs play a vital role
in credit outreach, the IL&FS episode brought the focus on
the asset-liability mismatches of  NBFCs, which poses risks
to the NBFC sector as well as the financial system as a
whole. The report had earlier conducted a thematic survey

of  consumer credit, and it was seen that the default rate in
the consumer credit portfolio of  NBFCs was comparatively
high as compared to PSBs. The main reason was attributed
to the IL&FS crisis, which resulted in the NBFCs’ poor
performance. The delinquency rates in the auto and
mortgage portfolio were also clearly evident as pointed out
by the FSR.

Looking at the Tables 2.8, 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13 and the
NBFC stressed portfolio, it is imperative to know the root
cause of  what caused the IL&FS crisis and the liquidity
crunch in the money market.

IL&FS was formed in 1987 by three financial institutions
(FIs), Central Bank of  India (CBI), Housing Development
Finance Corporation (HDFC) and Unit Trust of  India
(UTI), to provide loans for major infrastructure projects.
After a few years, two big international institutions, namely
Mitsubishi (through Orix Corporation Japan) and the Abu
Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA) bought the shares of
IL&FS. Subsequently, Life Insurance Corporation India
(25.34 percent), Orix (23.54 percent) and ADIA (12.56
percent) became its largest shareholders followed by
HDFC, CBI and State Bank Of  India (SBI). 

IL&FS is a subsidiary of  IL&FS Group which deals in
infrastructure financing, social and environmental services.
The company was the brainchild of  late MJ Pherwani, and
it has more than 250 subsidiaries. It has financed major
government road and infrastructure projects which in
general were not being financed by the banks, thus forming
it one of  the performing NBFCs in India.

The IL&FS crisis

It being the pioneer in infrastructure lending, the company
defaulting on its payment of  dues came as a shock to all

Turmoil in IL&FS
A Threat to NBFCs in the Country

Ashutosh Pande
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investors and FIs, as two of  its subsidiaries failed to make
repayment of  borrowings from FIs (SIDBI being one of
the major lenders in which default of  INR 3000 crore was
observed). It had also failed in earlier five occasions due to
which notices were served to the company. It also defaulted
in commercial paper redemption of  DSP mutual fund
amounting to the tune of  INR 200-400 crore due in
September 2018 which immediately led to the downgrading
of  rating by Information and Credit Rating Agency (ICRA)
from A (Most Stable) to D (Default). 

Subsequently, other rating agencies in due course of  time
downgraded the ratings of  IL&FS subsidiaries. This
resulted in the conduct of  a special audit by the RBI of  the
subsidiary companies account. Major irregularities were
pointed out in the Serious Fraud Investigation Office

(SFIO) report stating that the company had defaulted on
procedural lapses, and the role of  audit firms was brought
to questioning. It was found that the audit firm did not
bring out the actual picture of  one of  the subsidiaries of
IL&FS (IFIN) despite knowing its financial health
beforehand. This was simply the case of  evergreening of
company’s accounts. A charge sheet was later filed by ED
against the company accusing it of  siphoning off  funds in
money laundering activities.

Why did it fail?

A debt-ridden company

The company was indebted to the tune of  around
INR 90,000 crores, and it simply was unable to find
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resources to pay its debt, which resulted in an asset-liability
mismatch. Since the realisation of  funds in the form of
Return on Investment (ROI) was not seen to happen in
due course of  time, the company found itself  in extreme
stress.

Mounting losses in the infrastructure sector

Longer the gestation period of  the project, higher are the
chances of  risk. Normally, NBFC raise funds in two ways:
one through short term debts (borrowing from mutual
fund companies in the form of  commercial papers) and
secondly through long term debts (borrowing from
banking institutes in the form of  term loans). There is a
chain involved in financing an entity to final realisation of
funds for repayment to FIs by NBFC. 

In the case of  IL&FS, the company was traditionally
investing in power, road and water projects which have
long gestation periods of  8 years and 15 years. As a result,
the ROI on infrastructure projects was negative due to
complications in land acquisitions, perpetual disputes
between contractors and the government leading to
litigation and arbitration proceedings, long project delays,
huge escalation costs, shortage of  availability of  labour and
raw materials etc. 

Since realisation was not happening on time, and banks
were reluctant in refinancing the projects due to increasing
NPA, the company was not able to arrange for alternative
sources of  funds and sat on the huge liability of  over INR
90000 crores by March 2018.

Manipulation in credit ratings 

The fact that despite facing financial challenges and
irregularities in the financial statements of  the company,
most credit rating agencies gave an AAA rating to the
company was a huge surprise. Forensic audit investigations

reveal that email exchanges between credit
rating agencies (such as Crisil and Care)
revealed the poor financial health of  the
company, but the final certifications revealed
no downgrading, which was only done
in 2018.

Other reasons

Lack of  regulators

• Role of  rating agencies – The rating agencies
gave IL&FS an AAA rating, and this
encouraged investment in the company but
later they have changed the rating of  IL&FS
as junk (D – Default).

• Failure to monitor the company activity by shareholders – Major
shareholders failed to monitor the company that they
invested in.

• Key resignation of  Board of  Directors – All the senior
officers have resigned from their posts.

• Failure of  RBI – RBI being a regulatory body could have
monitored the situation before the crises unfolded.

• Failure of  Government – It never properly assigned
any regulator. 

Source and use of  funds

• Increase in interest rates of  short term borrowings.

• Loans granted for the long term – Most debts that IL&FS
had to pay off  were short term while the loans it had
granted were majorly long term.

• Lacking transparency in financial position and too many
loans to own subsidiaries.

• No clear distinctions between public and private
projects.

Complex company Structure

• Too many subsidiaries – With more than 250 subsidiaries,
the auditing and monitoring of  the company becomes
difficult for any auditing firm or regulator.

Ethical issue

• Crony capitalism – There have been known cases where
things were hidden deliberately, and unviable projects
were sanctioned to please the ruling parties.
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Impact of IL& FS crisis on the Indian economy

On individual investors

Since IL&FS had begun raising funds from the market by
way of  a commercial paper (short term debt), the worst
affected were investors such as mutual funds houses,
individuals, banks and other companies, which offered a
loan by way of  inter-corporate deposits.

On infrastructure projects

The IL&FS crisis had a major effect on current
infrastructure projects which were under pipeline in certain
states. Due to the sudden crisis, the further refinancing of
the projects was curtailed to a minimum by banks who
were extremely wary of  releasing funds for the road
project. IL&FS’ existing projects also faced a critical blow;

some of  these were in the form of  a PPP model (Public-
Private Partnership) for developing national highways and
connecting roads.

On credit rating agencies

The lack of  transparency, accountability and subversion of
credit rating agencies which are supposed to exercise
principles of  prudence, caution and utmost integrity, have
been highlighted by the crisis. As a result, the government
started tightening its grip over credit rating agencies and
prescribed stringent punishments for frauds.

Effect of turmoil on NBFCs

IL&FS being an NBFC, the RBI did not exercise as much
control over operations as in the case of  traditional banks.
The default in payment of  loans of  INR 60,000 crores
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added to the current financial distress as faced by the
banking sector as a direct result of  rising NPAs. This had
an effect in other segments of  the economy, which can be
explained through Figure 3.

From Figure 3, it can be understood that any stress in
NBFC will result in reluctance by the banks to refinance
the projects in totem. As a result, NBFCs will not be able
to finance further to other borrowers who approach them
for funding. This will create a situation of  non-availability
of  liquid funds, thus affecting the money market. To
improve the situation, additional funding will be required
from the government to stabilise the market situation.
Since the funding will be made from taxpayer’s money, the
situation of  fiscal deficit may arise. The pertaining liquidity
crunch would ultimately result in an economic slowdown as
was seen due to IL&FS crisis.

The way forward

Looking at the IL&FS crisis, there is a lot of  takeaway for
investors, financers, individuals and government. There is a
need for a stronger regulatory regime for NBFCs, which
should, instead of  investing in high risk and return projects
be encouraged to invest in moderate growth and
profitability projects. 

The recent introduction of  the liquidity coverage ratio
(LCR) by the RBI as the requirement for all deposit-taking
NBFCs and non-deposit taking NBFCs with an asset size
of  INR 5,000 crore and above mandates NBFCs to
maintain a minimum level of  high-quality liquid assets to
cover expected net cash outflows in a stressed scenario. As
per the directives of  the RBI, NBFCs are required to reach
an LCR of  100 percent over a period of  4 years
commencing from December 2020. The central
government also needs to find innovative and alternative
models of  financing large infrastructure projects, while
also improving corporate governance standards for credit
rating agencies.

The turmoil in the NBFC sector has been a learning
lesson for the financial sector on the whole. Some of
the solutions that can be implemented for the future are
as follows:

• Simplifying the concept of  Holding and Subsidiary
company. 

• Stringent laws to deal with a lack of  transparency in
both companies’ structure and finances as well as
rating agencies.

• Changes in the accounting policies and accounting
standards for NBFCs.

• Minimising red-tapism, reducing paperwork to avoid
stalling of  projects.

• Board of  directors should be held accountable for such
major defaults and should be brought under regular
audit mechanism.

• Independent third-party auditors should be appointed
by the government in consultation with the RBI and
major shareholders. This will ensure greater
transparency in the auditing of  financial records.

•  Bringing companies properly under the ambit of  SEBI
or RBI.

•  Fast-tracking land acquisition and
environment clearance.

•  Disinvestment of  deteriorating assets
rather than bailing them out from the
taxpayers’ money. 

Continued on page 56.........
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When human being learnt to settle at a place relinquishing
vagabond life, they started storing their belongings for
future use. As they did not have all the things required,
they invented a barter system (exchange system) for
exchanging required items. Later, many things were used as
a medium of  exchange over a period of  time, and finally, it
was coin - gold or other metal coins. With the expansion of
trade and finance, paper money or currency notes came
into existence.

Later banking system evolved with the primary function of
accepting deposit and lending money. Like all spheres of
life, banking too gathered accelerating momentum, and
many functions got added in the list of  functions of
banking; right from locker to bancassurance to mutual
fund. The list is still growing.

Initially, people were having only one option for investing
their money, and the option was the bank. There were two
types of  deposit schemes time deposit and demand
deposit. Later many avenues became available for investors.
But for common people, for small investors, it was not
possible to invest in equity for capital appreciation as he
did not have sufficient fund. At the same time, his risk-
taking ability was also not that strong. It would have been
possible only when many investors would invest jointly.
A mutual fund is a platform that brings many investors
together and invests on behalf  of  them. 

When a new batsman comes to the crease after a wicket
falls, his focus is to remain at the crease for some time.
To save his wicket, he plays defensively in the beginning.
He intends to play safe and avoid risk. But after playing a
few balls defensively, he becomes comfortable, and in order
to make a big score, he opens his arms and strikes
aggressively as time passes. In fact, to score higher, he has
to expose himself  to risk. Likewise, in order to achieve any

financial goal and to beat inflation, an investor has to
take some risk. Before investing, there are many facts that
are and should be considered. A few of  them are the
safety  of  fund, income receivable and liquidity of  the
fund. If  we want more safety, income or return will be
very low. If  we tend to get more and more return, safety
is at risk. Equilibrium is required for the sake of  safety
and returns both. Every person wants to invest in a scheme
in which he / she gets the maximum profit. But here works
– Law of  Risk & Return. The return earned is directly
proportional to risk taken. So, if  one is ready to take higher
risk, one may get a higher return.

There are many avenues of  investment like gold, fixed
deposit by banks / post offices, government deposits like
Public Provident Fund, National Savings Certificate, Kisan
Vikas Patra, real estate, stocks etc. With changing time and
revolution in the IT industry, both ways and methods of
investment have undergone a drastic change. Now one can
invest in any product without even visiting the respective
branch / office. Many financial planning and brokerage
firms have come up with the aim of  helping / guiding one
in one’s investment decisions. Banks are also not far behind
in grabbing this opportunity. They have launched their
exclusive wealth products to retain their existing valuable
customers as well as to lure potential High Networth
Individual (HNI) customers. They offer their customers
whole bouquet of  products ranging from mutual funds,
insurance, share trading etc and help them in maintaining a
portfolio which suits their clients’ needs best.

Investment avenues can be classified into mainly two
categories:

1. Investment in capital market instruments

2. Investment in debt instruments

Big Platform

for Small Investors
Mutual Funds

Aparna Mishra
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greater probability of  loss. This is how mutual fund
provides the investor with a broad avenue to invest. Small
fund of  a small investor is being invested in different funds
in a big way by the help of  mutual fund, and a great return
may be expected from this investment.

By investing in a mutual fund, diversification is ensured,
which would not have been possible if  the investor would
have invested individually. This is because an individual
investor may not have that expertise which fund manager
of  a mutual fund may possess. At the same time, the
investor may not have sufficient time to analyse the
investment pattern.

What is a mutual fund?

A mutual fund is a collective fund provided by different
investors which is managed by a professional fund
manager. It is a trust which collects money from a large
number of  investors. Investors’ objective of  the investment
is common. This collective fund may be invested in shares,
debentures, money market instruments or other securities.
Income that is generated from this investment is being
divided among the investors in proportion to their
investment after adjusting applicable expenses.

Mutual funds are of  two types: Closed-ended and open-ended.

Closed-ended fund

In a closed-ended mutual fund, fund size is fixed. It means
it is open for subscription only during the initial offer
period and has a specified tenor and fixed maturity date. It
may be compared to the bank’s term deposit. After the
investment, it will be locked for a certain period. Listing of
units of  the closed-ended fund on the stock exchange is
compulsory after the new fund offer. These units are
traded on the stock exchange just like other stocks. If  an
investor wants to exit the scheme before maturity, he may
dispose of  his units on the exchange. No buying or selling
otherwise is allowed in a closed-ended mutual fund. The
amount is paid on the maturity date. 

Open-ended fund

Open-ended funds can be traded and redeemed freely in
the market. It may be compared to the savings bank
account as one is free to deposit and withdraw money
anytime, he wants. Although in open-ended funds, units
available for sale and repurchase at all times, it is advisable
to have long term investment for better returns. 

Apart from the broad classification of  open and closed-
ended funds, mutual funds are also categorised based on
the type of  securities, type of  investment, objective of

The capital market investment includes investment in
shares, mutual funds, insurance product like ULIPs (Unit
Linked Investment Plan), derivatives etc whereas debt
instruments include bonds (government / corporate),
debentures, fixed deposits etc. A person with a low-risk
appetite will like to invest in debt instruments because in
the debt instrument return is low but fixed. A person with
a high-risk appetite will go for capital market instruments
because here return may fluctuate. As per market
movement, it may surge, or it may nosedive. 

Capital market instruments provide a higher rate of
interest, but there is no surety on return, whereas debt
instruments offer a low rate of  return, but the return
is fixed.

Investment in shares can be beneficial if  one has a good
working knowledge about them, and it is for the long term.
But even that does not guarantee returns. Based on past
performance and current market scenario, one can predict
a range of  return that is likely to be earned on the
instrument. For example, Covid-19 has impacted markets
of  every country adversely irrespective of  previous trends.
No one has predicted for any such scenario and its impact
on everyone’s life. There may be many unforeseen factors
that may foil any prediction even if  it is based on
meticulous analytics.

Most of  us don’t have knowledge about the share market
and even don’t have interest and time to spend on it.
For such investors, there is one lucrative product called
‘Mutual Fund’. It offers as high returns as may be derived
from investing in shares, at the same, it reduces risk by
diversification of  investment in different sectors. In a
mutual fund, a pool of  funds is created by a large number
of  investors, who have individually invested a small
amount. This pool of  large fund is invested in securities
like stocks, bonds, money market instruments, and other
assets of  various companies / FIs. It is a collective
investment vehicle and is done on behalf  of  investors by
fund house through a fund manager. The fund manager is
a person with expertise in that area and manages the fund
to maximise return. This may be understood by an
illustration as under:

Suppose INR 1,000 is invested by 1,000 people who are
from different locations, from different occupation. A pool
of  INR 10, 00,000 has been created. Now fund manager
will invest INR 10,00,00 into shares of  ten different
companies. So even if  the shares of  3-4 companies make a
loss and remaining ones earn a profit, the overall return will
be handsome. If  as an individual, the investor intends to
invest INR 1000, he will not have the option of  investing
in 10 different companies, and thus his risk will be
concentrated to one or two companies exposing him to a
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investment or return from the investment. A few of  them
are discussed below:

Equity funds

As the name suggests, funds are invested predominantly
in shares with the objective of  capital appreciation. As
per SEBI Mutual Fund Regulations, it is a must for any
equity mutual fund scheme to invest not less than
sixty-five percent of  the assets of  the scheme in equity-
related instruments. 

It can be further bifurcated into a large-cap, medium-cap,
small-cap, multi-cap fund depending on market cap size of
companies in which they invest. Equity funds may invest in
a sector or with a particular opportunity (across several sectors)

and are called sector and thematic funds, respectively.

Debt funds

There are investors who do not want them to be exposed
to market fluctuation of  equity stock. In simple term, they
are not risk-averse. Debt funds invest in fixed income
instruments like government debt instruments, corporate
bonds, and corporate debt securities. They are a relatively
safer and good option for income generation. They are also
christened as income funds or bond funds.

Hybrid / balanced funds

As the name suggests, it is an investment in both equities
as well as debt securities. Sometimes it included money
market component also with equity stock and bond
component. Thus, it provides the benefit of  growth as well
as income generation. It is suitable for those investors who
value safety as well as income and capital appreciation.

Index funds

Invest in shares that constitute a specific index. Investment
in shares is in the same proportion as in the index. Thus,
this fund takes only market risk.

Money market funds

Here funds are invested in money market instruments;
mainly in treasury bills. Although it does not provide a
substantial return, it does not carry the risk of  depleting
the principal.

Equity Linked Savings Scheme (ELSS)

In ELSS, the investor can claim the income tax rebate. So,
it is appropriate for those investors who want to save tax.
There is a lock-in period of  3 years in this scheme.

After the new fund offer, mutual funds are purchased or
sold at Net Asset Value (NAV). NAV is derived by
proportionately distributing income generated from the
collective investment. NAV of  a mutual fund fluctuates
with market price movements and is settled at the end of
each trading day. Investment in a mutual fund does not give
the investor voting right like shares.

Investment in a mutual fund can be lumpsum ie amount
invested at one time like bank fixed depositor or regular
investment in the form of  SIP (Systematic Investment
Plan). In SIP small amount is invested over time. This
periodicity may be fixed or variable. The amount is
deposited at a regular frequency which may be weekly,
monthly or quarterly to build a corpus. It is similar to the
bank recurring deposit. SIP gives the benefit of  averaging
and compounding simultaneously. Also, it develops a habit
of  investing without putting much pressure on one’s wallet.
Now SIP can be started with a minimum amount of  INR
100 called chhotu SIP.

If  one has a dream / goal, one can start a SIP depending
on time available and the amount required to fulfil it. For
example, if  one has to save for one’s son’s or daughter’s
marriage and has planned to invest right from the birth of
the child, then SIP can be started in equity funds for a
small amount for 15 years. On the other hand, if  one is
about to retire in 3-4 years and planning for his retirement,
then one should invest in balanced / debt funds.

Table 1
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investment saves on brokerage charge but is beneficial only
when the investor has knowledge about the mutual fund.
For a new investor, it would be preferable to invest through
a fund house or any other channel to get information and
advice as per his need.

Just like banks are regulated by the RBI, insurance
companies by the IRDA, the mutual fund is regulated by
the SEBI. Accounting policies of  all funds should be in
accordance with the SEBI regulations. 

Apart from the SEBI, Association of  Mutual Funds in
India (AMFI) is a self-regulatory organisation which
regulates its own members in a limited way. But mutual
funds owned by banks are supervised by SEBI and RBI.

So, depending on risk appetite, a fund can be selected to
get maximum return.

After the initial investment, one can opt for SWP
(Systematic Withdrawal Plan) and STP (Systematic Transfer
Plan). SWP allows an investor to withdraw a certain
amount regularly from a fund. It is mainly used by retirees
to create pension from retirement corpus. STP allows
investors to invest a lumpsum amount in one scheme (debt
fund) and then regularly transfer to another scheme (equity
fund). STP allows one to invest in the equity market at
different times so as to lessen the risk of  entering into
market at its peak. Also, investment in debt mutual fund
gives one better return than a savings account.

As an investor, we should take into consideration the cost
related to any investment before making any decision. Two
types of  expenses are related to mutual fund: expense ratio
and load. Expense ratio is the summation of  administrative
and management cost, whereas sales charges, commissions,
and redemption fees are known as the load. The load can
be front-end or back-end depending on when this is
charged from the investor.

Apart from expenses, tax consequence also needs to be
taken into account before deciding about any investment
avenue. Mutual funds are the most tax-friendly avenue as
tax liability arises only on the sale of  the mutual fund units.
An investment attracts short-term and long-term capital
gain tax. Table 1 explains the percentage of  tax charged on
equity and debt funds.

All resident individuals and NRIs, FIs, companies, banks,
can invest in a mutual fund. KYC is an integral part of  an
investment in a mutual fund. One has to submit identity
proof, address proof, photo and Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act (FATCA) declaration to comply with KYC
guidelines. One can invest through mutual fund distributors
or banks or directly through the fund internet site. Direct
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examined which may be in the scope of  other types
of  audits.
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electronic medium and minimising physical movement by a
judicious allocation of  branches, to ensure the safety of
auditors and branch officials. In case banks face problems
due to refusal of  branch auditors to take up the assignment
of  audit, they can approach the RBI for approval to
appoint additional audit firms.

Thus it can be said that the applicability of  audit to any
organisation doesn’t state that it is an inherent sign of
doing wrong acts, but it is the way which helps in
preventing such activities such as misappropriation of
funds by ensuring that the data is being continuously
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L E G A L

Earlier, it was only High Courts which were empowered to
deal with the issues of  winding up of  companies in all
modes of  winding up, and it was only ‘Official Liquidators’
who were authorised by the Companies Act to act as
Liquidators. With the enactment of  Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016, new systems have been
introduced, and now there are three authorities who are
empowered to wind up / liquidate the companies and two
kinds of  ‘Liquidators’ who shall act as Liquidators for
winding up / liquidation of  the Companies. 

A brief  analysis of  ‘Winding up’ or ‘Liquidation’ of  the
companies under the Companies Act, 1956; Companies
Act, 2013 and IBC, 2016 is made hereunder before
discussing the new system of  ‘Liquidators’ that came
into vogue.

Till the advent of  IBC, 2016, winding up or liquidation of
companies was completely under the purview of  the
erstwhile Companies Act, 1956 and later Companies Act,
2013. However, with the enactment of  IBC, 2016, a
company can be now wound up either under the
Companies Act, 2013 or under IBC, 2016. Sections 230-
231 and 270-365 of  the Companies Act, 2013; and Sections
33 to 54 and Section 59 of  IBC, 2016 deal with the issue of
winding up of  the companies, though the term
‘Liquidation’ has been used under the IBC, 2016 for
winding up of  the company.

Earlier, it was the Companies Act which alone dealt with
the issues from incorporation to dissolution of  the
companies. The Companies Act, 1956, provided for three
modes of  winding up of  companies, namely:

1. Winding up by the Court or Compulsory winding up

2. Voluntary winding up

3. Winding up subject to the supervision of  the Court.

The issue of  ‘inability to pay debts’ was one of  the
modes of  winding up by the Court. In this mode, if  after
receipt of  the 21 days statutory notice, if  the company
failed and neglected to pay its debts, the company was
deemed to be insolvent and the winding-up proceedings
would commence.  

The revised Companies Act, 2013 had the same provisions
as of  the Companies Act, 1956 with regard to the winding
up of  companies till the enactment of  IBC, 2016.  

Section 271 of  the Companies Act, 2013 has been amended
by Section 245 of  the IBC, 2016 and new grounds for
winding up of  the company have been introduced while
completely taking away the provisions of  winding up for
‘inability to pay debts’ by shifting them to the IBC, 2016.
Presently, Section 271 of  the Companies Act, 2013 provides
for the following circumstances under which a company
could be wound up:

1) If  the company has, by special resolution, resolved that
the company be wound up by the Tribunal.

2) If  the company has acted against the interest of  the
sovereignty and integrity of  India, the security of  the
State, friendly relations with foreign states, public order,
decency or morality.

3) If  on an application made by the Registrar or any other
person authorised by the Central Government by
notification under this Act, the Tribunal is of  the
opinion that the affairs of  the company have been
conducted in a fraudulent manner or the company was
formed for a fraudulent and unlawful purpose or the
persons concerned in the formation or management of

‘Liquidator’ Under

Companies Act 2013

and IBC 2016
K S Hareesh Kumar



Companies Act, 2013 empowered the Central Government
to appoint Official Liquidator as Liquidator of  the
companies whose assets of  book value do not exceed
rupees one crore and belong to such class or classes of
companies as may be prescribed. 

These provisions empowered the Central Government to
supervise, instead of  High Court or NCLT, the winding-up
proceedings of  a Company by appointing Official
Liquidators. The Central Government may order the
companies under this category to be wound in summary
mode, and all the powers of  the Court / NCLT are
exercisable by the Central Government. 

However, Section 364(4) provides that the Central
Government may, at any stage during the settlement of
claims, if  considers necessary, refer the matter to the
Tribunal for necessary orders. These are new provisions
which were not there in the repealed Companies Act, 1956.

Liquidator

Under the earlier regime, an officer called as ‘Official
Liquidator’, appointed by the Central Government, used to
be attached to each High Court. Under the scheme of  the
Companies Act, 1956 (Part VII), in case of  a company
wound up by the High Court; the Official Liquidator would
become its liquidator (Section 449). The Court was not
empowered to appoint any person other than the Official
Liquidator who was attached to each High Court. All
matters relating to winding up of  companies were being
administered by Official Liquidators under the supervision,
control and directions of  the High Courts. Official
Liquidator, Deputy Official Liquidators and Assistant
Official Liquidators belonging to Indian Company Law
Service (Legal and Accounts branches) were being
appointed by the Department of  Company Affairs,
Ministry of  Law, Justice & Company Affairs depending
upon the workload in each office. 

On the passing of  winding up order by the High Court, the Official

Liquidator shall, by virtue of  his office, become the liquidator of

the company.    

The general functions of  the Official Liquidator were to administer

the assets of  the company and distribute thereof  among the creditors

and discharge his duties as per the directions of  the High Court.

However, the system of  Official Liquidator did not rise to
the occasion. A committee under the chairmanship of
Justice Balakrishna Eradi was appointed by the
Government of  India (GoI) to study the functioning of
the system of  Official Liquidator which submitted its
report on 31st July 2000 which noted the state of  affairs.
Some of  the excerpts of  the report are as follows:

its affairs have been guilty of  fraud, misfeasance or
misconduct in connection therewith and that it is
proper that the company be wound up.

4) If  the company has made a default in filing with the
Registrar its financial statements or annual returns for
immediately preceding five consecutive financial years; 

5) If  the Tribunal is of  the opinion that it is just and
equitable that the company should be wound up.

Under the Companies Act, 2013, in a case of  a situation
arising under Section 271(b), Central and State
Governments have also been empowered to file the
petition for winding up of  the company. The elaborate
discussion contained in Sections 304-323 under Part II, ie,
‘Voluntary winding up’ has been omitted, apparently, since
the Section 271 and Section 10 of  the IBC themselves
enabled the companies to apply for winding up and / or
resolution respectively.

Jurisdiction of the courts for winding up of the

companies

Under the Companies Act, 1956, it was the High Court
which had been vested with the jurisdiction to deal with
winding up matters. The repealed Sick Industrial
Companies (Special Provisions) Act, 1985 had provided
that the Board for Industrial Construction and
Rehabilitation (BIFR) could recommend winding up of  a
Company though it was not binding on the Company
Court (High Court).  

Presently, jurisdiction to pass orders for winding up under
Section 271 of  the Companies Act, 2013 and winding up
under the provisions of  IBC, 2016 has been vested in the
National Company Law Tribunals (NCLTs) established
across the country which are constituted under Section 408
of  the Companies Act, 2013. The Central Government also
has been empowered to wind up the companies under
Section 359-365, which is discussed hereunder.

Section 231 of  the Companies Act provides that if  the
Compromise or Arrangement sanctioned under Section
230 of  the Act cannot be implemented satisfactorily with
or without modifications, and the company is unable to pay
its debts as per the Scheme, the Tribunal may make an
order for winding up the company which is also similar to
Section 33 of  the IBC, 2016.  

Winding up by Central Government

Interestingly, the Companies Act, 2013 empowered Central
Government also to exercise the powers of  Court / NCLT
to wind up the Companies. Sections 359-365 of  the
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‘The winding-up process is a long drawn affair, and before a company

is finally dissolved with the sanction of  the Court, it takes years in

obtaining the Statement of  Affairs, books of  account and records

and assets, the realisation of  debts and sale of  assets, settlement of

list of  creditors and contributors, distribution of  assets to creditors,

members etc. 

In the process, substantial corporate assets remained under the control

of  Official Liquidators unrealised and undistributed. Over the years

with the growth of  the corporate sector in India, corporate mortality

has also grown and OLs have been over-burdened with a large

number of  companies, in liquidation, under their charge.’

The Advisory Committee on Financial Sector Assessment,
appointed by the GoI in the year 2009 reviewed the
structure and functions of  official liquidators and also
noted various critical remarks of  the functioning of  the
institution by Justice Eradi Committee. The Advisory
Group was of  the same opinion with that of  the Justice
Eradi Committee in so far as recommending that
knowledge-based specialised professional institutions were
required to handle bankruptcy cases. 

It also noted that while there was no professional
institution developed for handling bankruptcy cases, it was
quite possible to develop institutions with the experts taken
from Chartered Accountant firms, financial institutions,
corporate law firms, company secretaries, financial analysts
and other professionals. It had further noted that in the
present system of  liquidation, it was found that official
liquidators not only suffered from the absence of
specialised knowledge but also they do suffer from the
absence of  infrastructure. 

As per Section 449, on a winding-up order being made in
respect of  a company, the OL shall, by virtue of  his office,
become the liquidator of  the company. The Court had no
power to appoint any person as liquidator other than the
OL. A suggestion was, therefore, made by the Committee
as to whether the present system of  appointing OLs should
continue or should the Court in the alternative appoint
private liquidators; if  so, what should be the qualifications,
terms and conditions of  such appointment. 

A majority of  the responses to the said Committee had
supported the suggestion to empower the Court to appoint
private liquidators who are professionals like Advocates,
Chartered Accountants, Company Secretaries etc having
adequate practising experience with suitable infrastructure.
Such professionals may also be required to pass a qualifying
examination. It was also suggested that the private
liquidator might be a partnership firm or even a body
corporate with professionals, and this would require an
amendment to Section 513 (of  the Companies Act, 1956).
Such appointments should be made, taking into account

the value of  assets involved, guarantee provided by a
private liquidator and his expertise. Such private liquidators
are to be drawn from a panel approved by the Central
Government and / or the High Courts. 

On the other hand, the idea of  appointment of  private
liquidators was opposed on the ground that this concept
was fraught with danger in the absence of  their
accountability, continuity and responsibility and will not
take off  without proper infrastructure with them.

It appears that in line with the recommendations of  the
Committee, Section 275 (2) of  the Companies Act, 2013
had originally provided that the provisional liquidator or
the Company Liquidator, as the case may be, shall be
appointed from a panel maintained by the Central
Government consisting of  the names of  Chartered
Accountants, Advocates, Company Secretaries, Cost
Accountants, or firms or bodies corporate of  persons
having such chartered accountants, advocates, company
secretaries, cost Accountants and such other professionals
as may be notified by the Central Government or from a
firm or a body corporate of  persons having a combination
matters of  such professionals as may be prescribed and
having at least ten years’ experience in company matters.  

However, the said provision was substituted, wef
15th November 2016, by the IBC, 2016, with the
following provisions:

1) For the purposes of  winding up of  a Company by the
Tribunal, the Tribunal shall, at the time of  passing of
the order of  winding up, appoint an Official Liquidator
or a liquidator from the panel maintained under Sub-
section (2) as the Company Liquidator.

2) The provisional liquidator or the Company Liquidator,
as the case may, shall be appointed by the Tribunal from
amongst the Insolvency Professionals registered under
the IBC, 2016.

Therefore, the system of  Official Liquidators of  the

earlier regime has not been completely done away

with under the Companies Act, 2013. However, there is

no such provision under the IBC, 2016 for the

appointment of  Official Liquidators as Liquidators of

the companies. 

The expression ‘Insolvency Professional’ is defined under
Section 3(19) of  the IBC, 2016 as under:

‘Insolvency Professional means a person enrolled under Section 206

with an insolvency professional agency as its member and registered

with the Board (IBBI, established under the IBC, 2016) as an

insolvency professional under Section 207’.
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Regulation 5 of  Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of  India
(IBBI) (Insolvency Professionals) Regulations, 2016,
provides that a person is eligible to register himself  as an
Insolvency Professional if  he – 

(a) has passed the Limited Insolvency Examination within
twelve months before the date of  his application for
enrollment with the insolvency professional agency; 

(b) has completed a pre-registration educational course, as
may be required by the Board, from an insolvency
professional agency after his enrollment as a
professional member; and 

(c) has- (i) successfully completed the National Insolvency
Programme, as may be approved by the Board; (ii)
successfully completed the Graduate Insolvency
Programme, as may approved by the Board; (iii) fifteen
years of  experience in management, after receiving a
Bachelor’s degree from a university established or
recognised by law; or (iv) ten years of  experience as –
(a) chartered accountant registered as a member of  the
Institute of  Chartered Accountants of  India, (b)
company secretary registered as a member of  the
Institute of  Company Secretaries of  India, (c) cost
accountant registered as a member of  the Institute of
Cost Accountants of  India, or (d) advocate enrolled
with the Bar Council of  India.

Section 2(94A) of  the Companies Act, 2013 defined the
expression ‘Winding up’ as under:

‘Winding up means winding up under this Act or liquidation under

the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 as applicable.’

However, IBC, 2016 did not define either the expression
‘Winding up’ or ‘Liquidation’. Section 5(18) of  the IBC,
2016, however, defines the expression ‘Liquidator’ as under:

‘Liquidator’ means an insolvency professional appointed as a

liquidator in accordance with the provisions of  Chapter III or

Chapter V of  this part, as the case may be’. 

Regulation 3(1) of  the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of
India (IBBI) (Liquidation Process) Regulations, 2016
further describes the eligibility to be appointed as
Liquidator for the purpose of  liquidation of  companies
under the IBC, 2016 as under:

Eligibility for appointment as liquidator 

An insolvency professional shall be eligible to be appointed
as a liquidator if  he, and every partner or director of  the
insolvency professional entity of  which he is a partner or
director, is independent of  the corporate debtor.

Explanation – A person shall be considered independent of
the corporate debtor, if  he- 

(a) is eligible to be appointed as an independent director on
the board of  the corporate debtor under Section 149 of
the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of  2013), where the
corporate debtor is a company; 

(b) is not a related party of  the corporate debtor; or 

(c) has not been an employee or proprietor or a partner: (i)
of  a firm of  auditors or secretarial auditors or cost
auditors of  the corporate debtor; or (ii) of  a legal or a
consulting firm, that has or had any transaction with the
corporate debtor contributing ten percent or more of
the gross turnover of  such firm, in the last three
financial years.

The Companies Act, 2013 still has two definitions
for ‘Liquidator’, namely, ‘Company Liquidator’ and
‘Official Liquidator’. Section 2(23) defined the expression
‘Company Liquidator’ as under:

‘Company Liquidator’ means a person appointed by the
Tribunal as the Company Liquidator in accordance with the
provisions of  Section 275 for the winding up of  a
Company under this Act.

The expression ‘Company Liquidator’ was not there in the
repealed Companies Act, 1956 and was newly introduced
by the Companies Act, 2013 for the first time.  

Section 2(61) defines ‘Official Liquidator’ as under:

‘Official Liquidator’ means an Official Liquidator appointed under

Sub-section (1) of  Section 359’.

Liquidators under Sections 275 & 359 of the

Companies Act, 2013

As we discussed hereinabove, now there are two authorities
for winding up of  the companies under Companies Act,
2013, one by the NCLT for winding up of  Companies
under the provisions of  Sections 272-358, and another by
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the Central Government under the provisions of  Sections
359-365. It is the ‘Company Liquidator’ who acts
Liquidator for winding up of  the companies by the
NCLT whereas it is the Official Liquidator who acts
as Liquidator for winding up of  companies by the
Central Government.  

Sections 359-365 have been newly introduced in
Companies Act, 2013, which were notified by notification
No. 3677(E), dated 7th December 2016, and came into
force from 15th December 2016.  

Under the IBC, 2016, it is only the Insolvency
Professionals who can be appointed as Liquidators. The
IBC, 2016 provides for the appointment of  Insolvency
Professionals both as Interim Resolution Professional /
Resolution Professional and Liquidator. 

The Insolvency Professional who was appointed as
Resolution Professional shall be generally appointed as
Liquidator whereas, under the Companies Act, 2013, it is
either the Company Liquidator, who is an Insolvency
Professional or Official Liquidator, who is an Officer of
the Central Government, acts as Liquidator.

The fee of the Liquidator

In the earlier system, the OLs were being appointed by the
Central Government who were in the service of  the
government. It was the Central Government which was
being paid a fee out of  the assets of  the company for the
services of  Official Liquidator. Section 34 (8) of  the IBC,
2016, an Insolvency Professional proposed to be appointed
as a liquidator shall charge such fee for the conduct of  the
liquidation proceedings in such proportion to the value of
the liquidation estate assets as may be specified by the IBBI
which is established under the IBC, 2016. As per Section
34(9) of  the Code, the fee for the conduct of  the
liquidation proceedings shall be paid to the liquidator from
the proceeds of  the liquidation estate.

As per Regulation 4(1) of  the IBBI (Liquidation Process)
Regulations, 2016, the fee payable to the liquidator shall
be in accordance with the decision taken by the Committee
of  Creditors. As per Regulation 4(2), in all other cases, the
liquidator shall be entitled to a fee at the same rate as the
Resolution Professional was entitled during Corporate
Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP) and as a percentage
of  the amount realised net of  other liquidation costs
and of  the amount distributed, for the balance period
of  liquidation.  

In respect of  the liquidation under Companies Act, 2013,
Section 275 (5) of  the Act provides that the terms and
conditions of  appointment of  a provisional liquidator or
Company Liquidator and the fee payable to him or it shall
be specified by the Tribunal on the basis of  the task
required to be performed, experience, qualification of  such
liquidator and size of  the company.

Conclusion

Therefore, the system of  liquidation / liquidators has
completely been overhauled, and it is hoped that the
liquidation proceedings are completed within one year as
envisaged both under the Companies Act, 2013 and IBC,
2016. The curtailing of  the time limit will benefit the banks
to expedite the recovery of  banks’ dues. 
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..........Continued from page 47

These suggestions are just indicative and not exhaustive,
and there is a lot of  learning from the epic crisis which also
reminded us of  similar crisis (Sub-Prime Crisis) of  2007-
2009 where few FIs have declared insolvent, and as a result,
the US economy crashed. There was a failure on the part of
regulators who could have taken stringent steps in the
initial stages to mitigate the loss. Nevertheless, the IL&FS
crisis has opened a path for future control in the financial
discipline which can be possible with proper coordination
amongst the regulatory agencies and government agencies
so that such situations do not arise in the near future.
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n[adV©Z àH¥${V H$m {Z`‘ h¡, ̀ h ~mV ~ma-~ma Xmoham`r OmVr h¡. naÝVw n[adV©Z
g‘mO, CÚmoJ Ed§ ì`mnma H$m ̂ r {Z`‘ h¡. {g’©$ EH$ XeH$ nrN>o ‘w‹S>H$a XoI| Vmo
h‘| nVm MboJm {H$ Bg ~rM h‘mao Amg-nmg {H$VZm Hw$N> ~Xb J`m h¡. ~¢{H§$J
H$m joÌ ̂ r Bg Xm¡a ‘| ì`mnH$ n[adV©Zm| go JwOam h¡. ̂ maV ‘| ~¢{H§$J Ho$ EH$ ZE
`wJ H$s ewéAmV ~¢H$m| Ho$ amï´>r`H$aU Ho$ ~mX hþB© Wr {OgHo$ ’$bñdê$n ~¢H$m| H$s
nhþ±M g‘mO Ho$ Am{W©H$ ê$n go H$‘Omoa Ed§ Jar~ dJ© VH$ hþB© VWm ~¢H$m| H$m Xoe
Ho$ gm‘m{OH$-Am{W©H$ {dH$mg Ho$ EH$ gmYZ Ho$ ê$n ‘| Cn`moJ {H$`m OmZo bJm.
Bgo g^r ñdrH$ma H$aVo h¢ {H$ ~w{Z`mXr ê$n go ̂ maV H$mo ‘O~yV ~ZmZo ‘| ~¢H$m|
H$s ‘hËdnyU© ̂ y{‘H$m ahr h¡.   

Xoe ‘| CXmarH$aU Ho$ ~mX ~¢H$m| H$mo ̂ r AnojmH¥$V A{YH$ ñdVÝÌVm {‘br h¡.
emIm bmBg|grH$aU Zr{V H$mo CXma ~Zm`m J`m h¡, F$Um| H$s dgybr Ho$ {bE
~¢H$m| Ho$ A{YH$mam| ‘| d¥{Õ H$s JB© h¡, VWm n[aMmbZ Ho$ ‘m‘bo ‘| ̂ r A{YH$
ñdVÝÌVm Xr JB© h¡. {ZOr joÌ ‘| ~¢H$m| Ho$ {dñVma Zo à{V`mo{JVm H$m ñdê$n ~Xb
{X`m h¡. CËnmXm| ‘| {d{dYVm AmB© h¡ VWm ~¢H$ Ho$ J«mhH$ ̂ r A~ Á`mXm OmJê$H$
hmo JE h¢. 

~mhar n[adV©Zm| Zo Ohm§ ~¢H$m| H$s H$m`©nÕ{V Ed§ CZHo$ H$mamo~ma H$mo à^m{dV
{H$`m h¡, dht ‘mZd g§gmYZ Ho$ ‘moMo© na ̂ r ~¢H$m| Ho$ gm‘Zo {d{^Þ àH$ma H$s
MwZm¡{V`m± C^aH$a gm‘Zo AmB© h¡. gÎma Am¡a Añgr Ho$ XeH$ ‘| ~¢H$m| ‘| ~‹S>o
n¡‘mZo na ̂ {V©`m± hþB© Wr. Cg g‘` godmJ«hU H$aZo dmbo àm`… g^r H$m{‘©H$ ̀ m
Vmo godm{Zd¥Îm hmo JE h¢ ̀ m godm{Zd¥Îm hmoZo dmbo h¢. ~¢H$m| Ho$ ‘mZd g§gmYZ H$m
EH$ ~‹S>m {hñgm A~ Eogr nr‹T>r go à{VñWm{nV hmo MwH$m h¡ Omo nhbo H$s nr‹T>r go
~hþV go ‘m`Zm| ‘| {^Þ h¡. AnZo bjUm| Ho$ H$maU Bg Z`r nr‹T>r H$s AbJ
nhMmZ h¡.

`{X ~¢H$m| ‘| OZe{º$ ̀ m ‘mZd g§gmYZ H$m ñdê$n ~Xbm h¡ Vmo ~¢H$m| H$mo AnZr
‘mZd g§gmYZ Zr{V`m| H$s ̂ r g‘rjm H$aZr Mm{hE Am¡a BÝh| ~Xbo hþE hmbmV
Ho$ AZwê$n ~ZmZm Mm{hE. 

~¢H$m| ‘| ̂ Vr© Ho$ VarHo$ ‘| H$moB© {deof ~Xbmd Zht Am`m h¡. AmOH$b Z`r
^{V©`m± gm‘y{hH$ narjm Am`mo{OV H$aHo$ H$s OmVr h¢. {nN>bo XeH$ ‘|

gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ Ho$ ~¢H$m| Zo H¢$ng ßbog‘|Q> Ho$ O[aE ̂ r A{YH$m[a`m| H$mo {Z`mo{OV
H$aZm ewê$ {H$`m Wm bo{H$Z Ý¶m¶mb¶ Ho$ AmXoe Ho$ H$maU A~ Bg na amoH$ bJ
MwH$s h¡. 

{H$gr ̂ r g§JR>Z Ho$ {bE Cn`wº$ H$m{‘©H$m| H$m M`Z ~hþV Oê$ar h¡. Bggo h‘mam
Ame` H$m{‘©H$m| H$m g§JR>Z ‘| CÝh| Am~§{Q>V ̂ y{‘H$mAm| Ho$ gmW ‘ob ImZo go h¡.
My§{H$ Xoe ‘| amoOJma Ho$ Adga {g‘Q> aho h¢ Am¡a ~oamoOJmar ~‹T> ahr h¡ Bg{bE
~¢H$m| ‘| amoOJma Ho$ {bE A{YH$ bmoJ AmdoXZ H$a aho h¢ Am¡a BZ‘| go ghr ì`{º$
H$m Hw$Zmd H$aZo ‘| A{YH$ MwZm¡{V`m± h¢. A~ ~¢H$ ‘| gm‘mÝ` nXm| Ho$ {bE ̂ r
B§Or{Z`[a§J Am¡a à~§YZ O¡go {df`m| ‘| ̀ mo½`Vm àmá ì`{º$ AmdoXZ H$aZo bJo h¢.
em`X Eogo AmdoXH$m| Zo O~ BZ nmR>çH«$‘m| H$m MwZmd {H$`m hmoJm Vmo H$[a`a H$mo
boH$a CZH$s gmoM Hw$N> Am¡a ahr hmoJr. ~hahmb ~¢{H§$J H$[a`a Ho$ {bE
Cå‘rXdmam| H$m AmH$bZ H$aVo g‘` gmjmËH$maH$Vm©Am| H$s H$mo{ee Eogo
Cå‘rXdmam| H$mo nhMmZZo H$s hmoZr Mm{hE Omo godm joÌ ‘| H$m`© H$aZo Ho$ {bE
Amdí`H$ JwU aIVo hm|². BZ JwUm| ‘| {deof ê$n go em{‘b h¡ - gåàofU H$m¡eb,
J«mhH$-CÝ‘wIVm, grIZo H$s BÀN>m, B©‘mZXmar Ed§ Z¡{VH$Vm. 

‘mZd g§gmYZ aUZr{V`m| ‘| Ü`mZ XoZo ̀ mo½` Hw$N> AÝ` {df`m| H$s MMm© ZrMo H$s
JB© h¡. 

Am°Z~mo{S©§>J

à{V^m à~§YZ Ho$ ZO[aE go XoIm OmE Vmo {H$gr ̂ r g§JR>Z Ûmam MwZo JE
Cå‘rXdmam| H$s Am°Z~mo{S©§>J EH$ ‘hËdnyU© {df` h¡. A{YH$m§e gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ Ho$
~¢H$m| ‘| Am°Z~mo{S©§>J H$mo boH$a H$moB© ñnï>, n[a^m{fV ̀ m ñWm{nV nÕ{V Zht h¡.
H$m{‘©H$ H$mo M`Z H$o {ZU©` H$s gyMZm {‘bZo VWm CgHo$ godmJ«hU H$aZo Ho$ ~rM
H$B© ~ma ‘hrZm| H$m A§Vamb hmoVm h¡. H$^r-H$^r Vmo godmJ«hU H$s VmarI H$mo
boH$a A{Z{üVVm ̂ r ahVr h¡. ̀ {X {H$gr Cå‘rXdma H$mo MwZ {b`m J`m h¡ Vmo
Cgo {Z`wp³V-nÌ H$~ Omar {H$`m OmEJm VWm AÝ¶ Am¡nMm[aH$VmAm| H$mo nyam
H$aZo Ho$ nümV godmJ«hU H$s g§^mdZm H$~ VH$ hmoJr, BgH$m g§Ho$V Adí` {X`m
OmZm Mm{hE. Bg A§Vamb ‘| g§~pÝYV ~¢H$ Ûmam H$m{‘©H$ go g§nH©$ ~ZmE aIZm
Mm{hE. godmJ«hU Ho$ g‘` H$B© ~ma ZE H$m{‘©H$m| Ho$ gmW CXmgrZVm go VWm

~¢{H§$J Ho$ ZE Xm¡a ‘| ‘mZd
g§gmYZ aUZr{V`m§

{dO` àH$me lrdmñVd
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~¢H$m| Zo nm`m {H$ g‘` Ho$ gmW VWm AmH$pñ‘H$ H$maUm| go [aº$ hmoZo dmbo nXm|
H$mo ̂ aZo Ho$ {bE CZH$s V¡`mar n`m©á Zht Wr. Eogr pñW{V`m± ̂ r AmBª {OZ‘|
~¢H$m| H$mo d[að> VWm {deofkVm dmbo nXm| na Eogo ì`{º$`m| H$mo {Z`wº$ H$aZm n‹S>m
{OZHo$ kmZ, AZw^d, H$m¡eb d n[an¹$Vm H$m ñVa AnojmH¥$V H$‘ Wm. g§JR>Z
H$s {Za§VaVm Ho$ {bE g‘w{MV CÎmam{YH$ma Am`moOZm Oê$ar h¡. BZ‘| {OZ ~mVm|
H$mo em{‘b H$aZm hmoJm, do h¢ - ̂ {dî` Ho$ {bE Amdí`H$ ̀ mo½`VmAm| VWm
Hw$ebVmAm| go ̀ wº$ ‘mZd g§gmYZ H$s Amny{V© gw{Z{üV H$aZm VWm H$m{‘©H$m| H$mo
AmJo MbH$a CÝh| Xr OmZo dmbr ̂ y{‘H$mAm| Ho$ {bE V¡`ma H$aZm. AJa erf©
à~§YZ Ho$ {bE CÎmam{YH$ma Am`moOZm H$s ~mV H$a| Vmo ̀ h V¡`mar H$B© ñVam| na
H$aZr hmoJr. O¡go - ZoV¥Ëd H$s g§^mdZmAm| go ̀ wº$ H$m{‘©H$m| H$s nhMmZ, CZ‘|
ZoV¥Ëd H$m¡eb Ho$ {dH$mg H$s ̀ moOZm VWm {d{^Þ H$m`©-joÌm| ̀ Wm OmopI‘
à~§YZ, {dXoer ‘wÐm H$mamo~ma, H$m°anmoaooQ> F$U, AZwnmbZ, gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s,
àmW{‘H$Vm àmá joÌ / bKw d ‘Ü`‘ CÚmoJ hoVw {dÎmnmofU Am{X ‘| Hw$eb bmoJm|
Ho$ nyb H$m {Z‘m©U {Og‘| go g‘` AmZo na MwZH$a CÝh| Cn`wº$ ̂ y{‘H$mE± gm¢nr
Om gH|$. 

H$B© ~¢H$m| ‘| Bg Vah H$s MMm©E± gwZZo H$mo {‘bVr h¢ {H$ h‘mao nmg H«o${S>Q> ‘|
AÀN>o bmoJm| H$s H$‘r h¡, Am{X. gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ Ho$ ~¢H$m| ‘| H§$nQ>|gr ‘¡{n§J à`moJ
~‹T>mZo H$s Oê$aV h¡ {OgHo$ O[aE {d{^Þ ̂ y{‘H$mAm| Ho$ {bE Cn`wº$ H$m{‘©H$m| H$m
M`Z {H$`m OmZm Mm{hE. ~¢H$m| H$mo ~ZmZo Mm{hE Omo H§$nQ>|gr ‘¡{n§J H$m H$m`© H$a|.
Vm{H$ ~mhar H§$gëQ>|gr H$mo {H$E OmZo dmbo ̂ wJVmZ go ~Mm Om gHo$. H§$nQ>|gr
‘¡{n§J ‘| àË`oH$ ̂ y{‘H$m H$mo à^mdr T>§J go {Z^mZo Ho$ {bE dm§{N>V JwUm| /
àd¥{Îm`m| H$s gyMr ~ZmB© OmVr h¡ Am¡a {’$a ì`{º$`m| go BZH$m {‘bmZ {H$`m OmVm
h¡. Omo bmoJ nhbo go {H$gr ̂ y{‘H$m ‘| h¢ CZ‘| H${‘`m| AWm©V J¡ßg H$m nVm
bJm`m OmVm h¡ Am¡a {’$a {d{^Þ VarH$m| go Bg A§Va H$mo nmQ>Zo H$s H$mo{ee H$s
OmVr h¡. BZ Cnm`m| ‘| à{ejU g~go A{YH$ ‘hËdnyU© h¡. 

à{ejU

à{ejU ‘mZd g§gmYZ {dH$mg H$m g~go A{YH$ à`moJ {H$`m OmZo dmbm
‘mÜ¶‘ h¡. àm¶: gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ Ho$ g^r ~¢H$m| ‘| à{ejU H$m ~w{Z`mXr T>m§Mm
‘m¡OyX h¡. CZHo$ nmg Xoe ‘| {d{^Þ ñWmZm| na pñWV à{ejU H|$Ð h¢, H$mnmo©aoQ>
ñVa na à{ejU {d^mJ ñWm{nV h¡ Ed§ à{ejU Zr{V`m± ̂ r h¢. na§Vw Agbr àý
Bg V§Ì Ho$ H$maJa Cn`moJ H$m h¡. Hw$N>oH$ ~¢H$m| Ho$ H$m`©nmbH$m| Ho$ gmW hmb H$s
MMm© ‘| µÁ`mXmVa am` Eogr Wr {H$ à{ejU H$s Cn`mo{JVm VWm Bg‘| {Z{hV
g§^mdZmAm| H$m bm^ CR>mZo Ho$ {bE Hw$N> Á`mXm H$aZo H$s Oê$aV h¡. à{ejU
H$m`©H$bmn H$mo ̀ {X EH$ Am¡nMm[aH$Vm Ho$ ê$n ‘| g§Mm{bV {H$`m Om ahm h¡ Vmo
EH$ Vah go h‘ g§gmYZm| H$s ~a~mXr H$a aho h¢.

à{ejU H$mo ‘mZd g§gmYZ ‘| EH$ {Zdoe g‘Pm OmZm Mm{hE VWm Bg {Zdoe Ho$
bm^ H$m ‘mnZ à{V’$b go {H$`m OmZm Mm{hE. Hw$N> gm‘mÝ¶ ~mVo h¢ Omo à{ejU
H$s à^mderbVm Ho$ {bE Amdí`H$ h¢. à{ejU Amdí`H$Vm Ho$ AmH$bZ H$s
EH$ ì`dpñWV nÕ{V hmoZr Mm{hE {Oggo ̀ h nVm Mb gHo$ {H$ {H$g H$‘©Mmar
H$mo {H$g àH$ma Ho$ à{ejU H$s Oê$aV h¡. Zm‘m§H$Z g§»`mny{V© Ho$ {bE Z hmo,
~pëH$ do hr bmoJ à{ejU ‘| em{‘b hm| {OÝh| g§~pÝYV à{ejU H$s dmñVd ‘|
Oê$aV h¡. à{ejU H$m`© go Ow‹S>m hmo VWm Bg‘| ì`mdhm[aH$Vm H$m g‘mdoe hmo.

‘erZr T>§J go noe Am`m OmVm h¡ Omo em`X {H$gr H$mo Z ng§X AmE. ZE H$m{‘©H$m|
H$mo g§JR>Z H$s H$m¶©-g§ñH¥${V Ho$ ~mao ‘| Á`mXm nVm Zht hmoVm, AV… CZHo$ gmW
gh`moJ H$aZm, CZH$s e§H$mAm| H$m g‘w{MV {ZamH$aU H$aZm VWm CZH$m
‘mJ©Xe©Z H$aZm ‘yb^yV Amdí`H$VmE± h¢. BZ g~go g§JR>Z H$s g§ñH¥${V H$s ̂ r
nhMmZ hmoVr h¡. ~ohVa hmoJm ~¢H$m| ‘| Am°Z~mo{S©§>J H$s nyar Ed§ ñnï> Zr{V ~ZmH$a
Cgo {b{n~Õ {H$`m OmE.

H$m`©{ZînmXZ ‘yë`m§H$Z

~¢H$m| ‘| H$m`©{ZînmXZ ‘yë`m§H$Z  Ho$ VarHo$ H$mo Am¡a d¡km{ZH$ Ed§ nmaXer© ~ZmZo
H$s Oê$aV h¡. ~¢H$m| ‘| A{YH$m[a`m| H$mo {d{^Þ àH$ma Ho$ H$m`© H$aZo hmoVo h¢.
AmH$bZ Ho$ g‘` {H$g H$m`© Ho$ {bE {H$VZm doQ>oO {X`m OmE, ̀ h EH$ H${R>Z
àý h¡. {’$a H$m`© H$s JwUdÎmm Ho$ {ZYm©aU ‘| ̂ r O{Q>bVmE± hmo gH$Vr h¢. CXmhaU
Ho$ {bE - hmo gH$Vm h¡ EH$ emIm à~ÝYH$ Zo ~hþV go F$U ImVo Imob H$a bú`
àmá H$a {b`m hmo, Cgo H$m`©{ZînmXZ ‘yë`m§H$Z  ‘| AÀN>o A§H$ {‘b JE hm| Am¡a
~mX ‘| nVm Mbo {H$ F$U H$mo XoZo ‘| g‘w{MV gmdYmZr Zht ~aVr JB© h¡- H$ht
XñVmdoµO AYyao {bE JE h¢ Vmo H$ht {Z{Y`m| H$m A§{V‘ Cn`moJ gw{Z{üV Zht
{H$`m J`m h¡. H$m`©{ZînmXZ ‘yë`m§H$Z Ho$ ~|M‘mH©$, ‘w»` n[aUm‘ joÌ (H$s
[aOëQ> E[a`m) {Z{üV hm|, ‘o{Q´Šg {ZYm©[aV hmo. h°bmo à^md go ~Mm OmE {Og‘|
‘yë`m§H$ZH$Vm©  CZ JwUm| Ho$ {bE Á`mXm A§H$ XoVm h¡, Omo IwX Cg‘| hmoVo h¢ ̀ m Omo
Cgo Á`mXm ng§X hmoVo h¢. 

nXmoÞ{V

àm`… gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ Ho$ g^r ~¢H$m| ‘| nXmoÞ{V à{H«$`m dm{f©H$ AmYma na
{Z`{‘V ê$n go g§Mm{bV hmoVr h¡. nXmoÞ{V H$s amh ̂ r n[a^m{fV h¡. {nN>bo 7-8
dfm] ‘| ~¢H$m| H$mo nXmoÞ{V Ho$ {Z`‘mo§ ‘| Ny>Q> XoZr n‹S>r h¡. Ohm§ doVZ‘mZ I go II ‘|
nXmoÞ{V Ho$ {bE nhbo 7 dfm] H$s Ý`yZV‘ godm Oê$ar hmoVr Wr dht A~ Xmo df©
{OVZr H$‘ godm Ho$ gmW ̂ r nXmoÞ{V nmZm g§^d hmo J`m h¡. ZE H$m{‘©H$m| Ho$
{bE ̀ h gwIX pñW{V hmoJr na ~¢H$m| Ho$ {bE MwZm¡Vr ̀ h h¡ {H$ CÝh| Cn`wº$
Hw$ebVmAm| dmbo ì`{º$ {‘b| Omo nXmoÞ{V Cnam§V CƒVa Xm{`Ëdm| H$mo g§^mbZo ‘|
gj‘ hm|. 

àýmoÎma AmYm[aV narjm Omo {nN>bo Hw$N> dfm] go Am°ZbmBZ Am`mo{OV H$s OmZo
bJr h¡, go Cå‘rXdma Ho$ {g’©$ kmZ H$m nVm MbVm h¡. ̀ hm± gmjmËH$ma H$m ‘hËd
H$m’$s ~‹T> OmVm h¡ {Og‘| H$m{‘©H$ ‘| éPmZ, nhb H$aZo H$s àd¥{Îm, à~§YZ d
ZoV¥Ëd H$m¡eb, g§àofUr`Vm H$m AmH$bZ {H$`m OmZm Mm{hE. A^r   ̂ r ~¢H$m| ‘|
{~ho{dab Bd|Q> gmjmËH$ma VWm H§$nQ>|gr AmYm[aV gmjmËH$ma H$m à`moJ H$‘ hr
hmoVm h¡ Omo ~¢H$m| Ho$ {bE M`Z à{H«$`m ‘| H$m’$s ghm`H$ hmo   gH$Vo h¢. {Og
Vah go ~¢H$m| Ho$ {bE H$m`© H$aZm MwZm¡VrnyU© hmoVm Om ahm h¡, d[að> VWm CƒVa
à~§YZ Ho$ {bE H$m{‘©H$m| Ho$ M`Z ‘mZX§S> H$mo Am¡a H$‹S>m ~ZmZo H$s Oê$aV h¡. 

CÎmam{YH$ma Am`moOZm

{dJV dfm] ‘| AnZo AZw^dm| Ho$ AmYma na ~¢H$ AnZr CÎmam{YH$ma Am`moOZm H$s
Iy{~`m| VWm H${‘`m| go n[a{MV hmo MwHo$ hm|Jo. Hw$N> pñW{V`m| ‘| AbJ-AbJ
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B§Q>aZoQ> Ho$ Bg Xm¡a ‘| kmZ d OmZH$mar g^r H$mo g‘mZ ê$n go CnbãY h¡. {g’©$
CÝht ~mVm| H$mo ~VmZo Ho$ {bE Šbmgê$‘ à{ejU Am`mo{OV H$aZo H$s Oê$aV
Zht hmoZr Mm{hE. µOmoa Bg ~mV na hmoZm Mm{hE {H$ kmZ {deof H$m g§JR>Z Ho$
CÔoí`m| H$s àm{á ‘| {H$g àH$ma go Cn`moJ H$aZm h¡. ¶{X {dnUZ na H$moB©
H$m`©H«$‘ h¡ Vmo Ü`mZ {dnUZ Ho$ Am‘ {gÕm§Vm| H$mo ~VmZo Ho$ gmW-gmW ̀ h ~VmZo
na hmoZm Mm{hE {H$ BZ {gÕm§Vm| H$mo ~¢H$ Ho$ CËnmXm| Ho$ {dnUZ na H¡$go bmJy
{H$`m OmE. g^r H$m{‘©H$m| Ho$ {bE à{ejU Ho$ Cn`wº$ Adga CnbãY hm|.
à{ejU H$m`©H«$‘m| go dm§{N>V n[aUm‘ {‘b aho h¢ ̀ m Zht, BgH$m nVm bJm`m
OmZm Mm{hE VWm Amdí`H$VmZwgma gwYmamË‘H$ H$X‘ CR>mZo Mm{hE. à{ejU
H$s Xw{Z`m ‘| A~ AZw^dmË‘H$ grI AWm©V EŠgnr[a`Z{e`b b{Z©§J Am¡a
Jo{‘{’$Ho$eZ H$m AmJ‘Z hmo MwH$m h¡. ~¢{H§$J à{ejU ‘| ̂ r BZH$m ̂ anya Cn`moJ
{H$`m OmZm Mm{hE. à{ejH$m| H$m M¶Z H$aVo g‘` CZH$s Hw$ebVm H$s ~marH$s
go naI H$s OmE Vm{H$ Eogo bmoJ MwZo OmE± Omo à{ejU H$m H$m`© H$aZo Ho$ {bE ha
àH$ma go ̀ mo½` hm|. à{ejH$m| Ho$ ̂ r à{ejU H$s g‘w{MV ì`dñWm hmoZr Mm{hE.
B©-b{ZªJ àm¡Úmo{JH$s ̂ r A~ H$m’$s CÞV hmo MwH$s h¡. BgHo$ Cn`moJ ‘| H$m{‘©H$m|
H$mo ñdVÝÌVm ahVr h¡. B©-b{ZªJ ‘m°S>çyb ‘mo~mBb ’$moZ na ̂ r n‹T>o Om gH$Vo h¢.
~¢H$m| H$s gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ ßboQ>’$m°‘© H$m Cn`moJ B©-b{ZªJ Ho$ {dñVma ‘| {H$`m
OmZm Mm{hE. 

H$mo{M§J d ‘|Q>[a§J

~¢H$m| ‘| AZm¡nMm[aH$ H$mo{M§J d ‘|Q>[a§J gm‘mÝ` ~mV h¡. Hw$N>oH$ ~¢H$m| Zo AnZo
H$m{‘©H$m| Ho$ {bE ì`dpñWV H$mo{M§J d ‘|Q>[a§J H$m àmdYmZ {H$`m h¡. {OZ ~¢H$m| Zo
Bg {Xem ‘| nhb Zht H$s h¡ CÝh| ̂ r Ü`mZ XoZm Mm{hE {H$ AnZo H$m{‘©H$m| Ho$
{bE do H$mo{M§J d ‘|Q>[a§J H$m A{YH$ bm^ {H$g àH$ma CR>m gH$Vo h¢. nrQ>a g|Jo Zo
AnZr nwñVH$ "X {µ’$âW {S>{gpßbZ' ‘| "b{Z©§J Am°J©ZmBOoeZ' H$s AdYmaUm
à{Vnm{XV H$s Wr. AmO Ho$ n[aÑí` ‘| ~¢H$m| H$mo ̂ r "b{Z©§J Am°J©ZmBOoeZ' ~ZmZo
H$s Oê$aV h¡. 

H$m{‘©H$ Ow‹S>md

H$m°anmoaoQ> OJV ‘| AmO H$m{‘©H$ Ow‹S>md AWm©V Eåßbm°B© B§JoO‘|Q> H$s H$m’$s MMm©
h¡. H$m{‘©H$ Ow‹S>md go Ame` H$m{‘©H$m| H$mo g§JR>Z Ho$ CÔoí`m| VWm g§JR>Z ‘| CZH$s
^y{‘H$m Ho$ {bE à{V~Õ ~ZmZo go h¡. XaAgb ̀ h EH$ gm§ñH¥${VH$ nhb h¡ {Oggo
CƒVa CËnmXH$Vm, CÎm‘ J«mhH$ godm VWm gm¡hmX©nyU© Am¡Úmo{JH$ g§~§Y O¡go
n[aUm‘ hm{gb H$aZo H$s Amem H$s OmVr h¡. H$m{‘©H$ Ow‹S>md V~ ~‹T>Vm h¡ O~
H$m{‘©H$ AnZo H$m`© ‘| Á`mXm é{M b|, Q>r‘ ̂ mdZm Ho$ gmW H$m`© H$a| VWm g§JR>Z
Ho$ ZoV¥Ëd Ed§ Zr{V`m| na ̂ amogm H$a§o. ̀ {X gåàofU Ho$ M¡Zb Iwbo aIo OmE±,
H$m{‘©H$m| Ho$ {dMmam| VWm gwPmdm| H$mo gwZm OmE Ed§ CÝh| grI d {dH$mg Ho$ n`m©á
Adga CnbãY H$amE OmE± Vmo BZgo H$m{‘©H$ Ow‹S>md H$mo àmoËgmhZ {‘boJm. AÝ`
gmYZm| Ho$ gmW à{ejU ̂ r H$m{‘©H$ Ow‹S>md ~‹T>mZo H$m EH$ gmYZ h¡.           

{dH$mgmË‘H$ nhb

‘mZd g§gmYZ Ho$ joÌ ‘| EH$ {dMmaYmam ‘mZd g§gmYZ àWmAm| H$mo
g§ì`dhmamË‘H$ VWm {dH$mgmË‘H$ ‘| ~m§Q>Zo H$s njYa h¡. Bg {dMmaYmam Ho$

‘mZZo dmbm| Ho$ AZwgma ~hþV go g§JR>Zm| ‘| ‘mZd g§gmYZ H$m Á`mXm Ü`mZ
g§ì`dhmamË‘H$ H$m`m], Omo àemg{ZH$ àd¥{V Ho$ hmoVo h¢, na hmoVm h¡ VWm Bg
à{H«$`m ‘| {dH$mgmË‘H$ njm| na Á`mXm Ü`mZ Zht {X`m OmVm. 

‘mZd g§gmYZ à~§YZ VWm ‘mZd g§gmYZ {dH$mg nañna Ow‹S>o ahH$a ̂ r
AbJ-AbJ h¢. g§JR>Z H$mo gwì`dpñWV T>§J go g§Mm{bV H$aZm h¡ Vmo à~§YZ
Oê$ar h¡, na A§{V‘ CÔoí` H$m{‘©H$m§o ‘| {Z{hV g§^mdZmAm| H$m g§JR>Z Ho$
bú`m| H$s àm{á ‘| nyam Cn`moJ H$aZo H$m hmoZm Mm{hE VWm Eogm àoaH$,D$Om©erb
dmVmdaU {Z{‘©V H$aZo H$m hmoZm Mm{hE Omo H$m{‘©H$m| H$s à{V^mAm| H$mo
{ZImaZo-g±dmaZo ‘| ghm`H$ hmo. 

hmb ‘| gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ Ho$ ~¢H$m| ‘| {db`Z H$s g~go ~‹S>r KQ>Zm hþB© h¡. 10 ~¢H$m|
H$mo {‘bmH$a 4 ~¢H$ ~Zm {XE JE h¢. BgHo$ nhbo 2019 ‘| XoZm ~¢H$ Am¡a {dO`m
~¢H$ H$m {db` ~¢H$ Am°’$ ~‹S>m¡Xm ‘| {H$`m J`m Wm. {db`Z Ho$ ~mX ~Zo ZE
{ZH$m` Ho$ gm‘Zo Z`r Vah H$s MwZm¡{V`m± AmZm ñdm^m{dH$ h¢. ̂ bo hr {db` hmoZo
dmbo ̀ o ~¢H$ gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ Ho$ ~¢H$ h¢ na BZ‘| gm§ñH¥${VH$ {^ÞVm hmo gH$Vr h¡,
gmW hr, ‘mZd g§gmYZ Zr{V`m| ‘| ̂ r Wmo‹S>m-~hþV A§Va hmo gH$Vm h¡. 

{db`Z ‘| ‘mZd g§gmYZ nj H$mo AË`§V g§doXZerbVm Ho$ gmW g§^mbZo H$s
Amdí`H$Vm hmoVr h¡. {db`Z A{YJ«hU go {^Þ h¡. {db` hmoZo dmbo ~¢H$m| ‘|
H$mamo~ma Ho$ AmH$ma-àH$ma, emImAm| H$s g§»`m Am{X Ho$ Ñ{ï>H$moU go ~¢H$ N>moQ>o-
~‹S>o hmo gH$Vo h¢, na§Vw {H$gr ~¢H$ H$mo loð> d {H$gr ~¢H$ H$mo H$‘Va Zht ‘mZm OmZm
Mm{hE. {db`Z Ho$ ~mX H$m{‘©H$m| H$s nXñWmnZm VWm ̂ y{‘H$mAm| Ho$ Am~§Q>Z ‘|
~¢H$ VWm H$m{‘©H$m| H$s gw{dYmAm| Ho$ ~rM Vmb‘ob ñWm{nV H$aHo$ MbZm Mm{hE.
Zd{Z{‘©V g§JR>Z H$s Z`r gH$mamË‘H$ nhMmZ ~ZmZo ‘| ‘mZd g§gmYZ Zr{V`m|
H$s AJ«Ur ̂ y{‘H$m hmoJr. erf© à~§YZ H$m Ü`mZ Bg ~mV na Adí` hmoZm Mm{hE. 

gmd©O{ZH$ joÌ Ho$ {d{^Þ ~¢H$m| Ho$ CËnmXm|, bú` g‘yhm| VWm godm à^mam| ‘|
H$m’$s g‘mZVm h¡. AZwnmbZ g§~§Yr VWm {d{Z`mË‘H$ H$mZyZ ̂ r g^r Ho$ {bE
EH$ O¡go h¢. Eogr pñW{V ‘|, à{V`mo{JVm ‘| AJ«Ur hmoZo Ho$ {bE ‘mZd g§gmYZ
aUZr{V`m§ {d^oXH$ H$m H$m`© H$a gH$Vr h¢. 
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boIH$$ n[aM¶
{dO` àH$me lrdmñVd Zo grYo ̂ Vr© A{YH$mar Ho$
ê$n ‘| ~¢H$ Am°’$ B§{S>`m ‘| 1984 ‘| godm J«hU H$s Wr
VWm Aºy$~a 2017 ‘| godm{Zd¥Îm hþE. 

~¢H$ Ho$ ñQ>m’$ à{ejU ‘hm{dÚmb`, ̂ monmb VWm
à~§YZ {dH$mg g§ñWmZ, Zdr ‘w§~B© ‘| CÝh| g§H$m` gXñ`
{Z`wº$ {H$`m J`m Wm. VrZ dfm] VH$ do ~¢H$ Ho$ à{ejU

Ed§ {dH$mg {d^mJ Ho$ à^mar aho. 

lrdmñVd j‘Vm {Z‘m©U, à{ejU VWm ‘mZd g§gmYZ {dH$mg ‘| Jhar é{M
aIVo h¢. 

CZgo Bg na g§nH©$ {H$¶m Om gH$Vm h¡ - v2j25@yahoo.in
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{dJV gmV dfm] go {Og {’$ZQ>oH$ eãXmdbr H$m à`moJ hmo ahm h¡, dh VwbZmË‘H$
ê$n go H$moB© ~hþV ZdrZ g§H$ënZm Zhr§ h¡. dmñVd ‘| XoIm OmE Vmo àm¡Úmo{JH$s
Am¡a ~¢{H§$J Ho$ ‘Ü` nwamVZ Ed§ gpÝZH$Q> ghgå~ÝY ahm h¡ {Oggo BZ XmoZm| Ho$
~rM gh^m{JVm d nyaH$Vm Ho$ H$maU XmoZm| H$mo hr AË`{YH$ bm^ {‘bVm ahm h¡.
Eo{Vhm{gH$ ê$n go XoIm OmE Vmo 1990 Ho$ XeH$ go hr àm¡Úmo{JH$s` J{V{d{Y`m±,
{dÎmr` g§ñWmZm|, ~¢H$m| VWm J«mhH$m| H$mo nmañn[aH$ ê$n go à^m{dV H$aZo Ho$ Vm¡a
VarH$m| ‘| n[adV©Z H$m EH$ à‘wI KQ>H$ ahr h¢. Bgr H$maU àm`: Bgo {dÎmr`
godmAm| ‘| Vrd« J{V go {dH${gV hmo ahr {dH$mg à{H«$`m Ho$ ê$n ‘| g§X{^©V {H$`m
OmVm h¡. BZ J{V{d{Y`m| Zo ZB© g§ñWmAm| Ho$ {bE naånamJV H$mamo~mar ‘m°S>bm| H$mo
~m{YV H$aZo Am¡a ZE ~mOmam| ‘| hñVjon H$aZo Ho$ Adga g¥{OV H$a {XE h¢.

dmñVd ‘| XoIm OmE Vmo {’$ZQ>oH$ H§$n{Z`m| Ho$ CX²^d go naånamJV godmAm| H$mo
{^ÝZ VarHo$ go A{YH$ XjVmnyd©H$ CnbãY H$amZo ‘| ghm`Vm {‘br h¡. BZ
H$ån{Z`m| Ho$ AmZo ‘| ~hþV go àm¡Úmo{JH$s` CËnmXm| Amoa godmAm| H$m ̀ moJXmZ ahm
h¡. ñQ>mQ>©Aßg, gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s, B© H$m°‘g© BË`m{X Zd àdoeH$m| Ho$ àMma, àgma
Ed§ à^md go {dH$mg Ho$ EH$ ZE ̀ wJ H$s ewéAmV ‘| {’$ZQ>oH$ Zo gmW©H$Vm go
àdoe {H$`m h¡. gyMZm Am¡a g§Mma àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ joÌ ‘| à^mdembr éPmZm| Zo
~¢H$m| Am¡a ~¢{H§$J H$mo nwZ: n[a^m{fV H$a {X`m h¡. dmñVd ‘| {’$ZQ>oH$ Ho$ {dÎmr`
joÌ ‘| H$X‘ aIZo go A~ ̀ h ~¢H$m| Ed§ ~¢{H§$J H$s ZB© n[a^mfm ~Z MwH$s h¡. A~
~¢H$m| Ho$ H$m`© naånamJV ~¢{H§$J VH$ gr{‘V Zhr§ ah J`o h¢, ~pëH$ BgHo$ AÝVJ©V
J¡a-~¢{H§$J H$m`© ̂ r AmZo bJo h¢ Am¡a A~ J¡a ~¢{H§$J g§ñWmE§ ̂ r ~¢{H§§$J H$m`© H$aZo
bJr h¢. CYma boZo d CYma XoZo H$m H$m`© AmYw{ZH$ ~¢H$m| Ho$ à{V‘mZm| H$s ñWmnZm
hmoZo Ho$ gmW hr bJ^J gmV eVmãXr nyd© {dH${gV hþAm. bo{H$Z H$mbm§Va ‘| ~¢H$m|
Ûmam Amaå^ H$s JB© {dàofU godm Zo VH$ZrH$s AnZmZo H$mo àmoËgm{hV {H$`m. df©
2008-09 Ho$ d¡pídH$ {dÎmr` g§H$Q> Zo {’$ZQ>oH$ Ho$ gmW gmW aoJQ>oH$ d gwnQ>oH$
O¡gr A{^Zd AdYmaUmAm| Ho$ {dH$mg H$mo ̂ r ZB© Xem d {Xem àXmZ H$aHo$
{díd^a ‘| ~¢{H§$J H$mo ~hþAm`m‘r à{V‘mZ àXmZ {H$E. 

{’$ZQ>oH$ H$m AW© Ed§ ñdê$n

{’$ZQ>oH$ H$m AW© Cg {dÎmr` àm¡Úmo{JH$s go h¡ Omo VH$ZrH$s na AmYm[aV {dÎmr`
ZdmoÝ‘ofm| Ho$ ~mao ‘| ~VbmVm h¡. ñQ>mQ>©Aßg go boH$a {~J-Q>oŠg (Big Techs)

Am¡a {dÎmr` g§ñWmAm| VH$ g^r à‘wI pIbm‹S>r, {dÎmr` godmAm| H$s ‘yë` l¥§Ibm
‘| Bg àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ à`moJ go ApÝV‘ Cn^moŠVm H$mo MwñVr, Hw$ebVm Am¡a
{^ÝZVm Ho$ AZw^d àXmZ H$a aho h¢. 

O~ ̀ o {deofrH¥$V g§ñWmE§ AnZo H$mamo~mar ‘m°S>b Ho$ ê$n ‘| gyMZm Ed§ g§Mma
àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$m ZdmoÝ‘ofr à`moJ H$aVr h¢, V~ CÝh| {’$ZQ>oH$ H$hm OmVm h¡. Xygao
eãXm| ‘| àm¡Úmo{JH$sE ñQ>mQ>© Aßg (ZE N>moQ>o CÚ‘m|) Ho$ Bg Xm¡a ‘| {’$ZQ>oH$
gm‘mÝ`: Cg g§^mJ (IÊS>) H$mo H$hm OmVm h¡ Omo ‘mo~mBb ämwJVmZm|, ‘wX«m
AÝVaUm|, G$Um|, {Z{Y CJmhr Ed§ ̀ hm§ VH$ H$s AmpñV à~§Y O¡go joÌm| H$mo ̂ r
~m{YV H$aVr h¢. Bg n[a^mfm Ho$ AZwgma H$moB© ̂ r ZdmoÝ‘of Agm‘mÝ` VarHo$ go
àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$m bm^ CR>mZo H$m ‘mÜ`‘ hmoVm h¡. 

BZ ZdmoÝ‘ofm| ‘| àUm{b`m| Ho$ n[aMmbZ Ho$ ‘mZH$ Vm¡a VarH$m| ‘| ì`dYmZ n¡Xm
H$aZo H$s Anma j‘Vm hmoVr h¡.  Bg Vah Ho$ ZdmoÝ‘ofm| H$mo AnZmE OmZo go nhbo
BZHo$ JwUmdJwUm| H$m gmdYmZrnyd©H$ {díbofU H$aZo, OmopI‘m| go gw{d{Mm[aV T>§J
go ~Mmd H$aZo H$s ì`dñWm H$aZo, Xm`am {dñV¥V H$aZo go nhbo àm`mo{JH$ AmYma
na ~marH$s go AÜ``Z H$aZo, àmá hmoZo dmbo ’$sS>~¡H$ Ho$ AmYma na CZH$m C{MV
g‘m`moOZ H$aZm BË`m{X H$s Amdí`H$Vm hmoVr h¡. 

{’$ZQ>oH$ H$s àH¥${V ñdê$n Ed§ CÔoí`

{dJV 7 dfm] Ho$ Xm¡amZ {’$ZQ>oH$ H$s AdYmaUm EH$ àM{bV eãXmdbr ~Z JB©.
BgHo$ H$maU {Z{Y H$s CJmhr, à`moJ, CYma boZo VWm {dàofU Ho$ VarHo$ ~Xb aho
h¢. Bggo Z Ho$db CÚ‘r Ed§ H$mamo~ma à^m{dV hmo aho h¢, ~pëH$ gmYmaU ~¢H$ ̀ m
{dÎmr` Cn^moŠVm ̂ r à^m{dV hmo aho h¢. {nN>bo Hw$N> g‘` go H$‘ ZJXr g‘mO
Ho$ bú` H$s {Xem ‘| BboŠQ´m°{ZH$ ämwJVmZ H$mo A{YH$ ~‹T>mdm {‘bm h¡. BgH$m EH$
hr CÔoí` ahm h¡ {H$ EH$ Eogr ämwJVmZ àUmbr {dH${gV H$s OmE {Og‘| nhbo go
VoO àmogo{g§J H$s VH$ZrH$s H$m à`moJ hmo. 

hmb hr Ho$ dfm] ‘| AË`mYw{ZH$ ämwJVmZ AmYma g§aMZm Am¡a VH$ZrH$s ßboQ>’$m‘©
{dH${gV H$aZo H$s ̂ anya H$mo{ee H$s JB©. BZ à`mgm| go ‘ybV: {ZåZ{bpIV
ßboQ>’$m‘m] Ho$ ‘mÜ`‘ go Xoe ‘| [aQ>ob ämwJVmZ n[aX¥í` hr ~Xb J`m h¡-

{’$ZQ>oH$ H«$m§{V 
àmXw^m©d Ed§ {dH$mg

gw~h {g§h `mXd
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(1) VwaÝV ämwJVmZ godm (IMPS) (2) g‘mZrH¥$V ämwJVmZ BÝQ>a’o$g (UPI)
(3) ̂ maV B§Q>a’o$g ’$m°a ‘Zr (BHIM) (4) ̂ maV {~b ämwJVmZ àUmbr
(BBPS) (5) AmYma AmYm[aV ämwJVmZ godm (AEPS)  

{’$ZQ>oH$ H$m Xygam CÔoí` EH$ Eogr ämwJVmZ àUmbr ̂ r {dH${gV H$aZm Wm Omo EH$
gmW g§ajm, gwajm, A{YH$ gw{dYm d XjVm H$s {deofVmAm| go ̀ wŠV hmo. Bg
CÔoí` ‘| ̂ r h‘ g’$b hþE h¢ Š`m|{H$ 2019 ‘mM© H$mo g‘má hþE nm§M dfm] ‘|
[aQ>ob (IwXam) BboŠQ´m°{ZH$ ämwJVmZ H$s Hw$b ‘mÌm 9 JwZr ~‹T> JB©. BgHo$ gmW hr
dhZr`Vm, AÝVa n[aMmbZr`Vm, J«mhH$ OmJê$H$Vm Ed§ g§ajU na ̂ r Ü`mZ
{X`m J`m. VWm{n VH$ZrH$s n[adV©Z H$s Vrd« J{V Ho$ gmW Bg joÌ ‘| ~¢H$m| H$m
EH$m{YH$ma Zhr§ ahm. ~¢H$ BVa BH$mB`m§ Bg‘| ~¢H$m| H$m gh`moJ H$a ahr h¢. Eogm
Xmo VarH$m| go {H$`m Om ahm h¡- ̀ m Vmo ~¢H$m| H$mo VH$ZrH$s godmE§ XoH$a ̀ m
àË`jV: BboŠQ´m°{ZH$ ämwJVmZ godm XoH$a. ämwJVmZ Ho$ joÌ ‘| ̂ r ~¢H$ BVa
BH$mB`m| H$s gh^m{JVm H$mo {d{Z`m‘H$ T>m§Mo Zo ̂ r àmoËgm{hV {H$`m h¡. Xygar
Amoa ̀ o ~¢H$ BVa BH$mB`m§ ~¢H$m| go à{VñnÕm© ̂ r H$a ahr h¢. ~¢{H§$J H$mo IpÊS>V
H$aZm AmO H$m EH$ Z`m à{V‘mZ h¡ Am¡a BZ‘| go àË`oH$ IÊS> H$mo AnZmZo Ho$
{bE Hw$N> {deofk g§ñWmE§ h¢, Omo Ho$db Cg IÊS> go g§~§{YV H$m`© H$aVr h¡. BZ
g§ñWmAm| ‘| à‘wI h¢:-

1) ämwJVmZ godm àXmVm 2) nr`a Qy> nr`a godmE§
3) E‘.Eg.E‘.B©. {dÎmnmofU 4) IwXam Cn^moŠVm {dÎm nmofU 
5) ‘Ü`ñWVm H$s g‘m{á 6) H«$mCS> ’§${S§>J
7) AmonZ E§So>S> å`yMwAb ’§$S> 8) ‘Zr ‘mH}$Q> å`yMwAb ’§$S>
9) am{e O‘m H$amZo Ho$ d¡H$pënH$ gmYZ 10) Q´oS> ’$mBZ|{g§J
11) B°ZdmBg ’$mBZ|{g§J 12) {~b {S>gH$m°S>ÝQ>a
13) {~b H$boŠQ>a 14) H«o${S>Q> ao’$ab 
15) EH$m°S>ÝQ> EJ«rJoQ>a 16) BÝdoñQ>‘|Q> ~¢H$a
17) E‘.E’$.AmB©. 18) Ho«${S>Q> ao{Q>§J EO|{g`m§ 

~¢H$m| go ~¢{H§$J H$mo IpÊS>V H$aZo go BZ J¡a ~¢{H§$J g§ñWmAm| Ho$ H$mamo~ma ‘| ~hþV
A{YH$ d¥{Õ hþB© h¡. AnZr ‘ybämyV {deofVm Am¡a àXmZ H$s OmZo dmbr g§Ho$pÝX«V
godmAm| Ho$ gmW do Cg Mw{Z§Xm godm H$mo ~ohÎma XjVm J{V Am¡a J«mhH$m| Ho$ {bE
dhZr`Vm ~hþV H$‘ bmJV na CnbãY H$amZo H$s pñW{V ‘| hmoVo h¢. {’$ZQ>oH$>
H§$n{Z`m| Ho$ à`moJ hoVw ZdmoÝ‘ofr àUm{b`m§, CËnmX Am¡a gw{dYmE§ {dH${gV H$aVr
h¢. ¶o H$ån{Z`m§ {dÎmr` godmE§ CnbãY H$amZo Ho$ H$mamo~ma ‘| em{‘b Zhr§ hmoVr.
`o H§$n{Z`m§ àmW{‘H$ ê$n go {’$ZQ>oH$ H§$n{Z`m| H$s AZwg§YmZ Ed§ {dH$mg g§~§Yr
ghm`H$ H§$n{Z`m§ hmoVr h¢. CnamoŠV pñW{V H$mo Ü`mZ ‘| aIVo hþE EH$ Cn`wŠV
àíZ ̀ h CR>m`m Om gH$Vm h¡ {H$ Š`m ~¢{H§$J ‘| Eogm Ho$mB© VËd ~Mm hþAm h¡, Omo
Ho$db ~¢H$m| Ho$ {bE hr ~Mm hmo. 

{díd ̂ a ‘| {d{Z`m‘H$ gm‘y{hH$ ê$n go Jhar é{M g{hV BZ n[ad{V©V {dÎmr`
J{V{d{Y`m| H$s {ZJamZr H$a aho h¢. BZ J{V{d{Y`m| H$s Om§M H$aZo Ho$ {bE
{dÎmr` pñWaVm ~moS©>, ~¢{H§$J n`©dojU go g§~§{YV ~mgob g{‘{V Ed§ AÝ` ‘mZH$
V` H$aZo dmbr g§ñWmAm| Zo {deof Xbm|, H$m`©Xbm| H$m JR>Z {H$`m h¡. nyao {díd ‘|
nr2nr G$U XoZo dmbo ‘§M Ama§^ ‘| {H$gr ̂ r gwñWm{nV {Z`m‘H$ Adg§aMZm H$s
VwbZm ‘| epŠVembr ~ZH$a C^ao h¢. 2007 ‘| A’«$sH$m ‘| ewê$ {H$`m J`m

E‘ n¡gm dhm§ H$s g’$bVm H$s gdm©{YH$ à{gÕ H$hmZr h¡. 2015 ‘| {H$E JE EH$
gd}jU go nVm MbVm h¡ {H$ A‘o[aH$m Ho$ ZmJ[aH$m| Zo AnZr {Z{Y H$s g§ajm
gw{ZpíMV H$aZo Ho$ CÔoí` go àm¡Úmo{JH$ H$ån{Z`m| na A{YH$ {dídmg OVm`m,
~Om` ~¢H$m| Ho$. Bggo ~¢H$m| H$s ~«m§S> N>{d à{VHy$b ê$n go à^m{dV hþB© h¡. BgHo$
‘yb ‘| ̀ h VÏ` {Z{hV Wm {H$ {dH${gV Xoem| ‘| gZ² 2001-08 Ho$ ~rM {’$ZQ>oH$
H$s AË`{YH$ àJ{V hþB© Wr {OgZo ~¢H$m| H$s bm^àXVm H$mo ~hþV hm{Z nhþ§Mm`r.
Bgr H$mb ‘| {d{Z`m‘H$ VWm VH$ZrH$s {dÎmr` ~mOmam|, godmAm| Am¡a g§ñWmZm| H$s
àH¥${V ‘| AË`{YH$ ~Xbmd Am`m h¡. 

{’$ZQ>oH$ Ho$ {dH$mg Ho$ à‘wI H$maU

{’$ZQ>oH$ Ho$ {dH$mg H$mo à^m{dV H$aZo dmbo à‘wI H$maH$m| ‘| àm¡Úmo{JH$s {dH$mg
H$s VoO J{V Am¡a {dÎmr` àXmVmAm| H$s n[ad{V©V nhMmZ h¡. Cn^moŠVmAm| Ûmam
VwaÝV godm àm{á H$s BÀN>m Zo ̂ r {’$ZQ>oH$ H$mo ~‹T>mdm {X`m h¡. Xygar Amoa ̂ maV
g{hV {díd^a ‘| ‘Ü`‘dJ© H$m CX` BgHo$ {dH$mg H$m EH$ à‘wI KQ>H$ ‘mZm
Om gH$Vm h¡. AmO ̂ maV, MrZ, OmnmZ VWm AÝ` C^aVr hþB© AW©ì`dñWmAm| ‘|
`wdmepŠV Am¡a àm¡Úmo{JH$s ê$n go gmja OZepŠV Zo ‘mo~mBb ’$moZm| Ho$ ‘Ü`
Jhar n¡R> ~Zmbr h¡ {Ogo Bg {’$ZQ>oH$ Ho$ ghm`H$ H$maH$ Ho$ ê$n ‘| XoIm Om ahm
h¡. Xygar Amoa à{VñnÕm© Ho$ {ZåZ ñVa Ho$ gmW gmW Aà`wŠV ~mOma ‘| ̂ m¡{VH$
AmYm[aH$ g§aMZm H$s H$‘r Zo ̂ r BgHo$ {dH$mg H$mo ào[aV {H$`m h¡. AmO ̂ maV
g{hV E{e`m Ho$ AÝ` Xoem| ‘| ({OZ‘| MrZ ̂ r em{‘b h¡) B§{O{Z`[a§J Ed§
àm¡Úmo{JH$s {S>J«r YmaH$m| H$s g§»`m ‘| BOm‹’$m hmo ahm h¡, Bg{bE {’$ZQ>oH$ H$s Amoa
^r AmH$f©U ~‹T> ahm h¡. ñQ>mQ>© Aßg Am¡a àm¡Úmo{JH$s ’$‘m] Zo Cn^moŠVmAm|,
ì`dgm`m| Am¡a {dÎmr` g§ñWmAm| H$mo {deof godmAm| H$s nhb H$aHo$ ñWm{nV
~¢{H§$J Ad`dm| Ho$ g‘j {dH$Q> MwZm¡Vr n¡Xm H$a Xr h¡. 

^maV ‘| {’$ZQ>oH$ H$m g’$a

^maV {’$ZQ>oH$ H«$mpÝV ‘| Xw{Z`m Ho$ Xoem| ‘| AJ«Ur n§pŠV ‘| ahm h¡. {’$ZQ>oH$
AnZmZo na Hw$N> g‘` nyd© hþE EH$ d¡pídH$ gd}jU go nVm MbVm h¡ {H$ {’$ZQ>oH$
AnZmZo ‘| ̂ maV H$m Xygam ñWmZ h¡ Am¡a dh ̂ r 52 à{VeV H$s Xa Ho$ gmW. Bg
[anmoQ>© Ho$ AZwgma ̂ maV ‘| 1218 ’$‘}§ h¢ VWm BZ ’$‘m] Ho$ Ûmam ~‹S>r ‘mÌm ‘|
amoOJma CËnÝZ {H$`m J`m h¡. Bgr gd}jU [anmoQ>© ‘| ̀ h ̂ r ~Vm`m J`m h¡ {H$
{’$ZQ>oH$ ’$‘] {Zdoe H$s EH$ ñdñW àd¥{Îm ̂ r V¡`ma H$a ahr h¡. ~¢{H§$J àm¡Úmo{JH$s
Am¡a ì`mnma {dÎmnmofU Ho$ joÌm| ‘| hþAm {dH$mg ̂ r àe§gZr` ahm h¡. CYma XoZo d
ny§Or CJmhZo Ho$ d¡H$pënH$ ñdê$n gm‘Zo Am aho h¢ VWm nmaån[aH$ CYmaXmVmAm|
Ho$ ~mOma g‘rH$aU Am¡a nmañn[aH$ ‘mÜ`‘m| H$s ämy{‘H$m H$mo ~XbZo H$s g§^mdZm
BZ {’$ZQ>oH$ ’$‘m] ‘| {Z{hV h¡. 

{’$ZQ>oH$ ’$‘m] Ho$ {dH$mg H$m EH$ Xygam H$maU ̂ r h¡. J«mCS> ’§${S§>J H$s AdYmaUm,
{OgHo$ AÝVJ©V {ZdoeH$m| Ho$ EH$ ~‹S>o g‘yh go ~mh²` {dÎm CJmhm OmVm h¡, ̂ maV
‘| A^r e¡edmñWm ‘| h¡. Bg{bE {’$ZQ>oH$ ’$‘m] H$s Amoa Ü`mZ {X`m Om ahm h¡.
g‘H$jr (nr`a-Qy>-nr`a) CYma ‘| b¿mw d ‘Ü`‘ CÚ‘m| Ho$ {bE {dÎm H$s
CnbãYVm H$mo ~ohÎma ~ZmZo H$s gm‘Ï`© h¡. Bg g§~§Y ‘| ½`mamh BH$mB`m| H$mo
g‘H$jr CYma ßboQ>’$m‘© n[aMm{bV H$aZo H$m bmBg|g {X`m J`m h¡. BgH$s
nyaH$Vm Ho$ ê$n ‘| ̂ maVr` [aµOd© ~¢H$ Zo gmV {dewÕ {S>{OQ>b G$U H$ån{Z`m| H$mo
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^r bmBg|g XoH$a Bg {Xem ‘| H$m`© Ama§^ H$aZo H$s AZw‘{V ̂ r Xo Xr h¡. ̀ o g^r
nj {dewÕ ê$n go {S>{OQ>b h¢ Am¡a ‘mo~mBb AßbrHo$eZ Ho$ ‘mÜ`‘ go hr H$m`©
H$a aho h¢. {’$a ̂ r ̂ maVr` [aµOd© ~¢H$ Zo ̀ h ̂ r gw{ZpíMV {H$`m h¡ {H$ H$‘ go
H$‘ CZH$s EH$ ̂ m¡{VH$ CnpñW{V Vmo Adí` aho Vm{H$ Amdí`H$Vm n‹S>Zo na
J«mhH$ CZ VH$ nhþ§M nmE. Bgr H«$‘ ‘| gmV ämwJVmZ ~¢H$ ̂ r H$m‘ Ama§^ H$a MwHo$
h¢. ̀ o ämwJVmZ ~¢H$ VH$ZrH$s ê$n go n[aMm{bV h¢ VWm J«mhH$m| H$mo AnZo gmW
Omo‹S>Zo Am¡a AnZo H$m‘ H$mO go n[aMm{bV hmoZo Ho$ gmW BZ XmoZm| pñW{V`m| ‘|
{’$ZQ>oH$ H$m à`moJ H$aVo h¢. 

BZdm°Bg Q´o{S§>J ̂ maV ‘| {’$ZQ>oH$ AßbrHo$eZ H$m Xygam Eogm joÌ h¡ Omo A^r
e¡edmñWm ‘| hr h¡. ̀ h E‘.Eg.E‘.B©. H$s ghm`Vm H$aVm h¡ {OÝh| ämwJVmZ ‘|
{dbå~ Ho$ H$maU àm`: H$m`©H$mar ny§Or Ed§ ZH$Xr Ho$ àdmh H$s g‘ñ`m ~Zr ahVr
h¡. ̂ maVr` [aµOd© ~¢H$ Zo Q´oS> [agrdo~ëg {S>ñH$m°C{Q>§J {gñQ>‘ (TReDS)
ñWm{nV {H$`m h¡ Omo BZ CÚ‘m| Ho$ {bE ’$mBZoZ{g§J H$s EH$ ZdmoÝ‘ofr ì`dñWm
h¡, Ohm§ {~bm| d BZdm°Bg H$s nwZ©H$Q>m¡Vr Ho$ {bE VH$ZrH$s H$m à`moJ {H$`m OmVm
h¡. Bg H$m`© Ho$ {bE VrZ BH$mB`m§ ̂ r àm{YH¥$V H$a Xr JB© h¢- (A) [agrdo~b
EŠgM|O Am°’$ BpÊS>`m {b{‘Q>oS> (~) E‘.AmB©. EŠgM|O VWm (g) EpŠgg ~¢H$
Am¡a E‘ O§ŠeZ. 

Bg {Xem ‘| Xygam à`mg AH$m§CQ> EJ«rJoQ>g© (AA)  Ho$ {bE EH$ {d{Z`m‘H$
T>m§Mo H$s ñWmnZm H$m h¡. Hw$b 5 BH$mB`m| H$m EZ.~r.E’$.gr. - E.E. Ho$ ê$n ‘|
g¡ÕmpÝVH$ AZw‘moXZ {H$`m h¡ Am¡a BZHo$ Ûmam erK« H$m`© H$aZo H$s àË`mem H$s
JB© h¡. {’$ZQ>oH$ Ho$ ‘mÜ`‘ go {S>{OQ>b ämwJVmZ H$s n¡R> Ed§ {dÎmr` g‘mdoeZ Ho$
{dñVma H$mo Am¡a ~‹T>mZo Ho$ {bE ̂ maVr` [aµOd© ~¢H$ Zo Z§XZ {ZboH$Zr H$s
AÜ`jVm ‘| EH$ nm§M gXñ`r` g{‘{V {Z`wŠV H$s h¡. 

{’$ZQ>oH$ Ho$ Adga, OmopI‘ Ed§ MwZm¡{V`m§ 

{’$ZQ>oH$ H$s H«$mpÝV Ohm§ Adgam| H$m EH$ Z`o {díd H$m Ûma ImobVr h¡ dhr§
{d{Z`m‘H$m| d n`©dojH$m| Ho$ {bE {d{^ÝZ OmopI‘ Ed§ MwZm¡{V`m§ ̂ r àñVwV H$aVr
h¡. Bg n[aàoú` ‘| ñdmoQ> (SWOT) {díbofU Ho$ Ûmam Bg {dH$mgH«$‘ H$s
g§^mdZmAm§o Ho$ nyU© XmohZ Ho$ {bE Amdí`H$ h¡ {H$ BZ OmopI‘m| H$mo erK« hr
{MpÝhV {H$`m OmE Am¡a Cggo g§~§{YV {d{Z`m‘H$m| d n`©dojr MwZm¡{V`m| H$mo H$‘
H$aZo Ho$ {bE H$X‘ CR>mE OmE§. ̀ hm§ ̂ maVr` g§X^© ‘| {’$ZQ>oH$ H$s MwZm¡{V`m|,
VWm OmopI‘m| na EH$ {dh§J‘ X¥pîQ> S>mbZm C{MV hmoJm Vm{H$ Zr{VJV Cnm` ̂ r
gwPmE Om gH|$. 

{S>{OQ>b Am°Z~mo{S©§>J Am¡a {dÎmr` g‘mdoeZ

Bg n[aàoú` Ho$ AÝVJ©V ̂ maVr` g§X^© ‘| Xmo joÌm| na Ü`mZ {X`m OmZm Mm{hE-
(1) {’$ZQ>oH$ à{V`moJH$Vm©Am| Ho$ {bE {dÎmr` ßboQ>’$m‘© VH$ nhþ§M, Am¡a (2) Eogo
g§^m{dV OmopI‘m| H$m {díbofU H$aZm Omo {’$ZQ>oH$ AnZmZo Ho$ H$maU CËnÝZ hmo
gH$Vo h¢. 

{S>{OQ>b Am°Z~mo{S©§>J H$m CÔoí` nyam H$aZo Ho$ {bE {dÎmr` ê$n go d§{MV OZg§»`m
H$s {deof Amdí`H$VmAm| H$mo nyam H$aZo hoVw g‘w{MV {dÎmr` CËnmXm| H$mo V¡`ma

H$aZm hmoJm. AmYma BH$mo{gñQ>‘ H$m à^mdr Cn`moJ {S>{OQ>b ßboQ>’$m‘© H$mo
AnZmZo Ho$ {bE àmoËgm{hV H$a gH$Vm h¡ O¡gm {H$ àË`j bm^ AÝVaU Ho$ ‘m‘bo
‘| hmo ahm h¡. 

Bg g§~§Y ‘| Ho$ÝX«r` Ho$.dmB©.gr. a{OñQ´r EH$ ‘hËdnyU© H$X‘ h¡. Bg ßboQ>’$m‘© na
A~ VH$ bJ^J EH$ {‘{b`Z Ho$.dmB©.gr. [aH$m°S©> H$mo AnbmoS> {H$`m Om MwH$m h¡.
h‘| à^mdr VarHo$ go AÝVajoÌr` Ag‘mZVmAm| H$mo Xya H$aZo Ho$ {bE Am¡a {ddmXm|
H$m Am°ZbmBZ g‘mYmZ àñVwV H$aZo Ho$ {bE ~hþ^mfr {dÎmr` gmjaVm Am¡a EH$
‘O~yV {eH$m`V {ZdmaU ‘erZar gw{ZpíMV H$aZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡. 

g§^m{dV OmopI‘m| na H$m~y nmZm

Ohm§ VH$ g§^m{dV OmopI‘ Am¡a CgH$mo H$‘ H$aZo H$m àíZ h¡, Bg‘| aoJQ>oH$ Am¡a
gwnQ>oH$ H$s ‘hËdnyU© ämy{‘H$m h¡. aoJQ>oH$ EH$ Eogm AßbrHo$eZ ßboQ>’$m‘© h¡ Omo
{d{Z‘`r AZwnmbZ H$mo ñdMm{bV à{H«$`mAm| Ho$ ‘mÜ`‘ go Am¡a A{YH$ à^mdr
~Zm XoVm h¡ VWm AZwnmbZ H$s bmJV H$mo ̂ r H$‘ H$aVm h¡. aoJQ>oH$ Eogr
àm¡Úmo{JH$s na ’$moH$g H$aVm h¡ Omo {d{Z‘`r AnojmAm| H$s àXmZJr Am¡a A{YH$
Xj Am¡a à^mdr ~ZmVr h¡. 

gwnQ>oH$ EH$ Eogr àm¡Úmo{JH$s h¡ Vmo {d{Z‘`mH$m| Am¡a n`©dojH$m| Ûmam n`©dojU H$m
g‘W©Z H$aZo H$aZo Ho$ {bE à`moJ H$s OmVr h¡. gwnQ>oH$ H$m CÔoí` A~mY Am¡a
grYm Am§H$‹S>m g§J«hU, [anmo{Q>§©J, Am§H$‹S>m {díbofU Am¡a {ZU©` boZm, gwàdmhr
bmBg|{g§J, ~mOma {ZJamZr Am¡a gVH©$Vm, Ho$.dmB©.gr./E.E‘.Eb./gr.E’$.Q>r.,
gmB~a gwajm ̀ m gmú` AmYm[aV Zr{V {Z‘m©U h¡. 

{d{Z`m‘H$m| Am¡a n`©dojH$m| H$mo Am°’$gmBQ> gVH©$Vm ‘| d¥{Õ H$aZr hmoJr. EH$
nmaXer© àm¡Úmo{JH$s ̀ wŠV Am¡a So>Q>m àYmZ X¥pîQ>H$moU AnZmZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm
hmoJr. Bg Oê$aV H$s ny{V© hoVw aoJQ>oH$ Am¡a gwnQ>oH$ H$s ewê$AmV hmo JB© h¡. XmoZm|
àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$m CÔoí` ñdMmbZ (Automation) Ho$ à`moJ Ho$ ‘mÜ`‘ go
H$m`©j‘Vm ‘| gwYma bmZm, ZB© j‘VmAm| H$mo ewê$ H$aZm Am¡a H$m`© H$mo AmgmZ
~ZmZm h¡. ̂ maVr` [aµOd© ~¢H$ Am§H$‹S>m§o Ho$ g§J«hU Am¡a {díbofU Ho$ {bE gwnQ>oH$
H$m à`moJ H$a ahm h¡. BgHo$ {bE H${Vn` Zm‘ h¢- BånmoQ>© S>mQ>m àmogo{g§J EÊS>
‘m°ZrQ>[a§J {gñQ>‘ (IDPMS)Am¡a goÝQ´ob [anmo{OQ>ar Am°’$ BÝ’$mo‘}eZ Am°Z bmO©
H«o${S>Q²g (CRILC).  ~¢H$mo| H$m OmopI‘-AmYm[aV n`©dojU ̂ r ì`mnH$ ê$n go
Am§H$‹S>m àYmZ h¡ Am¡a Bgo AmgmZr go gwnQ>oH$ H$m CXmhaU ‘mZm Om gH$Vm h¡,
aoJQ>oH$ Am¡a gwnQ>oH$ H$m ̂ {dî` {~J S>mQ>m AZm°{b{Q>Šg, Am{Q>©{’${e`b
B§Q>obrOoÝg, ‘erZr kmZ, ŠbmCS> H$åß`y{Q>§J, ̂ m¡Jmo{bH$ gyMZm àUmbr (GIS)
‘¡{n§J, S>mQ>m Q´m§g’$a àmoQ>moH$mb, ~m`mo‘o{Q´Šg Am{X na {Q>H$m hþAm h¡. 

EH$ gwX¥‹T> OmopI‘ g§ñH¥${V {Og‘| OmopI‘m| H$m nVm bJmZm, CZH$m ‘yë`m§H$Z
H$aZm Am¡a Cg‘| H$‘r H$aZm, ~¢H$ Ho$ ñQ>m°’$ gXñ`m| Ho$ X¡{ZH$ H$m`© H$m A§J h¡.
`h C^aVo OmopI‘m| H$s g’$bVm H$m Ho$ÝX« {~§Xw ̂ r hmoJr. Bgr àH$ma Aì`dhm[aH$
G$U d¥{Õ nhbo H$s VwbZm ‘| A{YH$ A§Va gå~ÕVm, à{VMH«$s`Vm, n`©dojr T>m§Mo
go ~mha ZB© J{V {d{Y`m| Ho$ {dH$mg Am¡a {ZåZ bm^ Ho$ H$maU hþE {dÎmr`
OmopI‘m| Zo àUmbrJV OmopI‘ ‘| d¥{Õ H$s h¡. {’$ZQ>oH$ CËnmXm| Ho$ {bE OmopI‘,
Xygao Xoem| Ho$ H$mZyZr Am¡a {d{Z‘m`r ‘m‘bm| go ̂ r CËnÝZ hmo gH$Vo h¢. Am§H$‹S>m|
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H$s JmonZr`Vm Am¡a J«mhH$ gwajm Eogo ~‹S>o joÌ h¢, {Og na A{dbå~ Ü`mZ XoZo
H$s ‘hVr Amdí`H$Vm h¡. 

{’$Q>Zog Ho$ gH$mamË‘H$ Ed§ ZH$mamË‘H$ nj

{ZgÝXoh {’$ZQ>oH$ Zo gñVr ~¢{H§$J Ed§ àm¡Úmo{JH$s` gw{dYm àXmZ H$s h¡. BgH$m
EH$ CXmhaU ‘mo~mBb ‘Zr h¡ {OgHo$ Ûmam J«mhH$m| H$mo gwa{jV ê$n go ~MV H$aZo
Ed§ YZ H$mo hñVmÝV[aV H$aZo, {~bm| H$m ämwJVmZ H$aZo Am¡a gaH$mar ämwJVmZ àmá
H$aZo H$m gmYZ àmá H$aHo$ Am{W©H$ {dH$mg ‘| H$m’$s ̀ moJXmZ {X`m h¡. AmO
noQ>rE‘, JyJb no, A‘oOZ, Abr ~m~m O¡gr àm¡Úmo{JH$s` ’$‘m] Zo {dÎm H$s Xem
Ed§ {Xem H$mo ~XbH$a aI {X`m h¡, {deofH$a E{e`m Ed§ A’«$sH$m O¡go C^aVo
~mOmam| ‘|. 

{’$ZQ>oH$ ̂ r AÝ` {H$gr ̂ r ZdmoÝ‘of H$s ̂ m§{V AnZo gmW AÝ` ~mVm| Ho$
A{V[aŠV j‘Vm, CËnmXH$Vm, JwUdÎmm, à{VñnÕm©Ë‘H$Vm Am¡a ~mOma ‘|
{hñgoXmar boH$a Am`m h¡. VWm{n Am‘Vm¡a na ZdmoÝ‘of Am‘ybMyb n[adV©Z Ho$
ê$n ‘| n[aUV hmoZo Ho$ H$maU do {deof ê$n go ~mYmH$mar hmoVo h¢. CZH$mo g‘PZo
Ho$ {bE à`mgm| Am¡a g‘` H$s Amdí`H$Vm hmoVr h¡. Bggo Ow‹S>o IVam| ‘| {~Zm
narjU Ho$ à^md, XrKm©d{Y à^mdm| na ñnîQ>Vm H$m A^md em{‘b h¡ Am¡a
ZdmoÝ‘of Ho$ MbVo JbV ’$h‘r CËnÝZ hmoZm VWm JbV à`moJ ̂ r g§^d h¡. 

dmñVd ‘| H$^r-H$^r ZdmoÝ‘of ~wao hmo gH$Vo h¢ Am¡a H$^r H$^r AÀN>o ZdmoÝ‘ofm|
H$m JbV à`moJ ̂ r {H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡. {’$ZQ>oH$ g§~§Yr ZdmoÝ‘ofm| H$s j‘VmAm|
H$mo ~‹T>m M‹T>mH$a ~VmZo go ̂ r Bg joÌ Ho$ {dH$mg na ~wam Aga n‹S> gH$Vm h¡.
BgH$s ghJm‘r gmoM Ho$ gmW ~¢H$m| VWm {dÎmr` g§ñWmAm| H$mo ̂ r ̀ h kmV hmo ahm
h¡ {H$ {’$ZQ>oH$ g§~§Yr ZdmoÝ‘ofm| H$mo A§JrH$ma H$aZo ̀ m CZHo$ AZwHy$b ~ZmZm,
CZHo$ nañna Am¡a J«mhH$ Ho$ {hV ‘| hmoJm. {díd^a ‘| AZoH$ Ho$ÝX«r` ~¢H$m| Zo
Am^mgr ‘wX«m Ho$ {bE ãbm°H$MoZ àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ à`moJ Ho$ ~mao ‘| EH$ ídoV nÌ Omar
{H$`m h¡. g‘ñV {díd ‘| Bg Vah Ho$ ~hþV go à`mg {H$E Om aho h¢. Amem h¡ {H$
`o à`mg à`moJ ̀ mo½` g‘mYmZ Ho$ ê$n ‘| n[aUV hm|Jo.

gH$mamË‘H$Vm d ZH$mamË‘H$Vm H$s Bg {‘{lV pñW{V ‘| [aµOd© ~¢H$ Zo ~¢H$m| H$mo
àmoËgm{hV {H$`m h¡ {H$ do {’$ZQ>oH$ ’$‘m] Ho$ gmW ZE-ZE g§nH©$ ñWm{nV H$aZo H$s
g§^mdZmE§ ImoOo§ Š`m|{H$ ZdmoÝ‘of Ho$ ‘mÜ`‘ go {dÎmr` g‘mdoeZ Ho$ EO|So> H$mo
AmJo ~‹T>mZo ‘| Eogo à`mgm| go H$m’$s ghm`Vm {‘boJr. ̀ h Amdí`H$ h¡ {H$ Bg
joÌ ‘| {Zdoe H$m àdmh {Z~m©Y ~Zm aho Vm{H$ BgH$m g§nyU© ê$n go XmohZ {H$`m
Om gHo$. BgHo$ {bE EH$ Eogr nÕ{V àUmbr ~ZmZm Oê$ar h¡ Omo Amngr gh`moJ
H$mo àmoËgm{hV H$ao. gmW hr g‘pîQ> AW©ì`dñWm na n‹S>Zo dmbo BgHo$ {Z{hVmWm]
na ̂ r gmdYmZrnyd©H$ Ü`mZ XoZm hmoJm. 

{’$ZQ>oH$ Ho$ gwì`dpñWV {dH$mg H$mo gw{ZpíMV H$aZo Ho$ {bE J«mhH$m| Ho$ g§ajU
Am¡a g^r {hVYmaH$m| Ho$ {hVm| H$s gwajm Ho$ {bE h‘| g‘w{MV {d{Z‘`r d
n`©dojr T>m§Mo H$s Amdí`H$Vm hmoJr. Eogo T>m§Mo H$mo Bg joÌ H$s g§d¥{Õ AnojmAm|
H$mo Ü`mZ ‘| aIVo hþE gå~Õ OmopI‘m| H$mo Xya H$aZm Mm{hE. {’$ZQ>oH$ Am¡a
{S>{OQ>b ~¢{H§$J na ~Zo [aµOd© ~¢H$ Ho$ H$m`© g‘yh ({’$ZQ>oH$ Am¡a {S>{OQ>b ~¢{H§$J
na ~Zo [aµOd© ~¢H$ Ho$ H$m`© g‘yh H$s [anmoQ>© 2017) Zo {’$ZQ>oH$ g‘mYmZm| H$mo

AZw^d H$aZo Ho$ {bE gwn[a^m{fV OJh Am¡a EH$ {ZpíMV Ad{Y Ho$ AÝVJ©V
EH$ {d{Z‘m`r g¡ÊS>~mŠg / ZdmoÝ‘ofr h~ H$s ewéAmV H$aZo H$m gwPmd {X`m h¡,
Ohm§ na Ag’$bVm Ho$ n[aUm‘m| H$mo amoH$m Om gHo$ VWm Ag’$bVm Ho$ H$maUm| H$m
{díbofU {H$`m Om gHo$. EH$ {d{Z‘m`r g¢S>~mŠg H$‘ bmJV na ZdmoÝ‘ofr
CËnmX Ama§^ H$aHo$ g‘` KQ>mH$a {’$ZQ>oH$ H§$n{Z`m| H$s ghm`Vm H$aoJm. BZ
g§ñVw{V`m| Ho$ AmYma na ̂ {dî` ‘| ̂ maVr` [aµOd© ~¢H$ Ûmam EH$ {d{Z‘m`r g¡ÊS>
~m°Šg ñWm{nV H$aZo H$s à~b g§^mdZm h¡. 

{’$ZQ>oH$ H§$n{Z`m| ‘| ê${M Š`m| ~‹T>r h¡?

`hm§ EH$ àmg§{JH$ àíZ ̀ h h¡ {H$ AmpIa h‘mao g§ñWmZm| H$s {’$ZQ>oH$ H§$n{Z`m| ‘|
é{M Š`m| ~‹T>r h¡. BgHo$ Xmo à‘wI H$maU h¡: (1) ‘mH}$Q> ßbog ’$mBZ|{g§J VWm
ãbm°H$MoZ. BZ Xmo ZdmoÝ‘ofm| Zo Omo ‘ybV: {’$ZQ>oH$ H§$n{Z`m| Ho$ CËnmX h¢, {d{^ÝZ
g§ñWmZm| H$mo BZ H$ån{Z`m| ‘| é{M boZo H$mo AmH${f©V {H$`m h¡. ‘mH}$Q> ßbog
’$mBZo{g§J {Ogo àm`: H«$mCS> ’§${S§>J Ho$ ê$n ‘| ̂ r OmZm OmVm h¡, H$m VmËn`©
{H$gr n[a`moOZm ̀ m d|Ma H$m ~‹S>r g§»`m ‘| bmoJm| go Wmo‹S>r-Wmo‹S>r ‘mÌm ‘| OwQ>mB©
JB© am{e`m| Ho$ ‘mÜ`‘ go {Z{Y`Z go hmoVm h¡, Omo {deof ê$n go {H$gr nmoQ>©b Ho$
‘Ü`ñW Ho$ ê$n ‘| H$m`© Ho$ AYrZ hmoVm h¡. bmoJm| go grYo CYma boZm (P2P)
H«$mCS> ’§${S§>J H$m EH$ ñdê$n h¡ {OgH$s dmngr ã`mO g{hV H$s OmVr h¡. Bg
ZdmoÝ‘ofr ‘mH}$Q> ßbog ’$mBZ|{e§J Ho$ H$maU Xw{Z`m^a Ho$ bmoJ ~¢{H§$J Am¡a {dÎmr`
‘Ü`ñWm H$s g‘m{á H$m A§Xoem OVm aho h¢. Hw$N> bmoJ naånamJV ~¢H$m| Am¡a
{dÎmr` g§ñWmZm| Ho$ erK« g‘má {H$E OmZo bJo h¢. Bg ~mYmH$mar ZdmoÝ‘of Zo
gM‘wM ~hþV go {díbofH$m| {dMmam| H$mo à^m{dV H$aZo dmbm| Am¡a à^mdembr
{dMmaH$m| H$m Ü`mZ AmH${f©V {H$`m h¡. do ~¢H$-a{hV AW©ì`dñWm ̀ m ~¢H$-‘wŠV
AW©ì`dñWm H$s ~mV H$aVo h¢. 

R>rH$ Bgr àH$ma go ãbm°H$MoZ àm¡Úmo{JH$s ̂ r AÝ` ~mYmH$mar ZdmoÝ‘of h¡. Bgo Bg
Vah àmoJ«m‘ {H$`m OmVm h¡ {H$ Bg‘| Z Ho$db {dÎmr` boZXoZ XO© hmo, ~pëH$
boZXoZ Ho$ A{V[aŠV ‘hËd H$s g^r ~mV| XO© hm|. ãbm°H$MoZ Iwbo Ed§ dJr©H¥$V
boOa hmoVo h¢ Omo Xmo nm{Q>©`m| Ho$ ~rM boZXoZ H$mo XjVm nyd©H$ Bg àH$ma XO©H$a
gH$Vo h¢ {H$ ñWmB© ê$n go CZH$m gË`mnZ {H$`m Om gHo$. Bg àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$m
à`moJ H$aVo hþE Omo {d{eîQ> ZdmoÝ‘ofr CËnmX n[ab{jV hþE h¡, CÝhm|Zo Xw{Z`m^a
Ho$ bmoJm| Ho$ ~‹S>o dJm] ‘| CÎmoOZm ̂ a Xr h¡. ̀ hm§ h‘mam Bemam {~Q>H$m°BÝg H$s
AX²ämwV KQ>Zm H$s Amoa h¡. 

‘mH}$Q> ßbog ’$mBZ|{g§J Ed§ ãbm°H$MoZ àm¡Úmo{JH$s`m| go Ow‹S>o
AYmoJm‘r OmopI‘

‘mH}$Q> ßbog ’$mBZo{g§J {Z{Y OwQ>mZo dmbm| Ed§ {Z{Y CnbãY H$amZo dmbm| H$mo
Amng ‘| Omo‹S>Vr h¡. h‘ ̀ h ‘mZ boVo h¢ {H$ BgHo$ H$maU {dÎmr` ‘Ü`ñWVm H$s
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Oê$aV g‘má hmo OmVr h¡. VWm{n {Z{Y OwQ>mZo dmbm| Am¡a {Z{Y CnbãY H$amZo
dmbm| Ho$ AÀN>o H$m`© {ZînmXZ H$s JmaÝQ>r H$m¡Z boVm h¡? O~ BZ‘| àË`oH$ ì`pŠV
EH$ Xygao H$mo OmZVo ̂ r Zhr§, EH$ Xygao go ~hþV Xyar na pñWV hm|, Omo Xygar gr‘m
go nao ̂ r hmo gH$Vr h¡, V~ ‘m‘bm O{Q>b hmo OmVm h¡. Bg{bE {demb am{e
OwQ>mZo Ho$ {bE ‘mH}$Q> ßbog ’§${S§>J Cn`wŠV Zhr§ hmo gH$Vr h¡. {dÎm Ho$ g§~§Y ‘|
`h ~w{Õ‘Vm H$s ~mV h¡ {H$ ewéAmVr Xm¡a ‘| ñdrH¥$V hmoZo Am¡a Ag’$bVm Ho$ ~mX
Ho$ g‘` Am¡a Xm¡a ‘| AmH${f©V hmoZo dmbo bmoJm| H$s g§»`m ‘| JwUmoÎma d¥{Õ hmoVr
h¡, {’$a dh l¥I§bm Qy>Q> OmVr h¡ Am¡a {d’$bVm hmW bJVr h¡. {ZXm}f Am¡a H$‘Omoa
nm{Q>©`m| Ho$ g§ajU hoVw g§J{R>V Am¡a {d{Z`{‘V g§ñWm H$s Amdí`H$Vm hmoVr h¡,
{H$gr ̂ r bmoH$Vm§{ÌH$ àUmbr Ho$ AÝVJ©V Bg AdñWm H$mo "àm¡‹T> ñdrH¥${V' Ho$ ê$n
‘| Im[aO Zhr§ {H$`m Om gH$Vm. ~‹S>o n¡‘mZo H$s {d’$bVm gm‘Zo AmZo na "àm¡‹T>
ñdrH¥${V' Ho$ VH©$ go H$m‘ Zhr§ Mb gH$Vm. 1994 ‘| Hw$Q>©O‘¡Z Zo "So>W> Am°’$ ‘Zr'
erf©H$ dmbr nwñVH$ ‘| H$hm Wm {H$ "Hw$N> bmoJm| H$m Ehgmg h¡ {H$ AnZo nma§n[aH$
AW© ‘| ‘wX«m g‘má hmo JB© h¢. Hw$N> bmoJm| Zo Vmo BgHo$ VÏ` Ho$ à^mdm| na {d‘e©
^r ~§X H$a {X`m h¡.'

Cng§hma 

{’$ZQ>oH$ H§$n{Z`m§ n[adV©Z H$mo Vrd« ~Zm ahr h¢ Am¡a {dÎmr` godm CÚmoJ ‘|
‘m¡{bH$ n[adV©Z bm ahr h¢. {’$ZQ>oH$ ‘| g§^mdZm ̀ h h¡ {H$ ̀ h ̂ maV ‘| {dÎmr`
godmAm| Am¡a {dÎmr` g‘mdoeZ Ho$ n[aX¥í` H$mo ‘m¡{bH$ ê$n go Z`m ñdê$n àXmZ
H$a gH$Vm h¡. Bggo bmJV ‘| ̂ r H$‘r Am gH$Vr h¡ Am¡a {dÎmr` godmAm| H$s
JwUdÎmm ‘| ̂ r gwYma Am gH$Vm h¡. bo{H$Z BZ {’$ZQ>oH$ g§ñWmZm| Ho$ {bE g~go
~‹S>r MwZm¡Vr {d{Z`m‘H$m| Ho$ ~‹T>Vo hþE AZwnmbZ H$m`© H$m ̂ ma h¡, {OgHo$ n[aàoú`
‘| {’$ZQ>oH$ Am¡a {d{Z`m‘H$m| Ho$ gmW H$m‘ H$aZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm hmoJr. {dJV
nm§M XeH$m| ‘| {Og Vah go {’$ZQ>oH$ Zo àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$m XmohZ {H$`m h¡, dh ~hþV
Hw$N> gr‘m VH$ n[ad{V©V hmo J`m h¡, Š`m|{H$ {d{Z`m‘H$ Vrd« J{V go ~‹T>Vo hþE
CÚmoJ H$mo g§a{jV Am¡a {Z`§{ÌV H$aZo Am¡a Cgo g‘PZo H$m à`mg H$a aho h¢. 

Xygar Amoa ~mOma Am§H$‹S>m| na A{YH$ {dídmg H$aZo Ho$ {bE {dH${gV hmo aho h¢.
CYmaH$Vm©Am| Ûmam g~ go A{YH$ Am§H$‹S>m| dmbr g§ñWm H$mo CZHo$ G$U OmopI‘ H$m

Am§H$bZ H$aZo Am¡a CÝh| G$U XoZo Ho$ {bE g~go AÀN>m ñWmZ {X`m Om ahm h¡.
J«mhH$ nmaånm[aH$ {dÎmr` g§ñWmZm| H$s Anojm {’$ZQ>oH$ Ho$ Bg ZE àmê$n H$m
{dH$mg Am¡a A{YH$V‘ {dH$mg H$s ‘m§J H$a ahm h¡, ~¢H$ O¡go {dÎmr` godm àXmVm
^r {’$ZQ>oH$ H$s j‘VmAm| H$mo ‘mÝ`Vm àXmZ H$a aho h¢. ̀ h Ü`mZ ‘| aIZm hmoJm
{H$ {’$ZQ>oH$ Ho$ ~mYmH$mar ZdmoÝ‘of nman§[aH$ ~¢{H§$J ̀ m {dÎm OJV H$mo nyU© ê$n go
g‘má AWdm ~~m©X Zhr§ H$a gH$Vo h¢, VWm{n Eogo ~hþV go Cnm` h¢ {OZHo$
‘mÜ`‘ go ~¢H$ Am¡a {’$ZQ>oH$ Amng ‘| gh`moJ H$aHo$ {dÎmr` godm Ho$ J«mhH$m| H$s
H$m’$s AÀN>r godmAm| H$m gyÌnmV H$a gH$Vo h¢. h‘| àUmbrJV à^mdm| H$mo H$‘
H$aVo hþE {’$ZQ>oH$ H$m à^mdembr VarHo$ go Cn`moJ H$aHo$ EH$ g§VwbZ ñWm{nV
H$aZm h¡. 

boIH$$ n[aM¶
gw~h{g§h ̀ mXd Zo E‘ E (AW©emñÌ) Ed§ E‘ {’$b
H$s Cnm{Y J«hU H$s VWm AnZm ì`mdgm{`H$ OrdZ
ì`m»`mVm (AW©emñÌ) {Xëbr  {díd{dÚmb` go
Ama§^ {H$`m. VËníMmV amOñWmZ CÀM {ejm godm ‘|
AÜ`mnZ {H$`m. 

Amn ~¢H$ Am’$ ~‹S>m¡Xm ‘| ghm`H$ ‘hmà~ÝYH$ Ho$ nX
go godm {Zd¥Îm hþE h¢. df© 1983 ‘| Amn Am`moOZm A{YH$mar Ho$ ê$n ‘| ~¢H$ Am°’$
~‹S>m¡Xm ‘| AmE Am¡a {dJV 32 dfm] go AZoH$ nXm| na ahVo hþE à{ejU Ed§
EgEb~rgr g{hV {Oå‘oXm[a`m| H$m {Zd©hZ {H$`m. 

BÝh| amîQ´n{V, CnamîQ´n{V, ̀ moOZm Am`moJ, JdZ©a ̂ maVr` [a‹Od©© ~¢H$, {dËV
‘§Ìmb` Am{X Ûmam 21 ~ma nwañH¥$V {H$`m Om MwH$m h¡. AmnH$s 26 nwñVH|$ VWm
{d{^ÝZ nÌ-n{ÌH$mAm| ‘| 405 AmboI àH$m{eV hmo MwHo$ h¢. Amn AZoH$
{díd{dÚmb`m|, à{ejU g§ñWmZm| VWm àemg{ZH$ g§ñWmZm| ‘| A{V{W dŠVm h¢.
`mXd B§{S>`Z B§ñQ>rQ>`yQ> Am°’$ ~¢{H§$J E§S> ’$mBZoÝg Ed§ Hw$N> {díd{dÚmb`m| Ho$
narjH$ ̂ r aho h¢. 

B©‘ob: ssyadav1008@yahoo.co.in

* àË¶oH$ boI Ho$ gmW 100-150 eãXm| H$m boIH$ n[aM¶ VWm boIH$ H$s ’$moQ>mo

(300 dpi) ̂ oOZm A{Zdm¶© h¡.

* ~wboQ> {~ÝXþAm| Ho$ {bE (i) (ii) BË¶m{X H$m à¶moJ {~bHw$b Z H$a|.

* Ho$db H¥${VXod ’$m°ÝQ> H$m hr à¶moJ H$a|.

{hÝXr boIH$ H¥$n¶m Ü¶mZ X|



Kind Attention: Contributors

We are initiating steps to further improve the

quality of  content in The Indian Banker.

Contributed articles will be subjected to an

enhanced quality filtering process before

getting selected for publication. 

We appreciate the efforts that go into producing

a good quality article. Therefore, we have decided

to increase the honorarium for articles selected

for publication to INR 5000 from the existing

INR 2000. This increase will be effective for

the articles published in our

September 2020 issue onwards.

Please send all your contributions and related

mails to:

ibaindianbanker@gmail.com

with a copy to

mgr2.corpcomm@iba.org.in 

hari@finsight-media.com
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